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_	 ^^.^	 . .
.. ^.._....._.	 ,^....,n...a.e..^..
The subroutine named VORTEX which is listed in the users manual
has been modified to eliminate a defect which can cause errors when
*win-engine aircraft configurations are modeled.
Due to this modification, the following seven corrections must be
made to the users manual.
1. On page 21 in Table 2.1, the list of subroutine names in
which Commmn Block /WING1/ appears must be changed. Remove the word
VORTEX. Change that g:uup of names to -^ead
MAIN PROGRAM, INPUT, COEFIC,




	 2. On page 25 under item d concerning Common Statement /WING1/,
delete the last line which reads: " -card VOR 2250 in subroutine VORTEX."
3. On page 32 in line 17, change the number 3991 to 3975.
4. On page 34 in line 8, ci^ange the number 363,782 to 363,766.
5. On page 34 in line 26, change the number 25,26ti to 25,250.
6. In the Appendix A description of subroutine VORTEX found on
pages 105 and 106, page 106 is correct. However, page 105 must be
changed and should be replaced by the following attached page.
7. Finally, the listing of subroutine VORTEX found on pages 225
through 22S in Appendix B of the manual is no longer used. Instead,
those four pages must be replaced with the listing of the newly modified
subroutine VORTEX which is also enclosed on the last four pages of this
errata.
The sample case presented in Appendix C of the users manual is not
affected by the subroutine modification and no corrections are needed
there .
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^zepreseated by a single horseshoe vortex bound at the one quarter
'i^hord line. The trailing vortices srs separatsd by a^distance of
_v/4 times the span. A Doing lift coefficient is specified by the user
each angle of attack so' the stag vortex strength is not +pa
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_: ^^	 Several cases of body angle of attack aQd •ids!' - slip maybe solved
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^	 ^^^	 a`^LLuonsidered, but the body is assumed not to iafiuence the stag. Thy
	 ^^`	 -^
--	 t .'body shay be of any arbitrary shape. The body surface is represented
	 ^	 ,
f^.
`	 rid. ,^,by a mesh of triangular and quadrilateral paaeis. Certain panels may^	 ^
be specified as being relaxed boundaries through which sours specified
psrceatage of free stream velocity is specified. Such panels awdsl
	 '
inlet and outlet regions. All other panels art solid bouadasies through
which ao vsloc'ty may Pass.
	 ^ ^':^
A cc^istant distribution of source strength acts oa the panel wader
'^	 consideration. At other panels, the source distribution is lumped as
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tk^	 ^	 prediction gropcsa =ivsa ia , refareaces 2 and 3.	 '
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.^-	 This prows aas written is aisle prscisioa F0	 for ws on _	 ^`i^
< as I3M 370 coa^uter usini an 08 /370 operatias systsa at►d sssist8 built-





requira^d -by .the propsras. These tilu a+era stored on an IS^d 3330 Disk ` 	 "^
	
^:. ^	 , Puk. Dstiils oa allocatins sacs tor- t^qs files . is ;ivaa . is►:: Section Z -
^:
. of . this manual-. 	 _	 -	 ^	 a _::
	
`!	 ^	 A listing of tbs pro=ram is given is Appssslis 3. This particular .	^ '-
version of the pso=rsae is dimeasianad to a 3^sr^ size capable of pro-
cessis^ up to 2396 pasnls and 6 bodq orisatatioas. bowe^rsr, the
progrs►m dimensions may bs enlarged to enable handling of wry long
	
`^	 bodies, very wide bodies, or bodies rsquiriap more panels or thei
grogram dianasior^a can be reducsd to enable the program to fit is a
	
'	 smaller coaputsr. Detailed psocedssres for aiterina prograsp diaeas+icns
.	 y	 ars given is Ssctioa 2 of this anawl. Aiao tls computer stocass
requirsweats as a function of pro=run dimsnaioas is s:plaiasd is Sectica 2.
.,;
	
`	 'Seerioa 2 of thin manual gives as is-depth description of the
mechanics of this program too detailed to mention is this brief
	
"^ ^ ^	 description.	 ,
	
_.	 _ t_.	 .	 _ ^^__ -	 _c`_ r. ^. err.
Tao factors should be kept to mind ahan panslie^ the configuration.
Z'hs first factor. as discwsad is r:fereaca 4, is concesaed with the
distribution of pawls. The papal sash must be Einar (morn sad soallar
7	 pawls) oa regions of .he body vhere absupt surface curvature and rapid
change is cross aactional ahapa occurs. Exaapiss of such regions are
,,^	 nacelle inlet lips. locations where fairings or other protr^uions art
t	 attached to the body, sad the ragiou where the canopy or +cabin inter-
^;	 sects the fwelage. 1Qearby geometry bas the stroasast influence oa the
'•	 propeller plane floc field. Since the main purpose of this program is;.
to calculate the flow field in the propeller plane, it is desirable to
most accurately define the re=ions of the body nearest to the propeller
plane. Therefore, spacial attempts should bt made to accurately panel
the cowl or nacelle inlet face sad foraaard body regions wing as fine
a paneling mesh as passible. The second factor to consider deals with
panel •izss. For best results. gsadual chsages is panel •ise must ba
made to blend paneling is regions of dense panel concentrations with
panels in regions of sparse concentration. Reference S states that the
characteristic dimensions of a papal should not differ by more than
SO percent from the dimensions of adjacent panels. Althou=h this rule
is difficult to obey with every panel on all coafiguratioas, it Gives
a guideline for the wer to follow.
The two factors of panel mesh size sad distribution give the user
basic guidelines to follow in paasliug the body. The source •trRagth
t,^
solutions will generally converge xo a solution if the two guidelines
are foliawsd. Tye accuracy of the solutions obtained may depend sow- 	 ,^
-.i
what upon how closely the guidelines are followed. If the body paneling
v
strays too far from the above guidelines, the matrix system of equations
,.




iterative solution process will diverge giving ao results. On coag,lex
^	 configurations, especially multiple body types as found is twin sagina
a^.rcraft, the paneling mash may lead to divergent solucioaa. Ia some
situatioaa, the war must use trial aad error in modifying . the paaalia;
arrangement to gat convergent solutioes. Reference S contains a general
discwsioa on the numerical behavior of the •ystam of agwtions charac-
teriatic of this paneling method. Other geometry paneling factors
affecting solution convergence are explained in sactioas 1.2 aad l.3
below.
1.2 Single Body Panelin^t input Techniques
'	 1.2.1 Czosa Section aad Periphery Point Input Rules--Cameral
Examples of configurations considered us a siag.le body are
single engine aircraft cowl-fuselages without spinners, or the cowl-
fuselage with the spinner attached to the cowling without s physical
separation. Such a body is modeled by inputting the diacrEte po^.at
s	 description of the body cross sactioas. See also section 3, card set 3
in this manual.
The method of paneling closely resemble• the method used in refer-
encs 4. The body is cut into many cross seetioat perpendicular or
nearly perpendicular to the body refsreace x axis. Czosa sections need
not always be purely coplanar cuts through the body. Rather, the cross
section cuts taay weave or curve forward and aft is an irregular fashion.
See Figure 1.1. Such "quasi" cross sections may be needed to allow
shifting of points forward and aft at awkwardly contoured regions on
the body.
Cross aectioa descriptions mLa'. be input in sequence starting at
the frost o: the body aad moving aft. Ses Figurs 1.2. Note that a
cross section may aia^ply be a siagl ^oia^. repeated severe: times.
This occurs in the example in A^►pendix C. Aa exception to the front
to aft ordering occurs is paneling the inside of inlets (aa at the front
of a cowl). In thin situatiot:, sse Figure 1.3, the first cross aectioa
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The inlet wall cross sections are input sequentially from art to front
to the inlet lip. Then the outer contours are specified in the normal
front to aft sequence.
Each cross section is defined by specifying the coordinates of the
periphery points on the section in the sequential order indicated in
Figures 1.2 and 3.2.
Between two cross sections, the program generates a ring of panels
using the input points for corners. See Figure 1.2. The or3ering of
the section points is important aG the first point on one section is
paired with the first point in the next section, etc. By specifying
a point twice ar more, that point will become the corner of one or more
triangular panels. Otherwise, quadrilateral panels will be generated.
The input orri.^-_ of cross sections and periphery points shown in
Figures 1.2, 1.3, and 3.2 must be followed to ensure the panels caill
have outward drawn normal vectors.
Refer to Figure 1.2. Panel rings will be generated between cross
sections I and I+1 unless the flag signal, NFLr1G, is given a value of
1 on section I. NFLAG=1 for section I indicates that section I will
be repeated as section I+1 using a different number or distribution of
periphery points. Thus no panels will be generated between sections I
and I+1 in this situation. Use of NFL:^G=1 is the method for increasing,
decreasing, or altering the distribution of panels on the rings bask
along the body. It is essential that the number of points, NIP, on
section I equal the same number of points on section I+1 if panels are
generated between these sections.
Cross sections, between which panels will be placed, must never
be allowed to intersect or coincide. That is, no point on the one
section can be the same as a point on the other section. This would
trigger an error in the program. However, cross sections may be con-
centric. This might be necessary in paneling the flat front fa:.e of













^'' ^^	 xt should be stated that although it is possible to panel - concave	 ^^
	
^^ '-''.body contours, such as the inside of'an inlet, it has been found - that.	 -
^in such •cases, the equation 'salutions ' will usually diverge and no
Y	
results gill be ' obtsined. It is not recommended that concave shapes
.j	 such as the iaterior walls of inlets be paneled. Section 1 .2.3 below	 °
s
presents an alternative technique for modeling inlets.
,^
^^	 1.2..2 Use of Symmetric and Non-Symmetric Input Options	 ^ 't




The input of cross'section peripherq points completely
araund . the.section, as eaplaiaed im section 1.2.1, is the general or
son-symmetric input option method (see Figure 3.2.b). This input
.:generatespaaels on :both - sides of the body and^an always be used
regardless o£-body symu^eetry.,
As is also outlined in section 3 of ` this manual, the symmetric
body input option- . can be used if special conditionsagply. These	 ^
conditions are:.,
L The body cross sections must all have left-.right symmetry
•;	 about a common (x-z) plane of symmetry. This plane of






3. Inlets and outlets (panels) must be s;n^etrically arranged
-	 about the plane of symmetry._
4. All body sideslip angles must be zero. The body may be
oriented at angle of attack only.




(negative y) half of each cross section need be input (see Figure 3.2.b).
This is the symmetric input option. If this special input option is
used, then the right side panels . are mirror images of those on the
.left and they are automat ally generated by the program. The
important benefit of the symmetric input option is that equations need
only be created for the left side panels. The size of the system of
equations is half of that produced when non-symmetric input is employed.
.^	
Thus computing time and costs are greatly reduced. It is recommended
j	 that the symmetric input option be used whenever possible.
2. The root of the wing (if present) must be an this .plane of
symmetry.
^.. rv^gnj. ^^
	 aT :'.1	 I	 i..	 h	 -:^
^:t
10 .
Typically, a single engine aricraft configuration can be paneled
using the symmetry option if the non-symmetrical small ducts and other
small protrusions are ignored, and if the spinner is attached to the
fuselage symmetrically. If the spinner is yawed with respect to the fuselage
(it typically is built this way),ihen the symmetric input option aan not
be used with this configuration unless the spinner is not modeled.
1.2.3 Relaxed_(Inlet/Outlet) Panel Input Considerations
The body must ,always be paneled as a closed body. So if
-the front of the body is actually an open inlet, the inside of the
inlet must be paneled as a closed cup shape. However this paneling
method is not recommended as the solutions will fail to converge.
Instead, the inlet face should be covered with "relaxed" panels which
.allow some flow to pass through them. To do this, panel the opening
of the inlet as if it were closed off by a plate. Now in the inlet
panel data cards (set 5 of input data--see section 3) the panel numbers
of the inlet covering panels are specified. Assign a through flow
velocity ratio to these panels. This velocity ratio will simulate the
flow into the mouth of the inlet. The configuration will appear as
a convex closed body with inlet inflow modeled. This should prevent
solution divergence problems caused by concave paneled surfaces.
If the user is uncertain of the inlet /outlet panel numbers to
specify, he should first run the configuration using the geometry
test run option, NCALC = 1. To do this, set NCALC = 1 on card set a
of input. Do not specify any islet/outlet panels in card set 5 of
input. Submit the data. The program will generate the body paneling
but will not solve the flow equations. Take the output panel geometry
from the run and find the numbers of the panels which should be inlets
or outlets. Go back to the input data and specify these inlet /outlet
panels in card set 5. Change the NCALC 0 on card set 4. Then the
data is resubmitted and a normal run will be made. All flow calcula-
tions will be made. Refer also to section 3 of this manual for use
of the test run, NCALC = 1, option.
, 	
.
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^ ^t "tsad . C^ ^_^ sattion 2.1 a^ : rafax .to ractioa 3 of this
. ^
^ ttu,^ . .ay^m^astr^a :^ ^ +option 3• wed, tea #alet or outlet. panels '`
^. -^-v^ . swat rbe symr^:ricahly :positioned about for ^.plana : of `symwtry, .-sad oalp . , }
.e''+Y' ^
^g^^ ^'p ' ttu ,twat/outlet .panels on :Che left: side ^a►f tha•^sodp ale .apea^^iad by ..
'^''^	
^ ''^ ^^ . ^;s^d set ^ ' of the ^P^•
	
-^	 st3^ `^ ^ -
^
t.^
	 1.3 Kultiple Body Pabelin,^I,ngut Te,^,l►h ,^ 4^ ;. ^'	 ^;
r	 :^	
-.	 ^
,^	 :,	 ^	 ,,, 1.3.1' S^od^► :Geosotrs^ Iaput hulas-r^en^^l
. ^	 ^.
`:^	 .'	 ^.;'-	 the paneled configuration may consist of 'several discrete
closed bodies." An example of^this is"a single engine. aircraft' -fuselage- '-^
`^	 ^	 spinner combinatioa ^ ia► which the spinner is paaeled as'one ^isalated ^j _:.
closed bode' and ~the f^uaela$e''is 'a second isolated "closed bodq. . A second
= example treated 'as^'a multiple bode is e-twin engine `aircraft configure- ^'
ion mit4 wing mounttd nacelles.
	
Each nacelle is a'separate closed -
,_	 .	 ,	 -
_'	 ^	 _body..	 The-fuselage itself is ` a third `cloeed body^and is not-physically '.
'	 `conaected^to ` the nacelles.	 ^	 -	
;
Multiple. body configurations are paneled by considering one body . ,`




are. referenced to one commoa coordinate system.- It does - not matter f
which discrete body is defined first.	 For example, a nacelle caa be f'	 '>
paneled first, they the fuselage, ' and lastly another nacelle. 	 Or the
'fuselage could be panelsd first.	 If, on a.twin nacelle aircraft, the r^
left propeller plane is considered for the predictions, it may be
i
,.
convenient to .input the left nacelle body first.
-	 Input the first discrete body cross sections according to
section 1.2.1 rules.. Use the NFLAG ^ 1 parameter if a cross section -
repeat is desired. To distinguish the-end of -the-first discrete body
from the start of the second discrete body, it is necessary that
	 s,
NFLAG ^ l be specified on the last input section of the first-body.
In-this use of NFLAG 1, the last cross section o £ the first body
will not- be repeated. Instead, the flag s.gnifies that no panels will
^._	 ] ...	 s- ^^.►.,^.....	 -	 tea— _^__ __.	 ^-.	 .
	^	 be placed b.•tween - this last -cross section of the first body sad tha
first cross section of the second body.. Now input the second discrete
body using the rul^+a of section 1.2.1. 1s before, if a third body
follows the second, use NFLE.6 = 1 on the last cross section of the
-
	
	 second body. Panel the third discrete tidy etc. ;Panel the last
diacreta bady using the xules of section 1.2.1. However, since the
-
	
	 last discrete body will 3^ave cone following it, do sot specify NFLAG = 1
on the Sast section of the last body. The result is several closed
bodies,. each paneled according to single body rules with none of the
bodies physically connected.
Through experience in paneling nacelle-fuselage-nacelle configura-
:i
tions, it has been found that this panel geometry often produces a
system of equations which will diverge when solved iteratively. To
^i
obtain results, it may be . necessary to ignore some regions of the con-
	
;^:	 figuration. For example, if only the left nacelle and foreward portion
^'
^-	 of the fuselage are paneled, the equations may be well behaved and will
^:
.,..converge. Then if flow calculations are made on the left propeller
^.
plane, trs results are still valid since the left nacelle and front
i fuselage have a dominant influence on this propeller plane. The right
nacelle and rear fuselage are remote from the left propeller plane and
it is safe to ignore these components in paneling the configuration.
1.3.2 Use of Symmetric and Non-Symmetric Input Options
Each discrete body of a multi-body configuration may always
be input using the non-symmetric input option. To use this option,
follow the procedures in sections 1.3.1 and 1 . 2.1 (see Figures 1.2 and
3.2.a).
The same conditions as gives in section 1.2.2 must hold before the
synanetric body input option may be used on multi-body configurations.
These conditions are repeated here and have new meaning when applied
to multiple body configurations:
1. All cross sections of all discrete bodies must be symmetric
(left and right) about one comtaon plane of synnnetry. This
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r	 _	 ^•; " ,„t
2. _The root coordinaa of th• wing (if presents mint lia . oa this r
plane of ^ymmatry.
3. xnl^ts and outlets (panals) must ba ry;pmetrically `arranged`

















. input option can be used. -Inuaing 'th2s symmetric ,option, oalp'the
tv:
••:points on the left '(negative y) 'side'of a:ch badycross section are
	
'^	 ' input (nee . Figure 3.2.bj. `Tt;e right 'side mirror image panels will be
	^;	 automatically created by the program. However, equations Head only
be written for the left side panels. Thus, the system of equations is
	
'?	 only half as large as would occur if the non-symmetric option were used.
^`
	
; •j	 Saviaga in computer time and cost is the result..
	
•	 Note that rule 1 above requires that all"discrete bodies of a
''nw].tiple body configuration must lie in tandem oa the-common x axis.
This is the only manaer , by which all cross sections of all bodies could 	 J
be symmetric about. one plane of sym^ ►etry. A multiple body configuration
which could use the sym^aetric input option is a single engine fuselage-
,',
spinner combination, provided the spinner is not yawed with respect to -
the fuselage.
	
Although typical twin engine nacelle-fuselage-nacelle canfigura- 	 ^
tiona would seem to be symmetric, they can never be paneled using the
^-	 symmetry option as defined for this program, because each nacelle lies
completely to one side of the glare of symmetry and does not obey rule 1.
Other examples of configurations which can non use the symmetry
option are;
- nacelle-nacelle bodies side by side (rule 1 doss not hold)
	
' !	 —fuselage-yawed spinner (rule 1 does not hold)
- fuselap^e-nacelle (rule 1 does not hold)
- wing mounted nacelle and wing. This is a single body which
	
^^^^	 cannot use the symmetry option because the wing root does not
	





Unfortunately, as seen above, the symmetric input option has
limited application whey paneling multiple body configurations.	 `1
...
1.3.3 Relaxed (Inlet/Outlet) Penal Input Considerationr^,
-y+
Each d^.acrete bedy of the multiple body configuration must
be paneled as a closed body. If the badies contain inlet or outlet	 '
openings, the use of relaxed islet/outlet panels can be made. These
..relaxed panels can be used to model inlet openings without paneling
	
':3





	 panels given in section 1,2.3 applies equally to multiple body..
configurations.
. ^. 1.4 S^
The formulas used for calculating panel characteristics from
discrete cross section perirhery point input can be found in reference 1.
-	 This section of the manual should be used in conjunction with section 3
''	 when making the input data deck.
.h	
^	 Although nay arbitrary body geometry can be paneled successfully,
the system of equations obtained from the paneling network may not be
^
	
	 well behaved numerically. As a res^ilt, possible solution divergence
may occur during the iterative solution pracesa. Thus, it may be
necessary to use trial and error in getting a paneling network which
accurately represents the body and also converAea to a solution.
F._.	 Basically, the quality of the paneling depends upon tt^e judgement andr'.
.^
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38CTION 2 OVERALL PROGRAM DETAILS
k
t	 2.1 Program Structura
The 3-D potential flow computer program consists of a rosin program
used in setting up array dimensions, establishing program size, and
calling the subroutines. Of the 14 subroutines used is the program.
10 are called directly by the rein program. The overall structure of 	 .
the program is illustrated by the flow charg on Figure 2.1. Also a
description of the main program and each subroutiae^is givsn in
Appendix A.	 `
A copy of the program is listed in Appendix B. This particular
version has been dimensioned to a fairly large airs capable of handling
up to 2596 body panels and up to six body orientations. The size of
the program in Appendix 8 is one of the largest which can be compiled
and executed on the IBM 170 computer facility at the Pennsyluania State
University.
2.2 Program Dimension Size--Introduction
As the program dimension size determines the size of the configura-
tion which may be handled, core storage and auxiliary file storage
requirements, it may be necessary to change the size of the program
given in Appendix B. Some or all of the dimensions of the program may
be decreased to enable use of the program in a smaller computer instmlla-
tion, or to enable the program to be run in a smaller storage-higher
priority run category at the installation. Conversely, some or all
dimensions of the program may be increased to take advantage of a larger
computer facility. This would enable configurations with more panels to
be handled.
In the remaining portions of this section is a description of the
variables which must be changed by the user to alter the program
dimensions. Also described are the COAII"ION statements and DIMENSION
statements needed, auxiliary files, and step-by-step procedures to ba
followed in altering the dimension size of the program. Then instruc-





0 No wing modeled
r___ 
r M _ MAIN PROGRAr: _ w ^ _ + _ _,	
. 1 Wiag is modeled
I	 ^NSYMET ' o sods aynimetry
1	 CALL INPUT	 I	 1 Nonsymmetry
I	 GET: NALPHA	 I
I	 NCALC	 i —	 INPUT
1





f CALL VCOMP	 = -- - — -- !	 VCOMP	 EULER
j	 ii	 I
IS	 1I	 h'WING ^ 0	 CALL WGEOM	 I	 WGEOM
I	 or 1	 ^
I	 0	 I	 :CALC 0	 STOP
1	 I	 1
I	 I
^ CALL PANEL	 = ^ = -- ^ PANEL
i	 I
^	 IS	 CALL COl'SYM	 I^ COFSY^t	 WINGV
f	 NSYMET ^ 0	 I
(	 or 1	 0	 i	 VORTEX




-- --•- ^ ^ "'^ COEFIC	 WINGV
^	 ^	 VOR'PEX
I	 CALL SOLVE	 --	 --^- --= ^	 SOLVE
I	 1I	 I
I	 I r I+ 1	 I^ 0	 I	 WINGV
^	 ^
I	 --I	 CALL VELOCI	 ^— -"^" I	 VELOCI	 VORTEXI
CALL VPROPS	 ^ ^.....^	 VPROPS	 WINGV
I
I	 i	 ANGLES	 E"JEER
^	 NO	 IS	 YES
I	 I ^ NALPHA	 STOP	 f NCALC . 0 Nostaal run
1
	 ^ 1 Geomatr,^ test
^	 I
rue




estimations of output record requirements and core storage rnquirements
for the given program dimensions. Execution lima is discussed, and
instructions are given for creating an ob;jeet program deck to enable.
the program to exer.ute faster. Lastly, a section gives instructions
for operating the program, includi^^g all required j b co^^trol cards
needed to run the program on the Pens► State computes facility.
2.3 Program Dimension Size Controlling Variable D_ eieri^tions
The user has control of the program dimensions by specify!.ng
values of the following four variables on ;our cards in the main
program. The main purpose of these is to permit execution time
dimensioning of certain arrays in the subroutines:
1. NSECaA Upper limit on the number cf body cross section
deacri;;tions which may be input to define the body.
kale: NSECMA must be integer value of 3 or more.
2. NIP*SAY Upper limit on the number of periphery points allowed
around a complete cross section. (First and last
gofnt are the same but count as two points.)
Rule: NIP2te1.Y must be an odd integer with ^ value of
5 or more.
3. Ma.YAI.P Maximus: number of body orientations (pairs of body
angle of attack and aideslir) wh{ch may be input in
one run of the program.
Rule: MAXALP must be an integer value of 1 or more.
4. Ma.YINF Maximum number of body panels over tit:' entire configura-
tion which may be specified as being inlet or outlet
panels.
Rule: MA.YIyF must be an rven integer value of ? or
more.
If the user breaks any of the rules abo^. •a, the program will detect
them and stop. Refer to section 2.8 for instructions on changing these






Based on the wer specified size control variables show, three
other variables are computed by the program and are also used for
execution rime dimensioning of certain arrays is subroutines. However,
tha user mwt also manually calculate the values as he moat supply the
numbers in the win program DII^NSION statement ^saction 2 . S) and in
the C^:ASON statements (section 2.6). The three additional variables
are:
.	 S. LLL	 LLL ^ (NSB^tA - 1)*(NIPMAX - 1). LLL is the maximum
possible number of body panels generated. This amount
can occur only if NSECMA cross sections have bees input
with NIYMAX points on all sections. Also the paneling
.	 input would have td be completely efficizrtt, that is,
ao repeated description; of a cross sections and no
tr:angular panel input. Generally, with complex
bodies, cross sections arc often xepeated wish two
descriptions and section points are r^peate3 several
times to create triangular panels. So L'LL panels will
not usually be generated, but could be.
Note: LLL will always be an oven integer of size 8
or more.
6. ^tD	 PID ^ (LLL + 1►Ie1XALP) . AID is Lha maximum number of
terms ( right and left side coefficients) in each equa-
tion for panel source strengths. I^ also is the length
of logical records which must be specified in auxiliary
file 9 (see sectiana Z.7 and 2.9).
1. 'LLLY^AF LLLHAF ^ (LLLI2). :t is the maxi:uum possible number
of psnela on the, laft half of a aymmetricall^ • input
rosy.





2.4 DPSIm n ana NRAD^^ -Definitions 	^
1^ro input dati value • control the nu;aber aad distribution of flow
survey points in tha propeller plane. The minimum value of one and
s^.aximum value of the other control the size of auxiliary file SO anc;
the amount of output records:	 !
1. DPSI Azimuthal angular increment between radial spokes of
aurve^ + ports on the propeller plans. DPSImin is :::e
amallsst increment allowed a^.d asst be more than 0.0
but not more than 368. A Di'SI^n value of 1,0 is .a
good choice and is used in the program version in
Appendix B.
^. NItAD Number of survey points positioned radially from hub to
tip a: esch azimuth iocrs :oent on the propeller plane.
It must be a positive integer but not more than NRAD^x.
An NRAD^x value of. 31 is a good choice aad has been
used in the pro`ra^n of Appendix.::.
=3
The choices of PPSI^ T+ aad NRAD^x detex-minc the maximum numbs=
of survey points generated. Thus they affect the number of output
rscords produced, More importantly, they dttermin^ the t:uxb^er of
records which must he provided in auxiliary file SO {see sections 2.7
aad 2.9).
The user r.,ust know what these values are in the program version
being used sc^ he cF^ properly allocate file 50 storage. Instructions
for changing DP5Imia and 
"max values in the program are found in
section 2,8.
2.5 Deserlation of array DIMEYSION Staterient in `fain Program
The fUllowing array names ere found in a D L`^^:SIOti state^at at
the beginning of the eosin program. ^tefer to dppendlx 8. The di.aen-
sivaa of these arrays must be changed b}= the user in this staten^nt
w!ien t!ia program dimeruion size is alterzd {sea section l.$, step 3).
Those arrays are tha only ones which ara automatically dimensioned
r
"J1°^T'^°`t^E^^,	 i	 _ ^
	
A"^^"^-•	 =r*c^-'ar^+^•.'^n..>A^^r^^}-^r.^ r^s a +-^ts
i }
20	 ^^
within the subroutines during execution. The DI,'^NSION statement and
arrays are given below (without subscripts):
DIMENSION A, SIGMA, NCOUNT, NFLAG, PX, PY, PZ, STOXl, STOY1,
STOZ1, STOX2, STOY2, STOZ2, ANVX, ANVY, ANVZ, S, XC, YC, ZC,
BIG, VARIAB,• SUM, SIGSAV
2.n COMMON Block Descriptions
A total of eight different CONMON blocks are used throughout the
program. Some subroutines use most of the COMMON statements and others
use but a few. Ir. most cases these COMMON statements contain both
subscripted (array) and unsubscripted variables. The array variable
dimensions in the C0.*QiON statements must be changed by the user when
the program dim?nsion sizes have been changed. Dimension changes must
be made to every COMMON statement card found in the program. The
procedure for making the changes is found in section 2.8, step 4.
Table 2.l describes each COi^L^ION block name and indicates the type
of data stored and the locations at which the COMMON block cards most
be present.
2.7 Auxiliary File Descriptions
File 5 is a formatted card data input file. File 6 is a formatted
output file wr{.tten on a standard 132 character-per-line printer.
File 7 refers to a formatted data output file punched on standard 80
column computer cards. These three file numbers are the default values
for the computer facility at the Pennsylvania State University.
Additianally, tcoo auxiliary scratch files are needed by the
program. Thee are files 9 and 50 and ma;^ be stored on magnetic tape
or disk. These files are described below:
File 9:	 This is a sequential scratch file used only to store the left
and right side coefficients of the system of linear equations
for the unknown source strengths. Each logical record of
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records save the equations in sequence starting with the
first equation or row of the system.
This file is written during execution of subroutine
COEFIC if the symmetric body input option is not used. Then
one record (equation) is written for each body panel. If the
	
.	 symmetric body input option (see section 3) is used, the
file is written during execution of subroutine COFSYM. In
this case, a record (equation) is written only far the panels
^n the left side of the symmetric body.
The file is read during the iterative solution for panel




	 On the Penn State computer facility this file is stored
on an IBM 3330 Disk Pack.
File 50: This is also a sequential scratch file which temporarily
saves propeller plane flow field prediction output. This
allows the output to be sequentially printed on propeller
'`	 plane output table part 2 (sze section 4). The file is
^-
-	 written and read only during execution of subroutine VPROPS.
Each logical record of file 50 contains flow output
information for one survey point in the propeller plane.
Each record of the file corresponds to one line of the printed
output table. Data written on each record consists of nine
values including radial and azimuthal location of the point,
three velocity components and four flow angles.
Gn the Penn Mate computer facility, file ^0 is stored.
on an IBM 3330 Disk Pack.
The details of allocating file 4 and file 50 storage space is
given in section 2.4. Also, that section e^:plains how to write tl^.e
job control cards for these files for use on the Penn State facility.
y
..	 _ _._._...	 _. _






	 2.8 User Procedure for Altering Program Dimension Size
If the user wishes to alter the dimensions of the program from
those of the version listed in Appendix B, the following steps must be
performed. In what follows refer to sections 2.3 to 2.6 for the defini-
tions of dimensioning variables, dimensioned arrays and COMMON blocks.
Refer to the program listing in Appendix B when a specific card number
is mentioned is the steps. Here are the nine steps involved in
modifying the program dimensions:
Step 1. Choose the desired values of dimensioning variables
NSECMA, NIPMAX, MAXALP, and MAXINF. Ensure they conform
to the rules given for them in section 2.3.
Step 2. Before changing the program cards, check the new core
storage requirements of the program corresponding to the
values chosen in Step 1. Use the procedure outlined in
section 2.11 for this. If it is found the program will
require more storage than is available, it will be
necessary to repeat Step 1 with new values until the
program core storage required is acceptable. Then perform
the modifications given in the remaining steps 3 to 9.
Step 3. Physically replace cards MA:v 5850, t^ 5900, MAN 5450,
and MAN b000 of the main program with cards having the
new values of NSEC`1A, NIPMA.Y, MAXALP, and MAXINF.
Step 4. Calculate the values of the other three sizing variables
L•LL, MD, and LLLHAF using the values of Step 1 in the
following formulas:
a. LLL = (NSECMA - 1)*(NIPr1A.^Y - 1)
b. PID LLL + M.AXALP
c. LLLHAF	 (LLL/2)
These values are automatically generated by the program,
but the user must know the values so the D L`1ENSION state-










Step S. Modify the DIMENSION statement in the main program by
physically changing cards MAN 5200 to MAN X350. Change
the array dimensions to values compatible with the chosen
dimension sizes of Steps 1 and 4. To do this, use the
following pattern DIMENSION statement which shows the
array dimensions arbitrarily in terms of the dimensioning
variables. Repunch cards MAN 5200 to ;cAN 5350 using the
pattern below. (Insert the actual number values of the
array subscripts, however. Punch the characters in-the
columns indicated. Also punch the card identifier numbers
in columns 73 to 80.) (Note: only four cards should be













Step 6. Five of the COtIl`fON blocks contain subscripted array
variables which may be changed. *codify the dimensions
of these COI^L*SON statement arrays affected by the changed
dimension size variables of Steps 1 and 4. Every affected
COMMON card in the main program and subroutines must be
changed by using the new numerical values of the dimension
size variables. The COrL*i0N blocks which must be changed
are given below and the cards to be changed are also
given. (vote: where the dimension size variable names
appear in parentheses, they are to be replaced with the
actual numerical value). Also the COMMON statements
must be puZChed with the variables exactly in the sequence
shown:





i	 a. COMMON /INLET/ FLRATO(MAXINF),INDEX(MAXINF),NINFLO
-card INP25450 in subroutine INPUT
-card COF 1300 in subroutine COEFIC
-card CSY 900 in subroutine COFSYM
-card VEL 1150 in subrou*_ine VELOCI
-card VPR 2450 in subroutine VPROPS
b. COMMON /INPUTS/ ALPETr1(MAXALP),BETA(MAXALP),
VX(MAXALP),VY(MAXALP),VZ(MA.'^ALP),V,NALPHA
-card MAN 5400 in main program
-card INP25200 in subroutine INPUT
-card VC;i 1100 in subroutine VCO^II'
-card COF 1250 in subroutine COEFIC
-card SOL 1200 in subroutine SOLVE
-card CSY 850 in subroutine COFSYM
-card SOS 1350 in subroutine SOLSYM
-card VEL 1100 in subroutine VELOCI
-card VPR 2200 in subroutine VPROPS
-card WGE 2400 in subroutine WGEOM
-card VOR 2200 in subroutine VORTEX
c. c:Ot^iriON /SYMTRE/ NPNSY;i(LLL) ,INSOLV(LLLH^IF) ,NSYMET
-card MAN 5450 in main program
-card INP25400 in subroutine INPUT
-	 -card PAN 1300 in subroutine PANEL
-card CSY 950 in subroutine COFSYM
-card SOS 1400 in subroutine SCLSYM
d. CO^iMO^' /^JING1/ CL(biAXALP),CHORD,DIHED,SPAN,StvEEP,
XQR,YQR,ZQR,NWING
-card MAN 5500 in main program
-card INP25500 in subroutine INPUT
-card COF 1350 in subroutine COEFIC
-card CSY 1000 in subroutine COFSYM
-card WGE 2450 in subroutine WGFOM
-card VEL 1200 in subroutine VELOCI
-card VPR 2400 in subroutine VPROPS
-card WGV 2800 in subroutine WINGV
-card VOR 2250 in subroutine VORTEX
e . COMMON /WING2 / GAASMA (MAXALP) , XTRALL (^i^.^i.-ALP) , YTRALL
(MAXALP) ,ZTRALL(iit1XALP) ,XTRALR(MA:t^I.P) ,YTRaLR(MP,.XALP) ,
ZTR^,LR(MAXALP),XBTIPL,YBTIPL,ZBTIPL,IBTIPR,YBTIPR,ZBTIPR
-card WGE 2500 and WGE 2550 in subroutine WGEOLi















Step 7. Modify the following cards in the main program and sub-
routine INPUT as explained below:
Main Prograce
a. card MAN 4400: insert new values of NSECMA,NIPMAX,
MAXALP, and MAXINF
b. card riAN 4550: insert new value of LLL after the
words "UP TO LLL ="
c. card MAN 4700: insert value of MAXALP after the
words "UP TO"
d. card MAN 4800: insert value of MA.YINF after the
words "UP TO"
Subroutine INPUT
e. card INP 1850: "C	 CONTAINS 3 TO N C^'^RDS
	
."
insert value of N where N (MAXALP + 2)
f. card INP 2300: "C	 (VALUE FROM 1 to N	 ."
insert value of N, where N = PiAXALP
g. card INP 4050: "C	 CONTAINS 11 TO N C.^RAS	 ."
insert value of N, where
N = (NIPMAX * NSEC,^lA) + NSEC^fA + 2
h. card INP 5650: "C	 MAX OF N)	 ."
insert value of N, where N NSECMA
i. card INP 6650: "C	 ;v'). IF	 ."
insert value of N, where
N = (NIPM.AX + 1) /2
,j. card INP b900: "C	 ;LAXIMIJ?I OF N 	 ."
insert value of N, •where N NIPMAX
k. card INP11200: "C	 CONTAINS 1 TO ti CARDS)
	 ."
insert value of N, where
1. card INP11900: "C
	 VALUE N	 ."
insert value of N, where
	
N	 (1iA.YINF/2 j
m. card INP1200U: "C
	 FALUE OF N IF	 ."
insert value of N, where N ^ ,1^..YINF
n. card INP 14050: "C	 N ^aRDS)	 ."
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Step 8. If desired, change either or both the values of DPSImin
and NRADmax. Ensure they obey the rules for these values
given in section 2.4. The recommended values of DPSImin
1.0 degree and NRADmax = 51 have been used in the program
listed in Appendix B. If these values are changed, perform
the following:
`	 a. If DPSImin is changed, modify the following card
.	 found in subroutine INPUT
-card INP20300: "C 	 MUST BE AT LEAST N AND	 ."
insert value of N, where
N DPSImin value
b. If NRADmax is changed, modify the two following cards
found in subroutine INPUT:
-card INP21100: "C	 FROM 1 TO N	 ."
insert value of N, where
N NRADmax value
-card INP36^+50: ". 	 .20 IF (NRD.GT .N) GO T4 76"
insert value of N, where
N NRADmax value
Step 9. The last step in modifying program dimensions is this.
Calculate the amount of auxiliary storage needed for
files 9 and 50. Write the job control language cards tc
give the new storage allocation. The rules for this are
given in section 2.9.
The vt:rsion of the grogram given iu Appendix B has been dimensioned
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2.9 Determining Auxiliary File S
Dimension Size
Storage for auxiliary file 9 and file 50 must be allocated on
either magnetic tape or disk, and fob control cards must be made to
perform the allocation. The aaximum dimensian of the program version
being used determines how man}• records must be available on the two
files. Phis was explained in section 2.7.
In the following parts 1 and 2 below is given the for•,rulas for
calculating record and disk pack requirements for files 9 and 50,
respectively. Also given is the fob control language needed for
"	 establishing these files on the Penn State computer facility.
2.9.1 File 9 Storage Allocation Formulas and .?CL
File 9 is a sequential file requiring variably spanned
physical -ecordsS . Enough tape or disk space must be provided to
store up to LLL (section 2.3) logical records, each containing
*II7 {section 2.3) single precision numbers of 4 bytes each.
On the Penn State University ILM 370 computer system, file 9 is
stored on an IBM 3330 Disk Packb . Since this file is relatively
large, the disk storage is allotted by requesting numbers of cylinders
of space, CYL.
For this disk pack, the user should specify the following param-
eters in the iob cantrol cards when allocating space for file 9:
RECF:i = VS	 (i.e., variable spanned records)
BLKSIZE	 3120	 (bytes)
LFECL = (BLKSIZE - 4}	 3116	 (b;^t.^s)
CYL number of disk cylinders requested	 (calculated below)
:^umher of cy linders, CTL, required is a function of the size







1, If [(4 * 2^ffI) > (BLKSIZE - 8) J use:
LLL * ^ ^ * ^
BLKSIZE - 8 rounded xo 	 f
CYL =	 higher integer)
19 *
	 13165










BLKSIZE + 135 rounded to
1	 lower integer i 
rounded to
L	 higher integer
Note that CYL is the maximum number of cylinders which would be
needed if LLL body panels were generated. So CYL must bz available,
Sut usuall;^, not all of the space is used, since most configurations
seldom generate the fuI.l amount of LLL panels.
The following example specifies file 9 storage and job control
cards for the program version listed in Appendix B. This example
applied to the Penn State University computer facility. This program
has.
LLL = 2596 and ^ID 2602
The job control parameters are:
BLKSIZE 3120
LRECL	 3116
CYL	 131 calculated using formula 1 above.
Two job control cards punched exactly as shown below, both starting








f-'.^'^.	 _	 -. ^_. _.^.^^.^r,	 .._.^tires.	 r.—^^.^^....
^	 30
Here thr cylinders have been requested using a primary allocation
or 123 cylinders with a secondary allccation of one cylinder (repeatable
up to 14 times) which is made when the space is needed. This gives 13;
cylinders available. Reference 6 contains details on the disk peak and
fob control language far the Peru: State computer system.
2.x.2 File 50 Storage Allocation Formulas and JCL
File 50 is a sequential file requiring variably spanned
physical records 6 . Enough tape or disY. space must be provided to store
`	 up to R logical records, where R is given by:
R = NRAD	
* rr 360 ^
ma::	 `DPSI	 ^ rounded to
thin lower integer
NRAD^X and DPSimin are defined in section 2.4.
Each record contains nine single precision numbers of 4 bytes each.
On the Penn State University IBM 370 .computer system, file 50 is
stored on an IB :t 3330 Disk Pack E'. The disk storage for this file
should be allotted by requesting numbers of cylinders of space, CYL.
For this disk pack, the use= should specify the following
parameters in the fob control cards when allocating space for file S0:
RECPM = VS	 (i.e., variable s^^anned records)
aLKSIZE	 44 (bytes)
LRECL = (BLKSIZE - 4) = 40 (byes)
CYL = nucaber of disk cylinders requested (calculated below.
dumber of cylinders, CYL, required is a function ^f tr, •^ propellor
plane input point limits, NR^^Dmax and ,^PSI,tin, of tt^e program version
being used. Use the following formula to calculate CYL for file .i0:
	 ^-	 ^..	 _
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BLKSIZE + 135 rounded to fy
L	 lower integer rounnded to 	 ^
higher integer	 i
The following example specifies file SO storage allocation ,and job	 !
control cards for the program version listed in Appendix B. This
example applies to the Penn State University computer facility. This
program has the following propeller plane survey point liieits:
DPSI^n ^ 1.0 and NRAD^x • 51
The job control pa:;ameters are:
BLKSIZE ^ 44
LRECL ^ 40
CYL	 ^ 14 calculated using the above formula.
Two job control cards punched exactly as Shown below, both starting
in column 1, will establish 14 cylinders of space for file. S0:
//DAiA , FTSOF001 DD UNIT^SYSDA , SPACE^ (CYL,(1,1 ),RLSE),
// DCB^tRECF:•^VS,LRECL^40 , BLKSIZE^44)
Here the 14 cylinders h3:^c been requested using a primary alloca-
tion of one cylinder with a secondary allocatio :x of one cylinder
(repeatable up to 14 times) which is made when the space is needed.
This gives 15 cylinders available. Reference 6 contains details on the
disk pack and job control language for the Penn State computer system.
2.10 Output RP cord Considerations Based on Pragram Dicaension Size
For some computer installations such as the one st Penn State,
there is a limit on the number of output records which may be produced
during a single run. At Pern State, Lh1s output limit is 30,000 records.
If more records will be produced, specisl handling oust be made to have
the records written to a tape so it can be printed later in smaller
portions.
,^
^^^...^..s.,--_^;< ^ .,^.^ ^.s.-rt -s,... ^, , r,,._,^-,^>.^	 fur' ; ..
..	 _
:^2
The maximum number of output records from this computer program is
a function of the dimension size variables (section Z.3) and propeller
plane input limits (aeetion 2.4). The four pri:aary quantities
affecting length of output are LLL, +IAXdI.P, NRAD ,^x and DPSI^n.
An approxic :ate formula fox estimating the maximum number of output
i
^	 +	 records produced is givsn below. The formula is a function of th=:
i
y	 dimension size variables defined earlier in sections 2.2_.gr,d 2 . 4. Also
used are certain input variables defined in secti;^a"3. Note the formula
i
assumss printed output is written on a ataAdard 132 character -per-line
printer, and the ptinchad output is on $0 column Garda. Refer also to
aection 4:
Rtot ' Rl '' R2 + R3 + R3 Y RS + MAXAI.P * (R6 + R^ + Rg + R9)
where Rtat is the total maximum possible number of output records
produced by a given aize program version:.
The Ri terms in the formula are each given by formulas helow:
^0, if. program listing is not printed
Rl = 3991, if program listing •is printed	 ^ (r^ource listing)
-
r^4+1XALP + 1, if. DIWING 	 1	 ('2, if ^1POINT = 1
R2	 ^ 0 if NWIVG ^^ 0
	
+ 0, if NPOINT = 0^ ♦ ME1Xa,LP
^. ^	 1_	 ^
+:lAXiA1F+NSEC.^ * (vlP.tita1'► + 1) + 27:
{This is list of input.)
R3 = ^0, if :VWI2+G = 0	 (This is wing geometry foals. }
^ (^1.'CA,LP + 26), if NWI1^G = 1




L(5 *LLL) + lb, if YLIST = 4 or tiC;PLC 1	 geosm:try table. )
RS = ^0, if 13CaI.0 = 1
	 (i`his is solation iteratit+a
(3 * IT'.^ld►.^) + 4, if tiC^,LC = 0	 table. )L
R6 _ ^0, if NCALC = 1
	 {Su:f3ce valoc.^.ty table.)
(LLL + 1:^), if ^iC^1I,C = 0
7. .	 Tom_; _ " _r+—^,e{r,,,^^•r'^ '!^".^
^-
0, if NCALC = 1
t
,^
MAXALP, if NPOINT = 0 and NCdLC = 0
	
^ {36U/DP
' i^n) rounded to	 * NRAD^x, + 29, if NPOINT • 1
lower imager
	
and NC.ALG = 0
('►"'pis is propeller plane output table part 1. )
^0, i f NCALC = 1
Ra = 1MAXALP. if iJPOINT 0 and NCALC ^ 0 	 ..
	
^ I(360/DPSI^.n ) rounded to	 * NRAD^x] + 34, if NPOINT = 1
^	 lower integer
	
and NCAI.0 = 0
(This is propeller plane output table part 2.)
R = ^0, if NPUNCK = 0
_ -9	 ^({3b0/DPSI	 )	 * NKAD	 ^ + 3, if ^1PUNCIi = 1
	min rounded to	 max
lower integer
(Thin is punched output.)
It must be stated that gtot is the t*uximum possible number of
output records which would be produced b;: the program versio^t, only if
all input options ware usad aad only f . f tl:e configuration used LI.L panels
and only if ^tA,'^ALP orientations were input.
Normally the configuration will noc have LLL panels but will have
NP panels instead. Also the number of orientations used is of tan less
that►
 :L^1'^I.P and will be NALP1iA instead.
Thus to get a better estimate of the number of output records
which will ba produced when running a specific config^ :>^ xtior., do the
following.
Lea thy: Riot expression Riven above. but make the folla •,aing changes:
-replace LLL value by the value of :^'P for the body (best ebzimate
should be used hare.)
-replace ^lA.XAI.p value by value of NALPHA (section 3)
-replace :^AXItiF value by value of 1^INFI.O (section 3)	 1
-in the x2 fot^aula, replace tits following:	 s
replace ( YSEC^IA ^ ( tiIp"L^X + 1) J bti^ a value a Zual to the
number of cards in aot 3 0: the input card deck (refer
to section 3) .









by value of DPSI
As an example of the preceding descriptions, use the grogram listed in
Appendix B. This program has dimensions:
LLL = 2596, M.^XaT+P = 6, MAXINF = 500, NSECMA = 60, NIP^fAX = 45,
NRADr.^x = 51, and DPSI^n = 1.0
Using these values in the Rtot formula gives the maximum possible
number of c•utput records by this program version:
Rto t 	363,782 records
This far exceeds the 30,000 record limit imposed at the Penn State
computer facility. However, a typical configuration run with this version













with 877 cards in the set 3 of the input card deck.
Using the formula for Rtot with the above numerical substitutions,
gives the following:
Rtot	 25,266 output records actually produced.
This specific configuration could be run at Penn State since it meets
the 30,000 record limit requirement.
Although the program dimensions are such that it fits in the
computer core storage and executes properly, the output records may
be excessive if the configuration uses most of the available program
storage. As a result, it may be necessary to make tradeoffs on the
input to tt.ie program. These tradeoffs might involve reducing the
number of orientations submitted at one time, or attempting to reduce
the number of body panels.
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2.11 Core Storage Requirements Based on Pro gram Dimension Size
Core storage requirements for the source statements is constant.
.A
however, the core storage needed to store arrays and C0 :^ 13 blocks is
a function of the dimension size variable values for t^^e program version
being used. The program is run in single precision. For the IBM 370
computer, this means each number in the arrays and C01^10N statements
occupies 4 bytes of storage.
The maximum storage available to users at Penn Mate is 560 Kbytes
core storage (K equals 1024). However, not all of tae 560 Kbytes are
available directly for program storage. Some of the storage is taken
by the computer for compiler operation and is nor available for program
array storage.
e^,n estimate of core storage required by the computer program on
the Penn State computer facility is obtained by the following formula
(refer to definitions in section 2.3):
	
Stot = (Sobs + Sarrays)	 '•^ bytes, where K 1024
where Stot is total core storage needed by the program
Sobj is core storage needF•d to store the program source
statements
S	 is core storage needed to store arrays and other variables
arrays in COMMON blocks.
Sobs is a constant for this program:
S	
118656 
K b tesob ,j - 1024	 y
S	 is a function of the program dimension size variables:
arrays
_ 4
Sarrays	 1024 * [(r^`^LP + 10) * LLL + (NIPM^1:i * NSEC:IA * 3)
+ (17 * ,LA.Xe^.LP) + (6 * NIP^1Y)
+ (2 * NSECMr1) + ( 2 * ,SA,XINF) + 281] Kbytes
Estimation of Stot gives an approeimate idea of how much core
storage to request. however, the t^^tal storage requested must also
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For example, the program version listed in Appendix B is dimen-
sioned as follows:
LLL 2596, ;SA.YALP 6, N'3ECNA = b0, YIPMA.Y = 45, and ^ir1XINF = 500
From the formula above compute:
Stot = 31b.b9 K bytes
It has been found that S tot plus the compiler storage requirement
does not exceed Sb0 Kbytes. Thus the 'program version of Appendix B
can be run in the 560 K storage region (only as a category S run} on
the Penn State computer facility.
Fora second example, the same program but dimensioned to a
smaller sine (listing not included in this manual} has been written
using:
	
LLL = 2450, ^1A.`i^.LP	 1, NSEC:1^1	 50, NIP^LAl = 51, and ^IA.^iINF	 500
From the storage formula compute:
S tot = 257.69 Kbytes
It has been found that with this smaller size version of the
program, the source deck must be compiled into an objet deck using the
Fortran H compiler, Optimization level 2 feature on the Penn State
system and needs 560 K for this. However, once this object de,:k has
been made, it can be executed using only 230 K storage. The 28G K
storage required means this version of the program can be run in higher
priorit}^ jeb categories at Penn State and will have faster turn-around
time. !'refer to sections 2.13 and 2.14 on compiling and using an object
deck for the program.
2.12 Execution Time and Object Program Considerations
Ttie iterative solutions of hundreds of simultaneous equations by
the computer program is the process requiring most of the total
execution time. Tile required execution time incre.:Jes rapidl}- as the










.	 reading equations from the auxiliary file storage device increases as A
the number of equations increases and as the number of solution
iterations increases.
	 Also more time is needed as the number of body
orientation
	 cases increases, and the number of survey points in the ^	 ^`
r
propeller plane increases.
No quantitative relationships have been made between run time and
the above program factors.' However, Table 2.2 lists several cases run
`=	 on the Penn State IBM 370 computer, and these give some insight into
_	
'^'
the run time requirements as a function of number of equations, number
of iterations, number or orientations, and number of survey points. ^4^
The time lima` imposed on runs made on the Penn State facility is
2000 seconds.	 This is the maximum amount of time ever allowed for any s	
..
run.	 The last run on Table 2.2 xequired more than 2000 seconds and
failed to give the complete solution. `	 w
Some obvious points can be made regarding run time.	 When possible,
a configuration should be submitted using the s}*mmetric input option
(see sections 1 and 3).	 This will halve the number of equations which
must be solved simultaneously and will greatly reduce run time. 	 It is
likely that a configuration, run on the Appendix B size program, cohich
uses most available program storage (i.e. has nearl^^ LLL equations,
^L^:^LY orientations, and maximum number of propeller plane survey
points) will rsquire excessive run time on the Penn State computer and.
will not be completed.
	 However, no configuration this large has been
run and tine actual. time requirement in this situation is not certain.
To keep rur. time within limits, it may be necessary to compromise on
runs with configurations having very many panels.	 For example, reducing
the number of orientations submitted and the number of propeller plane
survey points matt• be necessary cahen the configuration has many panels.
From experience, due to the length y execution times required un
tvpi^al configurations having; 1000 or more panels, it is highly
recommended that the source program deck (i.e. as i^ is listed in
appanci.ix B; be compiled using the Fortran H compiler, Optimization
level = 2 feature available on the Penn State computer systsm.
	
The
^	 rasultina object progra^^: deck ma y
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magnetic storage (BaT) files. Rona are then made by submitting and
executing this htghly efficient ob,Ject d=ck. the resulting decrease
in run time with the object dick has been on the order of 50 percent.
In some configurations, use of the object deck has enabled solutions
to be obtained whereas the same configuration run using the source
deck would have failed to finish within the 2000 second time limit.
Refer to sections 2.13 anti 2.14 for the details of compiling the object
deck from the source deck and submitting runs caith the object deck.
2.13 Ob ect P,:ogram--Considerations and Procedures for Compiling It
The procedures and discussion of this section pertain specifically
to the Penn State University computer facility which uses an IBM 370
computer.
It is hi&hly recommended that the FORTRa:^1 source program {as it
appears in :appendix B) be first compiled using the FORTR^I3 H compiler.
under Optimization level 2. The output is a very efficient machine
language object program deck. This object deck out put should be punched
on cards or t.•ritten to the magnetic disk files (BaT files on the Yenn
State facility).
When submitting data and running the program, the object program
deck is submitted directly with data. Time is not lost in compilation
since the object program has been compiled before submission. ^1ost
importantly, the H, opt = ' object program is efficient and executes
much faster than occurs when the original source deck is submitted for
compilation and execution. As pointed out in section 2.12, experience
has stio^an that as much as ^0 percent execution time savings is attained
by using the object deck directly with the data. Time saved in using
the object deck ma4 allow large jobs to complete within time limits
c.^hereas the same case performed ^^y submitting the source program for
compilation and execution would have failed to complete caithin the
time limits.
The to 110W1I1^ two Subsections Qive specific instructions for









2.13.1 Instructions for Compiling the Object Deck and Punching it
on Cards
To compile the source pr:,gram using FORTRAN H, Optimization
level 2, and punching the object deck on cards, do the following.
Submit the following ^ards exactly as shown (all cards below start in
column 1 unless otherwise noted):
./; job card (use category 5, specify T=2000, R=30000, 5=280 K)
	
-^	 // EXEC FHC,PARM . SOURCE=' DECK,OPT=2'
	
^^	 //SOURCE.INPUT DD
FORTRAN source deck version of the program
(cards as they appear in Appendix B, or the BAT
files containing these card images. 'L'his is done by
/*	 placing cards here of the form:
/'*INCLUDE Userid .$ source file name 1
/*INCLUDE Userid. $ source file name 2
etc., until all source files a:•e given)
I
Note: Userid is the identifving number a user must have for
using the Penn State BAT f •^ ?_e system.
2.13.2 Instructions for Compiling the Object Dec:IC and [lriting it
on BAT Files
To compile the source program using FORTRAN H, Optimisation
level = 2, and writing the objec^ deck on BAT files, do the follok^ing.
Submit the following cards exactly as shown (all cards below start in
column 1 unless otherwise noted):
// job card (use category 5, specify T=2000, R=30000, S=560 ;ti)
/ =^TJSERID card for using ttie Penn State BAT file system
// EYEC F:IC,FARM.SOLTRCE^'DECK,OPT=2'
//SOL'RCE.SiSPU^3Cii DD UNIT=BAT,FILES=($filename 1, ...,$filename 4)
//SOu^tCE. INPUT DD *
. FORTR9;^1 source deck version of the program
. (cards as they appear in Appendix B, or the BAT files con-
. taining these card images. This is done b}• placing cards
. here of the form: /*INCLUDE Userid.$source file name 1
/*INCLUDE Userid.$source fiJ.e name 2
etc. until all source files are given)
/'^
Vote: $filename 1, $filename 2, S£ilename 3, and $filename 4 are the
names of the four BaT files which sequentiall y store the output
	
^^;	 object program deck. These names must fit the naming condentions
	








The potential flow program requires four BAT files to store its
abject deck. Four files aze required regardless of the dimension sine
^,	 of the program being compiled.
Instructions for running the object program with data are given
in section 2.14 of this manual.
2.14 Operating Instructions--Required Job Control Cards
The following instructions and job control cards apply specifically
to the source program version listed in Appendix B or its corresponding
object deck. T'he instructions will apply to any size version of the
program if the job control cards establishing file 9 and file 50 storage
are modified according to the rules of section 2.9. Also the job control
cards apply specifically to the Penn State IBM 370 computer facility.
The program in Appendix B has been dimensioned as follows:










Subsections 2.14.1. and 2.14.2 below give operating instructions far running
the nrogram from the so^^ rce deck and object deck, respectively. These
are applicable to the computer system at Penr_ State.
2.14.1 Running PP^ram by Submitting Soux^,e Deck and Uata




but less efficient. The source program runs slower, and it is not the 	 '^
recommended method. However, this may be the only way the program can








The job control cards given in the following allocate file 9 and
file SO disk storage corresponding ro the above program dimension sizes.
For using the program with different dimensions, these job control
cards must be modified asing the instructions in section 2.9.
Supply the following cards, in the order shown, to compile and
execute the source program and process data. Punch these cards
exactly as shown starting in card column 1 unless otherwise toted:




source program: (cards as they appear in Appendix B or
the BAT files containing these card
images. This 1s done by placing cards
here of the fora:
/*INCLUDE Userid.$sout•ce file name 1
/^INCLLTDE Userid.$saurce file name 2
etc. until all source files are given.)
//DATA.FTO?F001 DP UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(123,1),RLS E),
// DCB=(RECFNf=VS,LRECL=31i6,liLKSI2 ^c=31`l0)
//n ^TA.FT50F001 DD UNITaSYST !:1,SPACE=(CYL,(i,l),RLSE),
/,% DC$=(RECF*1=VS,LRECL=!+O,BLKSIZE =G4)
//DaTA.INPUT DD *
input data cards punched according to format of section 3
.	 of this manual. Also may have data on BAT files included
here by punching the following cards here of the form:
/*INCLUDE Use;id.$data file name
Include enough of these cards to supply all necessary
data BAT files. Cards and BAT file include cards may
 be
.	 intermixed.
-- This concludes the operating procedure. --
2.14.2. Running Pr^ram by Submitting Object Deck and Data
This second operating method is recommended. It is more
complex, however, because the object program deck must be obtained using
the methods of section 2.13,- '^Jith the object deck available on cards or
BAT files, jobs may be run using thu arucedure given in this subsection.
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As in section 2.14.1, the job control cards given here establish
file 9 and file 50 stora$^ space to aeet the needs of the program in
Appendix ^ whose dimensions were listed above. These job control
cards maw be modified to suit a program of. different dimensions. This
is done by following the procedures in section 2.9.
Supply the following cards, in the order shown, to execute the
object program dick and process data. Punch these cet3s exactly as
^S
shown starting i^: card colunm I unless oche raise noted:
// job card (use category 5, specify T =2000, R=30000, S =560 K)
// ESC FHG
/ /DATA . DECI: DD *
object program: (card dECk or images of cards from BAT
files as produced bi• section 2.1:i ins*_ruc-
Lions. To submit praRram frvn BAT files,
place the following four cares here of the
form: /*INCLUDE Userid.$objecr. fiI.e name 1
/*IN'CLULE Userid.$abject filz name 2
/*IP:CLUDE Userid.$object file name 3
/*INCLUDE Userid.$object file name 4
where the above file names are the same
as those used on the cards whEn following
procedures of section 2.13.2.)
/r`DA1'A.FT09F001 DD '.NI'T-s^sna ,SPACE=(CYL,(123,1),RLSE),
r/ DC.3=(RECFM=VS,LRECL=311b,BLKSIZE=3120)
% inA'ia.FTSt?F001 DD UNITsS1'SDA,SPACE=(CYL, (1,1) ,RLSE),
// DCB=(RECFPf=4'S,LRECL=40,BLi:SIZE== ►4)
//DATA.INPUT DD *
input rata cards punched according to format of section 3
of this nanual. Also may
 have data on IIAT riles included
here by punching the following cards here of the form:
/*IN(;LUDE Userid.$data file name
. Include enough of these cards to supply all necessary data
E:^T files. Cards and B.^T filc: include cards ma y
 be
intermixed.
-- TY:is conclude, the operating procedure. -
This concludes the detailed descriptivns of the program. In the




SECTION 3 INP13T DATA DESCRIPTION
The input to the program consists of eight card sets, each set
containing eve or more cards. No card set is ever omitted. Some input
options are available sttd are explained below and in the card
descriptions:
1, Symmetric body input option: This may be used if body is
syma►etric about the y ^ 4, x-z plane. No closed separate
bodies such as tip tanks or nacelles can be present. The
wing, if present, must be symmetric, and no body sideslip
anglzs may be specified. Then only the left aide of the body
geometry need be provided by the user in card set 3.
2. Regular body inpue option: If any condition in (1) above is
not met then the regular input option must be used. The user
must provide the complete body surface geometry in car3 set 3.
3. Test run option: Phis i:: used only to genera*^ dnd print the
bud} panel geometry. vo flow ca^.ulations are made. 'Two
purposes of this option are:
a. To check for errors in the geometry input.
b. If user is not certain which index number will be assigned
to a certain panel by the program, this option allows the
user to identify each panel by index number (as is required
when spEC.ifying inlet/outlet gavels in card set 5). In
using this option, all card sets are input as instructed
except no inlet/outlet panels may be specified (VIA'FLU ^ 0
in card set ^). After making the Last run, the, proper
index nu:r^bers of inlet panels are identif3.ed *rom the output
panel geometry and can be input in yard set 5. Then the
card deck may be run as a normal flow prediction run.
4. Printing and punched output options: '.^ser may select to print-
out the• panel geometry or not to print it. \ore for a test run
this geometry is automatically printed (see output description
in this man^^al). Also, user map elect to punch or not punch











Tyis card input description, below, is written is getttral form
applicable to any dimension size version of the program which the user
:gas available. That is, the value limits on the input variables in the
card descriptic ,ns are expressed in ter •a:s of the following program dimea-
sioa size variables: NSECMA, NIPMAX, MA.KALP, MAXINF, LLL, *'m, LLLtiAF,
^	 DPSImin, and NRADmax' These axe defined in detail in the main prografi
`	 and govern the dimensioc^ing of arrays. They are explained in detail in
3
•	 section 2 of this manual on changing program dimensions. The definitions
I	 of the above size variables are:
NSECMA - Maximum number of body cross sections which may be input,
NIP^iAY -Maximum number of periphery points allowed to be input
around nay complete cross section.
MAXALF -Maximum nur.^ber of input body orientations allowed.
MA^CINF - i^iaximum :._*+'oar of inlet /outlet panels which may be
present over the entire body.
^	 LLL - =(NSEC :^
-i)*(VI '-'^-1), ;taximum possible x^umb^er of body
panels on entirE body.
^ID -=(LLL + M^:{ALP)
-	 LLLH^'1F -=(LLL/2)




 -Maximum allowed number of points along each azimuth in
the propeller plane.
Keep in mind Chat if the input is bean& used in the prog*am version











DPSI min '	 1.0
NRAA^x	 31
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Use any consistent f^ttoily of units for the velocitics and coordi-
nates throughout the data. Dimensionless quantities are so noted. All
angles are in degrees.
Integers are ri3ht justified in card column fields and are identified
as integers in the description.
Floating point numbers are punchad anywhere in the given column
field and must include the decimal point. These tY*a numbers 8re
identified as floating point in the card description.
Card Set 1: Data or Run Identification (2 cards)
Card 1.1 Title Card 1
votes	 Variable	 Columms	 Description
(1) S1';^OL(I.),	 1 - 80	 First part of the i..put title.
131,80






1 - 3C	 Second part of the input tirlc.
I^81,150
.^utes for Card Set 1
(1) Contains first pert of a tir.ie containing any desired
identifying inforrcation in letters, numbers, or symbols. Gard
must always be present in deck even if totall y blar►k.
(2) Second csrd for continuation of the identifying infortaation.
Contai.YS any lr_tters, nu:abers, ur s^Zabols. Card must always
be present in deck even if totally bl;^nk.
Csrd Set 2: Free Strewn L'eioc{tti^--Bode i^rientations
Set s,^cifies the body orientations for which flow solutions are to bd
obtained. (Sot contains 3 to I•!:'u^aL? ^ ? cards.)




(1)	 V	 1 - 10	 floating PO{ilt. :fagnitude of free




Card 2.2 Number of Orientations
Notes Variable Column Ue3cription
none NAJ.PHA l Integer.	 Number of body orients••
tuns (pairs of an $le of attack and
sideslip)
	
this run.	 Value from l
to MAXALI'.
Cards 2.3 Bodv Orientations (N^1LPN.e1 cards.	 See note (2).)
Notes Variably Columns D_stription
(3) ALPHA(I) 1 - l0 Floating point.	 Body in ;le of	
4
i aCLack in degrees for orientation
ease I.
	
(Value of G to 360., yr
0 to -360.)
(k,	 S) BETA ( I) 20 - 2^ Floating point,	 Body sideslir
angle in degre.:s f.or crientation
case I.	 (Value of 0 to 360., or
0 to -360.}
;cotes for Card Set 2
(1) all output velocity quantities are nondiraen: ;lonalized with
respQCt to V so tha actual magnitude of V is not important
and a value of 1.0 is recommended for convenience.
(2) Card 2.3 is repeated NALPH,r, braes, each with an angle of
atta^.k and ass,^ciated side slip angle. The firer card 2.3
is orientation case 1, the second card is case 2, etc.
(3} ALPHA is the angle of attack between the free stream velocity
(pro,jected onto the reference body x- z plane) and leis refzrenc.:
body x axis. It is positive far body none up +..+ard. Sc+^
Figure 3.1.
^+	 (4} BET:' is the angle between the free stream veJ.ocits (projected
onto r.,he reference body x-y plan) and the reference 'aody
x a::is. It is positive for body nose t.^ the right. Seu
Figure 3.1.
(5 '1 all 3ET^(I^. I^1, `t: LPHA Zust be zero if the Wgm.-^etric b^^4.^:








































Figure 3.1 Body and propell r plane orientation angles.
(:^11 angles shown positive.)
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Card Sep 3: Symmetry Option and Body Paneling Input
This set of cards specifies the use of symmetry or non-symmetry in panel
input. The body Dross section geometry points are given here. The 'left
side of the geometry is given if symmetry is used. Otherwise both sides
of the geometry must be gi •^en. All geometry is in terms of the reference
body aircraft axis system (x forewai^d, y right, and z down). The origin
may be anywhere desired except if ayr:::-:-;try is used. If symmetry is used,
the origin must be on the plane of symmetry. See also section 1 in the
manual which explains body paneling. (Set contains 11 to
';	 [(NSECiSA * NIPMAX) + NSECMA + 2 j cards.)
^_	 Card 3.1 Symmetric Body Input Option Choice
Notes	 Variable	 Column	 Description
(1,2,3)	 NSYMET	 1	 Integers0 if symmetric option used.
_	 IntegerEl if option is not used.
Card 3.2 Number of Bode Cross Sections
Notes	 Variable	 Columns	 Description
(4)	 NSECTO	 1 - 2	 Integer. Total number of bony
cross section descriptions given
below. ( 3 ^ NSECTO ^ NSEC`Tt1)
Card Groups 3.3 Cross Section Descriptions
NSECTO card groups 3.3 are given in sequence. Each group is associated
with a body cross section descri p tion. Each group is composed of one
card 3.3.A followed by several cards 3.3.B as shown below. Groups are
in sequence from 1 (first and front section) to NSECTO (last section).
Refer also to section 1 of this manual.
Card 3.3.A Cress Section Identifier
Notes	 Variable	 Columns
{^)	 NSEC	 1 - 2
(6) NIP or	 10 - 11
NCOL'NT(I)
(7) NENn or	 30
NFLAG(I)
De SCriPtiatl
Integer. Cross sE^ction sequence
number. (1 ^ NSEC NSECTO)
Integer. Number of periphery
points on this I th = NSEC tit
cross section.
(3 SNIP ^ (NIF^i:^.^ +lj /2) if
NSY;tET=C
(4 ^NII' ^NIP;.^:^Y) if NSY^IET=1
Integer. Section repeat signal
for this I t.h =NSEC th section.









Cards 3.3.8 Section Periphery Points (NIF of these cards given for
section NSEC identified i.n card 3.3.A above.)
Notes Variable Columns Aescription
{8) :C or 1 - 10 Floating point coordinates of the
P.l'(I,J) J th point around the periphery
(8) X of 20 - 29 of the I th	 NSEC th cross sec•-
PY(I,J) Lion.	 Coordinates relative tothe reference aircraft coordinate
(8) 2 or 40 - 49 system.
PZ{I,J)
votes for Card Set 3
{1) Symmetric it.nut option (NSY:IET=0) should be used if possible
to reduce solution time and cost.
{2) Symmetry option (NST,IET=0) is possible onl}* if all the
following rules are met.
- All BETA (cards 2.3) gust be zero.
- Origin of the body reference aircraft coordinate system
must be on the body plane of s}*mmetry with the plane
containing the x and z axes.
- Configuration may nat have discrete closed bodies to the
left or right of the plane of symmetr y even if such
bodies have a counterpart on the other side of the plane
of symmetry. Example is engine nacelles on the wings. So
twin engine aircraft cannot use the s ymmetry option.
- Only the inlet/outlet panels on the left (-y) side are
specified in card set 5 and such panels have symmetric
counterparts on the right side of the body which will be
generated automatically by the program.
- If a wing is to be modeled (card set 6 below) the wing must
be symmetric with the :ping root located on the body plane
of symmetry.
If any rule above is not obeyed then must specify NSYTIET=1.
(3) If the symmetr}^ criteria are met and NSY""?1ET=0 is used then
read in only the left (-^:) side of the body geometry points
oz cards 3.3.B. See Figure 3.2.a.
If the general non-s ymmetric input option (,1Sy:•fET=1) is used
then input all points on a cross section on cards 3.3.B.
See Figure 3.2.b.
(4) ^ body cross section is at a constant x or nearly constant x
location on the body. :^ physical cross section may be
repeated :with a new point description, but the repeat 's
counted as an additional section and contributes to the











j 3 ^ NIP ^ ( NIP:^IAXr+rl ) 1
Z
(a) Symmetric input option
Point J
(Point 1 always input again	 ^	 Z4 = NIP ^ NIPTMIAX]
as NIP th point.)	 Z
(b) General or nonsymmetric input option
Figure 3.2 Input of periphery points azourd a cross section.
--	 J
_;
_	 _ .. ^.^ as ^^VfL:^L`... ..a
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(5) Cross= sections are input sequentially so NSEC must be con-
secutively increasing each time a card 3.3.A is punched.
The fir.•t NSEC must 1 then 2, 3 ... NSECTO.
r
6
(6) NIP value is read from cards but renamed and inserted in 	 j
array entry NCOUNT(NSEC). If symmetry option is not used
(NSYMET g 1) then NIP is the number of points completely 	 ^
around the section and the first (top) point is repeated as
the last NIP th point. See figure 3.2.b. Refer also to
section 1.2.1.
If symmetry input option is used (NSYMET 0), then NIP is
the numbe •• of points around the left half of the cross section
with the first point on the top centerline and the NIP th
point on the lower centerline. See Figure 3.2.a.
NIP on section NSEC must equal NIP on adjacent sections
between which panels will be generated.
(7) NEND is read in but program stores it under ^ new name in
i
array entry NFLr1G(iQSEC). Use NEND	 0 if this section NSEC
is not going to be repeated with a second description numbered
NSEC + 1.
Or use NEND = 0 if this is the last input section of the
entire configuration. (NEND = 0 signals the program to
generate panels between sections NSEC and NSEC + 1.) See
section I.2.1 of this manual.	 i
Use NEND = 1 if this section NSEC, having NIP points, will
be repeated as section NSEC + 1 with a ne:a description using
a different number of periphery points or the same number of,
but different, points.
Or use NEND	 1 if the following applies: This s ►^ c^icn NSEC
is the last input section of a discrete but;) in a m::lti-
bodv configuration and another body follec:^s ^h3s one. The
next section NSEC + 1 is the start of a neca discrete body Hanel
network. For example, NSEC is t.ha last section on the left
nacelle (NFLAG = 1 for this), and section NSEC + 1 is the
first section at fuselage nose. (N?:'ND = 1 sigc:als program
not to generate panels bet: peen sections \3FC and NSEG + l.)
NEND = 1 can never appear in two consecutive cross section
inputs.
(S) The coordinates N, Y, and Z are read from input anti the pru^
¢ram saves them under Haw names re^i^.,ctivel^ in the array
entries P.l'(NS?:C,J), PI(NSEC,J), anti PZ(NSEC,J) :,*:^t^re .^1 is the
J th point around section NSEC as by the fullo:rinQ rul.ts.
y__.r.._ ._ r.. .....i..,.n.agf^,. M.._...	 :
i
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The cards 3.3.3 (points X,Y,Z) must be input in the sequential
order illustrated by Figures 3.2.a and 3.2.b:
- For NSY,SET	 0 the first card must be the top centerline
point.	 Points are input consecutively clockwise around
the left side of the section. The last card of the section
is the NIF th point and it must be on the lotaer centerline
of the section.
- For NSYt•IET
	 1 the first card must be the upper point on
the section.	 Points are input consecutively clockwise
around the left side to the right side of the section. 	 The
last card is the NIP th paint and must be an enact repeat
of the first po;nt.
Card Set 4:	 Test Run Option acrd Panel Geometry Print Options (Set
always contains 	 ?_	 cards.)
Card 4.1 Panel Geometry Print Option
Notes Variable	 Column Description
(1) NLIST	 1 Integer	 0 if printout of panel
geometry table is desired.
Integer = 1 if printout is not
desired.
Card 4.2 Geomet ry Check Run Option
votes Variable	 Column Descript ion
(2) NCALC	 1 Integer = 0 if this is normal run
for complete flora solutions.
Integer = 1 if this is a test run
to check generated body panel
geometry.
Notes for Card Set 4
(1) Generated bony panel geometry table printed using NLIST = 0
contains the following:
t Bodr• panel index numbers (in sequence generated).
- Input corner paints used to make panel.
- Computed con':.ol. point coordinates of all panels.
- Surface area or a^ach panel.
(2) Check run arTtion i`^C:1w^C = 1) is used to get a listing of
generated bor,ti• panels. Tho listinv, helps check user
geometry .i;t}^ut ^3IIil c:I]3^'it's user to idetttif^^ the index
numbers of ;:anela he ^tiis h^.s
 to specify as inlet or outlet
panels ii these a^^ not kiwb^n.
NC^LC = 1 stops rrc^.ram ar.t^r , p anel generation and does not
allota flora solution to continue.
=-
.	 ..^7ur .. ^^	 _..^
......__^	 .Af.SR!^AAIM4t	 __°!..^.^.,.....^... .
A




NCALC = 1 overrides the NLIST optian and always cbuses the
geometry to be printed.
Use of NCALC = 1 assumes that user does not know the index
numbers of any panels which must be specified as inlet or
outlet panels far the flow solution. Therefore the data deck
must be organized a3 follows if a test run is to be made.
- Set NCALC	 1 on card 4.2.
- 
Specify N1NFZ0 0 an card 5.?. below.
.^	 - All other card sets contain data as if this were a normal
run.
After making the test run, the geometry outgut will allow the
inlet and outlet panels to be identified by index number.
- Modify Card Set 5 by specifying the inlet and outlet panels
as found by the test run.
- Change to NCALC 0 on card '+.2.
- Resubmit data as a normal run to get flow solutions.
Card Set 5: Inlet and Outlet Panel_ Specifications (Set contains 1 to
^fAXINF + 1 cards.)
Card 5.1 Number of Inlet ai7d Outlet Panels
Notes	 Variable	 Columns	 Description
(1) NINFLO	 1 - 4	 Integer. Number of inlet and out-
let body panels. Specified on
cards 5.2 below.
(0 ^ NINFLO ^ MAYINF) if NSYNET 1
[0 ^ NINFLO ^ (^Ir1:CTNF/2) ] i f
NSYPSET = 0
Cards 5.2 Inlet/Outlet Panel In dex Ntimhers--Velocity Fatios (Omit this




(2) INDEY(I)	 1 - 4	 Integer. Panel index number of
the I th inlet or outlet panel as
generated by program.
(3) FLRA10(I)	 20 - 29	 Floating point. Inlet or outlet
velocity ratio on panel IVDE:^(I).
= 0.0 if panel is solid wall (not
an inlet or outlet).
> 0.0 if inflow velocity (INDE1(I)
is an inlet panel).
< 0.0 if outflow velocity (INDE:^(t)





t	 Notes for Card Set 5
'	 (1) For symmetric option (NSY;4ET 	 O), NINFLO is the number of
inlet and outlet panels only on the left (-y) side of the
body.
If the symmetry option is not used (NSYMET = 1), then NINFLO
is the total number of inlet and outlet panels on the entire
configuration.
(2) If NSYMET	 0, then the INDEX(I) of the left ( -y) side
,, inlet/outlet panels are specified.	 The ones on the right




!- If NSYMET	 1, then the INDEX(I) values of all inletJoutlet
panels of the configuration must be given by the user.
In either of the above situations, the INDEX(I) values on
cards 5.2 may be input in any order desired and do not have
to be in any special sequence.
If user does not know which panel index numbers correspond
to panels which are on inlets and outlets (as may occur with
a new untried input geometry in card set 3), it will be
necessary to make a test run to get a listing of Renerated
pane:.s.	 To do this set NCALC = 1 on card 4.2, set NINFLO to
0, and follow the test run procedures given in note (2} at
the end of card set 4.
{3) FLRATO is a non-dimensional velocity (velocity/V) which is
specified normal to the panel surface along the inward normal
(positive value) or along the outward normal (negative value).
The solid wall boundary condition will be relaxed in the
equation for this panel number INDEX(I).
If NSYMET	 0, each FLRATU(I) value will correspond to left
{-y) side panels INDEX(I).	 Program automatically assigns
the same FLRATO(I) values to the right side panels.
FLRATO(I) = 0.0 is •3alid but should not be used. 	 It is better
to delete this panel INDEX(I) fxom the card set S.
Gard Set 6:	 Sling Input Data (Set contains 1 to MA:ir1LP + 2 cards.)
r




Integer 0 if wing is not modeled.
Integer = 1 if wing is modeled as







 ^	 :1^r'^;s' ..'r:.	 .t -c+ ^-r •^	 e,.ewr.




Card 6.2 Wing Geometry (Delete this card if AWING 0)
Notes Variable Columns Description
(1) XQR 1 - 10 Floating point coordinates of the
(1) Y2R 11 - 20 wing root quarter chord location.
(1) 2QR 21 - 30 In the reference aircraft coordi-
nate system.
(2) SPAN 31 - 40 Floating point.	 Wing span as seen
in planform view.
(2) CHORD 41 - ^0 Floating point.	 Wing root chord
length.
f. 2) DIHED 51 - b0 Floating point.	 Wing dihedral
angle in degrees.	 Positive for
wing tips upward from horizontal.
(2) SWEEP 61 - 70 Floating point.	 Sweep angle of
wing quarter chord line iii degrees.
Positive for aft sweep.
Card 6.3 Wind Lift Coefficients (Delete these cards if NWING	 U)
(If ^'IdING = 1, repeat card b.3 NALPHi1 times.)
votes
	 Variable	 Columns	 Description
(3)	 CL (I)	 1 - 10	 Floating point. Value of wing
lift coefficient corresponding to
ALPHr1(I) of the I th orientation
case on card 2.3.
Notes for Card Set 6
(1) ?Ding root 3s the location mid^,^ay between wing tips; it is
not the location of the ;wing -fuselage interface. See
figure 3.3.
If the symmetric body inp^it option (NSY:^ T	 0) has been used
in card set 3, then the follo::^_ng must be mat for the wing:
- The wing must be symmetric about the body plane of symmetry.
(i.e. 1QR = U.0 is required.)
(2) See figure 3.3 for definition of angles.
(3) Put one CL value on each of tha NALPH:1 cards 6.3. T'r.esa cards
must be in sequence corresponding to cards 2.3 such that the
first card G.3 has CL(1) corresponding to ALPHA(1) or. the first
card 2.3 ... etc.
CL(I)	 0.0 is valid and has the same effect as not mods:ling
the wing for orientation case I.
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hard Set 7: Propeller Plane Description {Set has either 1 or 4 csrda.)
Card 7.1 Propeller Pane Specification Option
Notes Variable Column Description	 i
none NPOINT 1 Integer ^ 0 if no propeller plane	
y
is defined.
Integer ^ 1 if propeller plane is
modeled as defined on cards 7.2 and
7.3.	 Propeller plane flowfield
` predictions will be made.
Card 7.2 Propeller Plane Location and Orientation (Delete this card if
NPOINT ^ 0)
Notes Variable Columns Description
^	 (1) XHUB 1 - 10 Floating point coordinates of the
(1) YHUA 11 - 20 hub or center point location of
^^	 (1) ZhUB 21 - 30 the propeller plane.	 In the
I reference aircraft coordinate
system.
(2) :1LP3iP 31 - 4G Floating point.	 Built-ir, verti:al
tilt angle of propeller plane in 	 '
degrees.	 (Value of 0 to 360. or
0 to -360.)
(3) FI:TAP 41 - .i0 Floating point.	 Built-in sidward
	 ,
` tilt angle of propeller plane in
degrees.	 (Value of 0 to 360. or
^ 0 to -360.)




Card 7.3 Distribution of Flow Przdiction Points on Propeller Plane
(Delete this card if NPOINT a U)
Notts Var:^abla Columns Demo tion
(^,7) DPSI 1 - 10 Floating point.	 azimuth angle
increment (degrees)	 for spacing of
radial rows of points mound the
propeller plan.	 Value must bz
positive in tho range frvm DF'SI^n
to 360.)
{6, 7) DRr1DUS 11 - 20 gloating point.	 Fractional per-
centage of R.^DIUS (card 7.2) giving
the radial spacing of points along
a constant azimuth in the prop211er
plane.	 Dimznsiunle;s value of 0.0
or any positive nucnb^:r.
.^7
^_: u^^^.^	 ..r. 4..^^.d' ti IC	 L. _ _	












21 - 22	 Integer. Number of points to be
distributed radially along each
azimuth position. Value from 1
to NRAPmax•
Card 7.4 Propeller Pland Flow FiAld Punched Card Output Option {Delete
this card if NPOINT 0)
Notes	 Variable 	 Column	 Descripti on
{7)	 NPUNCH	 1	 Integer = 0 if no punched card
output desired.
Integer = 1 if desire punched
card output.
Notes for Card Set 7
(1) Propeller plane may be positioned at any location desired.
(See figure 3.1.) It need not be positioned on the plane of
symmetry, even if NSY^T = A. (i.e., if NS1;IE:	 0,
YHUB	 0.0 is not required.)
Also the hub map be located within the body. For e:;ample,
the hub inside of a spinner may be modeled. Howe v.*r, flow
predicted at propeller plane regions inside the body will
have no physical meaning.
(^^) ALPHF is a fixed angle o' pitch bet^^^een the propeller thrust
axis and the body reference :; axis. It is rho angle as seen
projected on tine body x-z plane. (,i.e. as seen ir. th^^ side
view of the body drawing.) AnRlr is positive if propeller
thrust axi3 is Lilted uptirard. See figure 3.1.
(3) BET:1P is a fixed yaw angle bztween the propellor tit r.t:st axis
and t(ie bod y ref^:rence x axis. 't is the ar.szle as i^en
projected on the b,^dy :;-y plane.	 (i.e., as ^i'c'n in t s^e top
view of *_he body drawing.) :1 va •.:ed propeller nlanu is per-
mitted oven when the s •.•mnetry option has b•^en specifi4d.
(i.e., if VSY^!E1' = 0, BE T.A.p need not be zero.) SET:^P i^
positive for thrust axis tilt toward the right (T.^) sic;e of
the body. Se p figure 3.1.
(4) R1DIliS is us ad as a scale lonRt!^ for nondi:*.:nsionali2in^; the
radial positions of p^^ints in th^^ proi^el_l^ r plane. 	 ;lsa tiro
RADIUS lengtt: determines how muc%, propellor nlan< area i;
maptad in conjunction with values of DF^DI'S and ;^F:17 ,;ivzn
in cars 7. 3. Choice of larger Ri^DIUS will r:ov^^ rropellcr
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PSI 270° 
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^	 I	 /, ^
^w^^
PST ^ 180°
fc) (VttaD-11 *tDRr1DL'sJ = ^, rsore than ^
'	 Fi3ure '.4 Distribution of survey point: on propeller
plane viewed in tYirust direction.
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{S) DPSI should be chosen such that it divides 360.0 into whole
parts. (i.e. (360lDPSI) ^ integer). This ensures an even
azimuthal spacing or :napping of paints around the propeller
plane. See figure 3.,.
(6) NRAD always includes t^^e hub poi.nc. The flow at the hub will
be calculated repeatedly as each azimuthal ro^a of points is
axami:^ed.
The choices of NRAD and DRADL'S, in cor^binatien, will determine
the radial spread of points over the propeller plane of RADIUS
size. The point spread is determined by one of the following:
(see also figure 3.4)
- if ((^^RAD - 1)*DRADUSj A, less than 1: Points •gill be
spread evenly from hub to a distance AsRADIUS, inside of
the P.1DIU8 circle (Figure 3.4.b)
- if ((NRAD - 1)*DRADUS^ ^ A, more than 1: Points will be
spread evenly from hub to a diata^nce A*RADIUS, outside of
the RADIUS circle (Figure 3.4.c)
- if ^(1RAI - 1)^DRADUS) ^ 1.0: Foints will be spread evenly
from hub to the edge of the RADIUS circle. (Figure 3.4.a)
(7) If card punched output is made (`PUNCH ^ 1), and if the
n^^.ei^ed output is to be input .:a the pro^+eller analysis ,,^^ro-
gram of reference 3, then tha following conditions must all
be met:
- DPSI musst be set equal to 15.0,
- DRADUa must be set equal to 0.05, and
- NF^AD must be set equal to 21
Card Stt $: Solution Iteration Control Card (1 card}
Card 8.1
Notes	 Variable	 Colunns	 DeRCrip t ion
none	 1T:^,Y
	
1 - 2	 Integer. '!axi:^ur^ allowed it^r:t-
tione ir. Gauss ^.^idel solution for
source str..:ngtax. ':aluz frees 1 ts.
99, but rccommend+^d value' ::re la
to 20.
(1,2)	 ERA	 11 - 20	 Floating pint. Exponent o:: fife
value of th4 iar^;ust permitr,d
rel:.tiv^ error. Dcflnes solution
conve:g^n^e li:^it. R«+:rimtndud




Notes for Card Set 3	 r
(11 Target solutiun error residual is given as:
error 10.0E	Thus ERR should be a negative number to get
useful solutions.
1
(2) All body orientation cases, [ALPHA(I), BETA(I)], for I = 1 	 ^^
to NALPkA, are solved together during each iteration. All
orientation cases must converge to the error limit within
ITMAX iterations. If one or more cases fail to converge, all
solutions which did conve y^ p will also be lost. Program will
abort and no solutions will ^ given.
This concludes the input data descriptions.
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SI•:GTl.QN ^	 OUTPL1T I):\T,1 DF:SCRIPTIOv
:111 output is written to a aGandard 13^ character-per-line printer.
Additionally, if NPU.IGH	 1 is specified, certain parts of the propeller
plane flaly
 Liald prt:dictiun output is punched on standard 30 column
punt t: cards. These cards ara intended fur use as input to the proleller
aLrodynamic ac:al`ai5 computer program described in r_fer^:nces 2 and 3.
The total number of printed records depends primarily upon tha
numb^:r Uf panals, NL', un Lhe configuration and un file number of body
urldnC.aLl^^t1^ Tull. I^eft:r to section ''3.10 of this manual fur output
record rayuir^lr.^nts.
Tht^ number of punched output records depends primaril y upon the
number of points spaciticd an the propeller plane, alai the number of
body orientations run. Again, s4e se;ctit^n 3.10,
I11 the, rcmaind4r of this ,^:r.tiiln, the printed output is dascrib^:d
iull^nc^:d by a det;iil^^d des4riptioll of thy` conteIlLs and format of the
puntil^:d card uutpllt data.
^,.1 Frinceti :)uc^^ut i?asc.rintit)n
Yr.int^'d ^^utput 0:111 be i.tltc`guri::c'.d into ;:i:: ma,^or parts.	 U^,pt`ndin;;
OIl C }1 (1 i:}1Q1:.('_ Ot print OpCloll;i and cOntl`llr;lCl.t ill, ^t?mt'. UL th(:^t? PtirCS
II1:3\' P.^`C :1.Itc;ly ti 1)i` t?I"i11C^'d.	 l^he (:Ol1d1t1oi15 r(?QUlr^'(1 for p2'lntll],, chi
a l)aI'C aY^' ;;LVc'.Il lvl.tll Cllr dc:5(:ri()Cio21.	 Tllt? to llulaillg sl\ L^l1C^lIt +);1rCs
.:rr, ti^'st:rih(:d in the S(`tlllt'_Ill:c ill t.11ich the y appear u11 the I1ri21 tuuC .
Y.Irt l: , Tnt,ut I?ate i'ar^i Li^t.in`` l:\lt. 'ay : Frilltt'ti)
Z^}t 1:+ C,I }?la I.i;:Cs :i^.l O1 Cho 1111^llt da t.l (::11'^l \%:11'l.ablc^ 1.11 C'.1^? order
rt`.:lil LIl.	 1^h(, \'a 1.114:+ ai't_' ltit:(1Ci.i1^'tl b\' tht`ir Vt1 r:aL'1(' n<lmt?.	 T1115 111pUC
li:1C111;; 1^ [,1':nC<:Cl tllll':.iih l'\d(:ilCl^lli tJf ^111)rOUtil1C iNPL'^f,	 LC 3I1\'
(I^t^`t'C:I},it' i'.Cr(^1' i^ ^ii:;('.^^y^'1'etl ill I"^':ltllllt; a d;lt:i t::iY^l, C}ltiC 111(:C`rr('CC
ll:1C:1 1:: j^I'lI1Ct? d tJ1C11 all ^`.rYOr i11C^^+a^;C. 	 nc^. ou Cl,llt t^*ill :^tt).) :It C h.t C
t,o1l1C. Lht` 1'VP.1:1111it1}: data Wlil I1(^C b(.` c'. y;1lll;ltt'(i, anti Cllr` }ttt^^Yam A^111
:lbt,rt.	 if ;111 data is read :;ucct,ssfull\', this i5 .indlc:lt^'d at tht.^ enti
UI Cllc.' Cahlr_.
^^wra'^.Rww^t". .^.•">^..'r^""^" r^s'°i -r.'^.°"'c'.' °^r'^^^A'+.a.°;^-J^
"
v'^^"%3R°';, ,^ j^-^rs;rc^ ^ ^r'^r7^'^s	 .-rw-^ >+cv".,ac.:x.:r,.e:3.
^F .	 . -




Part 2: Wing Horseshoe Vortex Strengths and Geometry Table (Printed
only if NWING 1)
This table is printed by subroutine WGEOM only if a wing has been
modeled. The physical wing input parameters are printed first. Next
the geometry of the wing bound vortex, along the quarter chord, is
printed. This Is constant regardless of body orientation. Lastly
the table gives the geometry of the two trailing vortex filaments.
This geometry varies with body orientation, so each orientation is
given along with the input body angle of attack, wing lift coef^icient,
and computed strength of the horseshoe vortex.
..
	
	 Part 3: Listing of Generated Bodv Panel Geometry (See note 1 below.)
(Printed only if test run, NCr1LC = 1 with NLIST = 0 or 1, has been made.
Or printed if a normal run, NCr1LC 0 wii:h NLIST
	 1, has been made.)
This tabular listing gives the geometry of the body paneling
produced by subroutine P^vEL from ttie input cross section geometry.
The first column gives the panel index number. Knowledge of these
index numbers is needed for specifying inlet and outlet panel_5 on
input card set S. The next columns give the four input cori:^r points
of the panel. Triangular panels may be recognised by a repetition of
one of the corner points. Next is printed the computed control point
coordinates of the panel, relative to the body reference axes. Lastly,
is printed on the surface area of the panel. The end of this table is
denoted by a completion message and a tally of the total number of
panels, NP, on the configuration.
Note 1: For a test run (NGr1LC = 1) part 3 above is the last out-
put data obtained.
The following printed parts and punched data are obtained if a
normal run (NC:1LC = 0) was made:
Part j: Solation of Source Str.^ngths, SIGi^(^, Table (:1lways p^ • inted •?hen
NC:iLC = 0 )
This table gives a summary of the progress during the iterative
solution of equations for the panel source strengths. The iteration




the body orientation case, body angle of attack, and sideslip angle
are printed along with the resultant solution error ::or that iteration.
As an orientation case converges, this is indicated b1 a message.
If all orientations converged within the iteration limits, this
is stated in a message at the end of this output. Then the remaining
parts 5 and 6 will be printed.
If one or more orientations fail to converge, an error message is
printed. All converged solutions are lost and the program is aborted.
Part 5; Body Surface Velocities and Pressures Table (See note 2 after
part 6 description.) (Always printed when NCALC 0)
One of these tables is produced for each body orientation case.
This output is printed by subroutine VELOCI. The table gives the orien-
^^	 tation case number, body angle of attack, and sideslip angle. Free
stream velocity magnitude and components are printed as well as the
total number of body panels. Each panel inde:c is listed with its control
point. The nondimensionalized Cartesian velocity components computed at
- - the control point are printed. These components are relative to the
body reference coordinates system. Lastly the pressure coefficient,
CP, at the panel is given.
--	 Part 6: Propeller Plane Flow Field Output Table (See note 2 below.)
(Printed when both VCALC = 0 and NPOINT 1)
-
	
	 This output gives the flow field predictions iu the propeller
plane for one body orientation case. Part 6 is divided Into two sub-
pa •^Cs b.^ and 5.8 descrihQd below. Part 6 output is produced by sub-
roc,tY,c^^ rr?t^C^PS.
S'^:'^r^art c.A Propeller Plane Outpt :t ( P:^rt 1)
This t?`^la prints the orientation case number as well as body
angle ^f attack, :1LPHA, and sideslip, BET:1. Free stream velocity
magnitude, V, and components are given along with the input propeller
reference radius, E<1DIUS. i^efar to figure 4.1.
The table proceeds point-by-point in the plane. Th^ point location
in cylindrical coordinates (R, PSI) and the Cartesian coordinates of the
location, in ehe body reference coordinate system, are printed. Lastly,











VZprap , at the propeller plane point are given. These velocities are
relative to the body reference:cnardin,ate system. They represent the
_-	 contribution of velocities induced by solid panels, inlet/outlet panels,
the wing, rind the free stream velocity. Again refer to figure 4.1.
Subpart 6.B Propeller.°lsn4 Output (Part 2}	 f
Ix^'this table, each^paini in the propeller plane is identified
by its radial.--azimuthal positiaa anly. The nondimensionalized axial,
^^-:	 tangential, aAd radial indu^:ed velocity components are printed. These
'	 coarponenta are relative to the cylindrical coordinate system attached
•..
._
to Lha propeller plane (sae: Figure G. 1). As in subpart 6.A these
telocities represent the contributions of solid panels, inlet/outlet
panels, the tsin¢, and th g free stream velocity. Lastly, the flow
'?	 angles corresponding to the velocit y components at a point are printed. 	 ^
'These an pies are rotational flow angle, Duff low angle, upwash angle,
and sidewasi^ angle. Also these angles are named ROTANG, OLTTA.^IG,
LIPF'A^H, and ShtJSH, respectively, in the program and are shown on
F.igurc y .l. See also re€erence 1 for *_he definition of these angles. 	 ^	 •_
Note Z: Output parts 5 and 6 are printed in pairs for a single
body oxier.tation case. The first pair of tables is printed for orienta-
tioi: case 1 followed b^ a second pair for orientation case 2, etc.l	 i
ibis concludes the descript,on of the printed output. A sample
	 ?,
s
of printed oul:puG for an example ease is shoran in Appendix C.
4.2 Ptinche^j Ou*put Description and Format
^r^..^.-^^	 ",3
This punched output card data is intended for use as part of the
input cards to ttie propeller performance prediction program of reFc^ence
3. T'nese cards may be directly used in the *eference 3 program without
modif icat-lon.
Punched output on 80 column cards is obtained onl y if vPUVCH = 1
caith NCALC = 0. This data is collectad on auxiliary file 50 in sub-















^` -	 For each body oriertation case a separate group ' of output cards
I
'is punched:` The outpue card grdups'ara punched in ^ha ' order matching
`
,.	 -




`there ^^ill 'be NALPHA card groups. ^gundhed. ` The contetles 'of a "card	 _
..^
,
group is given in detailba.,ow. 	 Note a aiagla . card $coup (below)
-
^' represents the complete card deck needed for input data set IIL of the ^	 .'
` propeller performance predic^ : on program in: reference ° "3.	 See; this	 - '^'
^,^ ^ :reference for details.
,i
f., Col-wens indicates.thP card column - field is which a value is
^^ punched. ' F format. represents floating point numbers. 	 I format denotes ^
i..




'^, Each card group, I:	 I A 1 to ; NALPHA, contains three sets ( types)






Card Set_ls _ 	Title. Cards (always	 2	 cards)
,^ Notes	 Variable	 Columns	 Format	 Description
^ none	 SY!^OL(I),	 1 -- 80	 Alpha-	 Input title supplied by user
11, 160	 numeric	 on cards 1.1 and 1.2 of input -
data. -
Card Set 2:	 Overall Propeller Plare Orientation for Group I (1 card)
`^ Notes	 Variable	 Columns	 Format	 Description
^ 1	 N'F'SIS	 1 - 5	 I5	 Number of azimuth	 ositions.(	 )	 P ^
(2)	 NRAD	 11 - 15	 I5	 Number of radial positions. ^	
-}_(3)	 RADIBS	 21 - 30	 F10.4	 Reference propeller plane
radius.
(4)	 ATOT	 31 - 40	 F10.4	 Total propeller angle of
attack.	 (Degrees)
' (5)	 BTOT	 41 - 50	 F10.4	 Total propeller plane side- ?^
slip angle.	 (Degrees) :^
(6)	 ALPHA(I)	 S1 - 60	 F10.4	 Body angle of attack for '^a^
orientation case I. 	 (Degrees)
{7)	 BETA(I)
	
61 - 70	 F10.4	 Body sideslip	 angle for ':w
orientation case I. (Degrees)
Notes	 Variable	 Columns	 Format	 Description




Azimuth position of point.
(Degrees)
21'- 30
	 F10.4	 Radial position of point.
{Nondimensionalized)
41 - 50	 F10.4	 axial component of velocity
at point. (Nondimensionalized)




(2) RRATIO is the dimensionless distance outward from the
-	
propeller plane hub to the point. It is a fraction of the
reference `propeller plane .radius as follows:
RRATiO R/RADIUS
where R is the dimensional radial distance from hub to
paint (Figure 4.1).
(3) ^^AXIAL is nondimensionalized by dividing by the free stream
velocity magnitude, V (on input card 2.1). VAXIAL is positive
in the direction of propeller thrust (right hand propeller
rotation assumed). (See Figure 4.1)
(4) VTANG is nondimensionalized by dividing by the free stream
velocity magnitude, V (given on input card 2.1). VTANG is
positive if it follows the local direction of blade rotation
(right hand propeller rotation assumed). A positive value of
VTAIJG, as seen by an observer positioned on a blade section,
would subtract from or reduce the net onset velocity the blade
section would see (see Figure 4.1).








to uax suoroutines together ana tasure they era




^ ,f	 ^. I^lathod:	 User`^pecifies the values of foot dimepaioa-size contsoi
`'. variables sad properly dimaaaioas arrays is the dimes- 	 ^i
sion statemeat at the. start of the program.
	 Refer to
^.;	 ^	 -'i section ^ of Chia manual for details. -
,.,	 :-
The maia program tgkea the user supplied "sizing vari-
•^^::,	 ,	 ,,. ahlea sad from these, calculates other wising variables.
AlI o: these quaatitiea are checked to ensure they have
•>: valid values as defined by the rules is section 2 of
- this manual.
a If all the dimension sizing variables are valid. the
main program executes the subroutines sad uses the
::j variables far automatic execution time dimensioning
==:
`i
of all subroutine dimension statements.
^'	 !	 ^ Arrays i:j the. C4Mt^ON statements of subroutines are not
^ autoamtically dimensioned by the main program. These	 +
must be dimensioned by user by actually changing the	 j
^^ - COI^AION cards in the subroutines if a change in program




Finally, if any of the dimension size variable +;slues
.° is invalid, the main program prints an error message 	 j
( identifying th+e problem.	 Program then abarta.
Common Blocks
	
Required:	 TNPUTS, 5Y'tiTRE, WING1
Input: User changes the following cards if program
dimensions axe to be modified).
NSECMA Maximum limit on number of body cross section
descriptions permitted in defining geometry.
^ j	 NIPMAX Maximu^a limit on somber of points specified
-
azoun^i env complete body crass section.
•
MAXAI.P Maximum number of body orientations which may
be solved in one run.
S.
MAXINF "^ aximu?a total number of inlae and outlet panels





Other Input: (obtained from data input)
NWING	 Wing input option • 0 if no wing abdelad.
• 1 if wing is modeled.
NSYMET Symmetric body input option
0 if ayma^ try used.
1 if symam try not used.
NA1.Pf3A Number of body ari ►^tations input.
Out ut: (Ditaension size variables generated by program
based on user supplied ones)
LLL	 2daximum total number of body panels which can
possibly be generated consisteAt with geometry
input limits of NSECMA and NIPMAX.
"ID	 Sum of LLL and *IAXALP, will equal number of
coefficients in each equation for unknown
source strengths.
LLLI^tF LLL/2, represents half. the total maximum nus ►ber
of body panels which may 'oe generated.
.	 Other 4u^:
ISTOP	 Dimensioning variarle error detect signal
0 if no such errors found.
• 1 if ono or more errors detected.
Subroutines
Called:	 INPUT, VCOPO', WGEOM (ii NWING ^+ 1), PANEL, COEFiC (if
^iSYMET ^ 1), SOLVE (if NSY*4ET 1), ^AFSYM (if NSYMET:O),
SOLSYM ( if NSY 'MET ; 0), VELOCI, and VPROPS
Error Stops:	 If ISTOP ^ 1
Print error message about dia^nsioninq variables, run
stopped.
f
7 t.._._._ _.e,	- _ ^.,. _ -
PSI	 Azimuth position angle of propeller plans point.
cAU uoct,^.g tv^r^rx,vTOT^r,vTOTZ,va.^:zA^.,v^n^^, vTUVC,
PSI, ROTANG, t^l'TA..10, UPWASH, SIDWSH)
None
Dote: All valociti^s given are values aor:nalized by
freo stream ;re:oeity magnituda.
Inoutst
VAXIA^. Axial velocity component in propsller plane
coordinate system at point.
YRAI),^►I, Radial velocity cac^ponent in propaller plane
coordinate system at point.
VTANG	 Tangential velocity component in propallzr
plane coordinate system at point.
VTOTX,	 :s, y, and z camponents of velocity at the
VTOTY,	 propeller plane poi.at relative to reference
YTOTZ	 body coordinate system.
^,.^fi ^	 °:'t'•^"'C 5 ^'Rr'.'^^^7F







	 INPUTS, INLET, and'WING1
Input:	 .
LLL Program dimension size variable specified in
main program which equals the maximum ellowed
number of body panels which may be generated.
Used here for execution .time dimensioning o£
arrays.
rID	 Program dimension size variable sepcified in
main program which is sum of LLL and maximum
allowed number of body orientations. Used here
for execution time dimensioning of arrays.
NP	 fiotal nuMt,er of body panels on configuration.
Same as the number of equations generated.
YC,YC,	 Arrays of coordi:.ates of each body panel control
Zl,	 point relative to reference body coordinate
system.
S	 Array of body panel surface areas.
^-^	 ^.^.- ^;^-rte ^ ^-^-.-^-^ --^ -^^^^	
















-	 - ANVX, , Arrays _ Qf ca^nponent $ of the outward drawn










^tINF'I.Q Total number of body panels	 as being=_specified ^^
.:	 .^.
^	 .
inlet ax outlet panels. 	 _	 _
:.
INDEX .` Array of panel index numbers of body panels ^
which have been specified as inlet or nutlet;
__	
,: :.panels . -	 ^ .>^
^^	
.
NALPHA Total number o^ body orientations.	 Sane as the
number of right side coefficients nn each equa- .-;
_
tion , being generated•
-
NWING Wing - signal variable:	 4 if no wing is modeled.
_ _ 1 if wing is modeled.
._	
_
,k'LRATO Array of ._specified velocity ratios assigned to
.-	 the inlet and outlet body panels-
Out ut: (Written on file 9)
A	 Buffer array contai*►ing left and right side
-	 coefficients of an equation. Used to write
each equation on the scratch file 9.
Sub routines












size system of linear equations.	 The equations are -E	 -




Method:	 This subroutine is used only if the symmetric input -"
i	
-
option fias been used: 	 (Body symmetry exists.)
^ 	 -_
^	 ^	 ^.
^n equation is generated only for the panels on the left
side - of the body.	 The right side image panels are auto-
_
,-
matically accounted for. _
The equations ( rows of matrix	 are created and numbered _
sequentially stating ^.aiEh first left side gavel then
tha second left side panel, etc.
- ;j
_
1`o generate an equation, the coefficients an the left
_
'	 -
side of the equation are obtained first. 	 Then-the
:i^rt s3dz coaffi:ients are obtained.	 See reference 1 ^
for s description of these modified sy:nnr•.^iri,c bade aqua- ^
tiaras.	 The equation is then written on one logical
record c+f the sequential scratch file 4, 	 _ i
Thy subroutine returns with one equation ^=rittea for reach
panel	 on the left side of the bod y .	 Tice equations t





INPUTS, INLET, SY:•iTRc:, and WiI^Gl
Inpu^:
LLL Program dimension size variable specified ir.
main prc,gram c^hich equals the ma^:imum allowed
nucaber of body panels which may be generated.
Used here for execution time dir*ensionin; of
arrays.
^iD	 Program dimension size variable specified in
main program ^.^hich is sum of LLL and ma:^imum
allowed number of bod y orientations. Used mere










	 array which - deli ' _ aces left side	 :'
.;	 .`.. "',	 '': panels - and reco:ie'corresganding xght -aide..:=







if NPNSYM(I) = a, _then =panel whose. i^tdex	 _
}^ .	 ..	 „	 .	 ^ numbex is I^ iB on the xight=side of the body.
^
3f NPNSYM ( I) _ (N t^ ^, then panel , • whose index
:. number is I is.on the . left side of-:the-body 	 ,
^;	 '' - end the corresponding panel. on .the right side 	 -	 -	 f
.^	 _	 _..
- of the body has index• numiser . N^ ^,^	 -=	
^`	 ^ ..
s,..
NP Total. number of body panels oa configuration. 	 -	 ,_





-	 - XC, YC, Arrays of coordinates of body panel control
ZG	 - points.




. -^	 S	 Array of body -panel surface areas.
^'_^ 	^ ANVX,
	 Arrays of components of the outward drawn
	
^_ l =	 ANVY,
	 normal unit vector at each panel control point.
^,
	
.	 Aiv'VZ	 CoMpo^ents relative to reference body coordinate
-	
- -- .	 system.
NINFLO Number of body
 panels which are specified as
being inlet or outlet panels.
_ INDEX	 Array of panel index numbers of body panels
which have been specified as inlet or outlet
panels.
_	 NALPHA Total number of body orientations. Same as the
number of coefficients on the right side of
each equation.
,. ^ . NIJING	 Wing signal variable: = 0 if no wing is modeled.
_ _	 = 1 if wing is madeled.
FLRATO Array of specified velocity ratios assigned to
the inlet and outlet body panels.
Out ut:
INSOLV Book'^eeping array which stores the index
numbers only of the panels on the left side of
the body. Index numbers are stored in sequence
such that IvSOLV(1) stores the index of the
first Left side panel, INSOLV(2) stores the












Other Output: (Written on file 9)
A Buffer array containing left and right side
coefficients of sn equation. Used to write
each equation on the scratch file 9.
^^^	 Subrou^ines
	
^^^i	 Called:	 WINGV (only if wing is modeled on configuration)
Error Returns: None
	
,.4 `	 Error Stops :	 None





^ubzoutine RULER^ ^ _
z	
.Y
'	 Pttrpa8e: To calculate valva of sa eider - s^agle - used in coo^inats




. refs recce body coordinate syetes,, to either' the wind ,
;, `^axis ' or ' p^rapeller fixed axis sXatems.	 "^ '^{	 ^	 i , _^
.^-Method:	 ^	 '` Solves the; ,invezge ta^genE function. expression for tha^^,,














.-^ ^Jse: CAL^ _, RULER (A,B,ANADA)	 ^,,,. ^ .^
,^ 3 ^
<. Common Blocks - ' a
^












A	 ^	 Value of either a body angle of`attack or
'_ _	 - angle of attack_of the propeller plane relative. ^<{ ,.
to [he body {Degrees.)	 ,
:_
;;'^ B	 Is either the body sideslip
	 angle or the
;,.;^ j'aW	 8ngle of the propeller plane relative to





AN_ADA	 Euler angle used in coordinate transformation,
Subroutines
Called:	 None





Purpose: To read in all input data to the computer program.
Method: Eight seta of data are read.	 (Refer to section 3 of
this manual.)	 As each data card is read, the values
are also printed along with the variable name.
The quantities read are checked for detectable errors
which will be explained below in the section on error
stops.	 When any error is detected in a value, a message
describing the error is printed.	 The subroutine will
stop processing data and will cause the entire. program
to terminate.	 If no errors are detected in the data,
the input will be saved in arrays and variables. 	 Then
a lis ping will be printed which summarizes what further
output tables to expect from the remainder of the pro^rasn.
Control is then retut:►ed to the swain program.
Use: CALL INPUT(LLL,MAEALP,tL^XINF,NIPriAX,NSECMA,NSECTO,
NCOUNT,NFZAG,PX,PY,PZ , IT'yiAX, ERR)
Common Blocks
Required: TITLE, INPUTS, OPTION, PROP, SYMTRE, INLET, and tdINGl
Input:	 (Supplied from main program.)
' NSECPia	 Program dimension size variable speeified in
main program which equals the maximum number
of body cross sections which may be used to
de.Gcribe the geometry.	 Used here for error
checks and execution time dimensioning of
arrays.
NIP:iAX	 Program dimension size variable specified in
main program which equals maxisaum number o£
periphery points which ma y be input around any
cross section.	 Csed here for error checks and
exxeeution time dimensioning of arrays.
1^SA^^LP	 Prograt^ dimension size variable specified in
main program which equals the ma:^imum allcw^d
number of bodv orientations. 	 Used tie re for




















'Fro^ram di:aeason side variable-spactfied in
•'`'^
_• ^;	 .	 ,,	 . ^^	 ..	
^
maia program which equals'tha maximum posabie	 jj
j ^	 .. nus►ba r	 ' o y pan	 u	 e gene	 ;lof o d	 ate	 "{ ^h may b	 ratan bY=
'	 `
_.
..	 ^ eha `input.- LL Used here for- attar -.. checks and	 ;
;,
`1. _ -
..execution:-time dia:ensioning of arrays.
>^y:tl
MAXINF Program dimension size variable specified to
main program which equals the maximum number
,^j^ of inlet and outlet panels that may be pre^-
scribed over the entire body. 	 Used here for
error checks and execution time di:neasioning
,:..j^
:
of arrays..	 _	 _
'^^^ Remaining Input:	 (Supplied ..from input card deck.)
';,	 ,..;.-
SY1^OL Array of al^,hanumeric characters making up the
input heading.
V	 Magnitude of free stream velocity.
NALPHA Number of body orientations to be run.
AI^PIiA
	 Array of body angles of attack.
BETA
	
Array of body side slip angles.
NSYMET Symmetric body input option:
= 0 if body symmetry is used.
= 1 if body symmetry is not used.
NSECTO Total number of body cross sections used to
define body.
NSEC	 Cross section sequence number.
NIP	 Number of input points on the cross section•
MEND	 Cross section flag signal:
= 0 if cross sectivn is not repeated or not the
end of a panel network. Place panels Letween
this section and the next.
= 1 if cross section is repeated ar is the end
of a panel network. Ao not place panels between
this section and the next one.
X,Y,Z	 Coordinates of a cross section periphe r, ,i point
relative to the reference body coordinate systeTa.
1fLLST	 Panel geometry table print option:
= 0 if all body panel geortetr^^ is to be printed in
table during execution of ganelina subroutine.
= 1 if geometry is not to be printed.
^.
._





.,.	 - ..4^. ^..	 ..•a^xi^.rinir^r^^t^e^11111iA^11	 ,.r.^A.-	 .^:^
85
.,' _	 ''	 _	 ' NCALC
.-
Geometry check--teat run option:
,._ ^ p	 -for a nprmal rue to obtain flaw solutions.
` ^ l	 for test run^to obtain only panel geometry.
'	 ,	 NINFLO
;.
Number of panels specified as being inlet or
,.;^
<^
, Y outlet panels• ,;^
^,











NWING 'Wing modeling signal variable:
^'_ +^ 0 if no wing is modeled on this configuration•
'^;,^ 1 if wing is _modeled. j	 :;;
^^
^^. XQR, Coordinates of the wiag root quarter chord
YQR, location relative to reference body coordinate ^^
ZQR systea. (	 ^'
i
SPAN Physical wing 'span • I ^,
..
CHORD Wing root chord length• ^	 ^'
^'^ DIHED Wing dihedral angle•
r
^'
Sb1EEP Sweep angle of wing quarter chord tine.
^< CL Array of wing lift coefficients. j
s•^.
NPOI^IT Propeller plane signal variable:
_;'.;
^ 0 if no propeller plane is modeled and no• '
°`i propeller plane flow field predictions are made• i
1 if propeller plane is modeled and flow field
predictions will be made•
I`
^'^ XHUB, Coordinates of the hub or center of the
YHLB, propeller plane disk relative to the reference
ZHUR coordinate system.
AI,AHP tingle of attack of propeller plane relative to
body longitudinal axis•
DETAF Y'aw angle	 ofpropeller plane
	 relative	 to
bc+dy longitudinal axis .
RADIUS deference scale radius of propeller plane.
DPSI Azimuth angle spacing betwee*^ radial tows of
points in the prapellc*r plane•
`^ - 86
^^
.^ _	 DRADUS Radial spacing between points in the propeller.
^
_
°. plane as fraction of reference radius. 	
-__
_





NPUNCt^I Propeller plane flow--punched card output
- option:
0 if no punched card output is desired. ^
' ^ 1 if desire punched card output. ^Y
^' ,
:ITMAX Maximum number of iterations allowed far
,^^ ^ obtaining source strength solutions.
ERR Power of ten of the value of desired solution
'i error residual•
^	 -s
Ou_ tput: ;This output is printed only but not saved.)
:,:
	 ^^
°. J Body orientation case number.
4
^ r ' • ^ Remaining Output:	 (All input card data ie printed, but
- _	 some of above input values are renamed as new output 4
quantities given below.) '
I
NIPMAX Sa1ae value as defined in input section above ^^
: unless symmetry option N.Y:IET ^ 0 was used. ^	 =`
If symmetry •.vas used,	 this variable takes the
value of the maximum number of periphery points
allowed to be specified on the left half of any
' cross sPCtion.
NCOi1NT Array whose i th value stores the NIP value ,
associated with the i th input cross section. j
i-_
NFLAG Array whose i th value stares the value of ^
NEND associated with the i th input cross I
section.
PY, PY, Two dimensional arrays containing coordinates
PZ of all points
	
(X, Y, Z)	 (,defined in input Above).
First array index corresponds co the cross sec-
tion n^,imber.
	 Second array index c:orrespondF to





^^ Error aLOi7 5: 	 Forty-t^ho detectable errors will caLSe run termination.
In gene ral tae^e errors occur if a value is out of its
pe n*.issib?e range.
	 Ocher errors can be detscted if some
:,	 :,
ge r .aetry input rules have been violated.
;:- --- __..
^^^''^ —°'ST{ '^°,s.'Qc'.....xSi p'44'^[.s.`^ '4 ..^s°r :^ ^'9'P'^'YFu••^.f^:E	 .... s	 fF'	 .. _..,,	 y..s	 -h^q'44	 r^..:v-`•Y. ..•.mrro	 -X'$Yr^_... ..":f`^`^*R=` 4	 .. _ ^.:^I
` ^^ -
}
The detectabla errara are giver below:
3top^ er Err^n  Do^cription
1 VSO
2 NALPtIA > MA.XALP
3 NALPHA < 1
4 NSYMET ^ 0 and ^ 1 is invalid.
5 A BETA angle is nonaero but symmetry option
has been specified, -
5 NSECTO < 9
7 NSECTO > NSECMA
$ NSEC not in increasing sequence starting with 1.
9 NIP < 3 watt symmetry optio:: chosen.
10 NIP < 4 with symmetry option not chosen.
11 NIP > NIPMAX fot this section--with symmetry
o;cicn used.
12 N"iP r NIP*lAY, for this section--with symmetry
option not used.
13 NEidD = NFLAG (1) = 1 for first section is invalid.
14 NEND ^ 0 on the first section is in ;ralid.
15 First i^iput point on the cross section is not
repeated as laat paint of section.	 This is
required far non symmetry option,
16 Symmetry option used but first point on section
is not on upper centerline
	
of contour.
17 Symm^atry option chosen but last point on section
is nit on lower centerlina	 cf contour.
18 :symmetry Option Chosen but a poi:a on the right
side of the body has been input.
19 NEND ^ 0 an3 ^ 1 is invalid.
20 NEND (i.e. NFLAG)	 1 specified on adjacent
cross sections--invalid.
21 t?n two cross :^2ctions between which panels are
to be generatedi, the number of points on one
section ib not the earns as number on the other
section--•invalid.
22 Error in two sec^ic^rts between which panels are
to be generated.	 The cross sections izitersect
or overlap since a point on one aactir^n cas been
also placed on the ot^:cr ,
23 NLIST ^ 1 and f 0 is invalid.
24 NC^1L(: ^ 1 and ^ 0 i^	 ±r•valid.
2S Test run specified	 (!^CaLC = 1)	 but	 ^n^^ ?n^•r panelF
rave been specified i:^'tiFI.O ^0)--invalid.
26 NINFLO is negative.
2r Sycumetric option chosen but NI,IFLJ v31ue is
incorrect	 ;:IINFx.O > ^nXTNF/2 was +sized. )
28 Nor.-s^rmmetrY option chosen but. NI;^IFLO value is


















29	 INDEX < 1 ar > tLL was uaad and is invalid.
30	 NWING ^ 0 and ^ 1 is invalid.
31	 Symmetric option was used but wing root is not
located on the plane of symmetry. (i.e.
YQR ^ 0 was given and is invalid.)
32	 SPAN t 0 is invalid.
33	 CHORDS 0 is invalid.
34	 NPOINT t 0 and ^ 1 is invalid•
35	 RADIUS ^ 0 is invalid.
36	 DPSI ^ A is invalid.
37	 DPSI > 360.0 is invalid.
3R	 DRADUS < 0 ii invalid.
39	 NRAD ^ 0 is invalid.
40	 NRAD > NRAD^x is invalid
41	 NPUNCH ^ 0 and ^ 1 is im^alid.
42	 ITMAX ^ 0 is invalid.
Warning
,tessagea:	 Two poaaible warning mea gages, if printed, do not
terminate program but indicate poaaible problem:
1. Warning due to DRADUS ^)
2. Warning due to ERR > U which gives solution arror




Purpose. -	 a. venerate the body surface yentas from the input
- cross seecioa geometry. Information produced include•
panel iadax numbers, surface areas, outvrard normal istit
wctor components, controt points, and a total of the
number of par.^ela generated.
?method:	 Rings of Panels are produced around the surface betwten
adjacent body crt►sa sections. The first ring is placed
between input sections one sad two, etc. The panels
are assigned consecutive identifying index numbers
starting with tlae first panel on the first ring and
increasing back on the configuration. Within each ring
of panels, th.t top left side panel is produced first
and has the smallest index number ft►und on that ring.
Then panels arP generated and numbered in sequence on
the rinE; around the. left side of the body, aad up the
right eida with ;he Last panel of the ring bEing on the
top right side.
Panels $eaeratod may be either triangular nr four-cornered.
A triangular panel is made when an input cross section
point has been reptated. Othcrwiee, the pan.^l will have
four different corner points. The subroutine ch::ks
that a panel o! zero area has not been input. This
would happen if corrsa^.an yg points on both cross
sections we.e both repeat d- Such error: cause complete
program termination. The logic used by Chia sub routine
for triangu:ar panels differs from that used with faur-
^ornered panels.
with triangular panels, the input eorr.ar points ere
coplanar an y; Hord not be shifted to produce a fla t: panel.
The outwArd normal unit veetc,r for this paz^el. is obtained
by tskin:r, the vector product of the two Rdjaccnt sid4s
of the triangle. Then surface area is computed using
tht foraula for the area of a triangle. I.sstly^ the
control point is located at the area cantroid of th^o
triangulax panel.
F'	 Lo is re uirtd with fo^,r-cornereu
	 ±	 ^ -k'	 g	 q	 panels is Gore nvc'i Fwd
^^
since thz in^+ut corn6r points axe usually not roplas:u..
Pirst tze ur^ c normal vector is f^^und by taking the
`	 vector product of the diagonals hetw^^en o+^posita corn^^r
points. tios. the input corner points are shifted to r.:3ke
?'	 them coplanar. This is dopy
 by pro,j2rtin^ tr+e input
points auto a plena :ohich contains the average of the
^	 input cerner points and which if orthoRenai to t`. ,^^ unit








and define a flat auaddilateral panel. coca the surface
area is obtained using using the area formula for env
Qeneral plane quadrilateral. Lastl y , the control point
is placed at the area centroid of the quadrilateral panel.
If the symmetric bod y input option, ^;SY`^cT = 0, is used,
only
 the left side of each cross sectior. .z^ ;Haut.
However, the subroutine computes the ri. •ht ^lua ccd^
panels automatically using svrmetr y and fol'_et• • ^ -tie same
panel numbering seeuence as could exist ^" the ^-or..atry
had been input *.^it^:out using the syn^:etr y
 :ptior..
For the s^•m-retric case only , - boo^c'•:eeping s y stem array_
is generated ^.ahich identifies a panel as `^^ing on the
left side er on the right side or the bod y . This book-
:ceepir.Q array
 is not used if tt:e non-sv ^*^etric input
option, vSY^iET = 1, has been used.
at the end of subroutine execution, ^he total nur.,ber of
panels generated, \P, is stored acrd orintzd out.
Finallt• , th^.^ subroutine will print a detailed panel
geonetr^: iistinQ if requested by th y , ^:LIST = 0, param-
eter. T ais listing is automatically printed if the test
run o p tion, .`:Cr1LC = 1, has been input. This listing
identifies all panels of the confi guration. T;ie panel
index; number, surface area, control •point, and input
corner points are listed. additionall y , for sv^.metric
confi^uratior:s, a message denotes Janels whic^ are en
the right side of the body and states the inde_: nur..Der





Recuired:	 SY_IT_^;E and OPTION
Iaout: (^11 quantities are relative tJ the refere;^ce
^odv coordinate s•:stan.)
\SLC:^t1	 Program dimension size varia:,l^ specified in
main progra:^ xhich is the ma:;l^!u!1 num:.er Jf
body
 cross sections :.hick na y
 be used to
define the confi guration. L'sed here for ex^cu-
tion tine dimensioning of arrays.
VZP^La:t
	 Program dimension size yariatile specified in
main pro pram i^^'r.ich ec^:ais the ma:c_mun nus:oer
Of pOlI:CS Chat maV ^@ u52d t0 defi^^' an:: bOd•.'
cross section. Used here or execution time
di*?ensionin^ o. arra•:s.
^ ^- c
moo.	 .....	 ' ^d..S 7'^:"py'r 	^`^/-
	 ^ ^
	 .... _ .'f	 ^	 '_	 ^_^	 ^^	 _
^3	 ^:^_ ¢	 _
^	 ^f	 ^	 ^-	
^ ^^
.+	 ^	 .^	 x	 ^	 90J	 f	 ^^^^
^"	 ^'^^	 '^^	 ^-^nd define a flat quadrilateral panel.	 Now the surface	 j`' `^
- w ,x	 ^:.^
._^.._ ,	 ^^^:	 LL___	 ._. .^.^ ^_ ^ ree-is-
-obt^i.ned usfn	 nsiit	 the area formula for any
^^:eneral plane quadrilateral. 	 Lastly, the control-paint
•	 -	 ^ -^^;^ s placed at the area centroid of the quadrilateral panel.
,_ .	 ,,	 ^ --`'	 f the symmetric body input option, NSYI'^T = fl, is used,
^
'
•`	 :.only the left side of each cross- section -Was , input.
,^h. .
_"	 _-^	 ^ t	 =	 owener, the subroutine computes the ric-ht sine bade
^	 anel$ automatically using symmetry and fol?ows 'the same	 ^ ._^
^'	 l ->
panel numbering sequence as would exist i= the geometry






.	 ^=-^_-Far the symmetric case only, ^ bookkeeping system array
.^'` ^' ^` ^` is generated which identifies a panel as b^:ing on the
` a	 left side or on the right side of the body. 	 This gook- =
^^-	 fee in	 arra	 is not used if =the non-symmetric in ut
^;:°,	 :option, NSYMET = 1, has been used.
,'	 !
'	 At the end of subroutine execution, the total number of 	 i
-	 panels generated , - NP, is stored and printed out.	 ^ a
'.	 Finally, this_subroutine will print a detailed panel	 ^
1
'F
geometry listing if requested by the, NLIST = 0, param-
eter.	 This listing is automatically printed if the test
run option, NCALC = 1, has been input.	 This listing
identifies all panels of the configuration. 	 The panel
index number, surface area, control 'point, and input
corner points are listed.	 Additionally, for svumnetric
configurations, a message denotes panels which are on	 ^ =
•^i
;,	 the right side of the body and states the index number
'^^'	 of the corresponding left side panels.




Required:	 SY:^IT_RE and OPTIOV
In ut:	 (All quantities are relative to the reference
body coordinate s^^sten.)
:vSEC:L^	 Program dimension size variable specified in
main program which is the ma::imum number of
body cross sections which may be used to
define the configuration.	 Used here for execu-
tion time dimensioning of arrays.
vIP^1A.Y Program dimension size variable specified in 	 I
main program which equals the maximum number
of points that may be used to define any body
cross section. L'sed here for execution time 	 ^









	 Program dimensit^n sire varia^le sE^eified in
^ain program wilicii ^quais tilo maximum number
of panels ::nicil may possi:)1^- be generatc^3 on
^	 an^^ configuratit^n. t^sed here for execution
tide dit~ansionir.g of arra^-s.
\S:''CtT	 Svm•:lt_tric inpu[ crtion variable:
= 0 i f bed:•
 s•• ^.metric inf vt octiun used.
= 1 i_* bod.•
 svm.^:etric inaut n^7t usid.
\C^L.0	 Test run o;^tion:
= 0 is run is nor-.a1 run for fic^; calculstions.
= 1 i : test r^cl __ :,aiie for panel ;eometrti- oni-. .
\L1S1'	 ?anel g^om^Lr^ •
 Print option:
= 0 if desire Prir.tin;; ^[ gtom^tr^- table.
= 1 if do not ^^ant gaometr^•
 table ?rinted.
\^rCTO	 Total nu^ber of ;^od^- cress sooti011s inp ut on
t::is configuration.
^• .:1^s	 -arr^^: of LI1^lIC 31 •:;aa1 - •,ri3al^s ass.i^ ned to
c'3CR lI1PllL CrU1S 3eCtiU'1.
	 1 to v3lua 1S
as-oc_ated .: i tn tn^ 1 t:: crt^55 section:
= 0 if cross section i^ not end of ^^oti^ • ;^ r.e1
ndt(:Or^, Ur if tiliS S2tti0! .` L^ ROC rL^,t':iCCI#.
= l l t C_OS^ ti^'CtiOn i5 2nd ^^: nz^::-Ors, Or It
=:'liS section iJ r^-^2aLt:i:.
. ^ C^J i'?iT
	 _1rra^- =..-bo s s? 1 C `l 4.:;Ilt 2QI:a1S CJ tal nll^.?^er OC
ll:^)L`t PU1P-C3 ^Dt'C1 -_2Ci OIl L:1^ I L^l CrOSv ^eCtiCn.
Tt1I3 1S a rr :l^' Uf ^^T? V."i11:2S for ^3^in ^eCtiOri.
.	 Ln CJr^i••jilt? storage 2rT'.''._^S CORCai nin^^
 Ci]Orlli -
. .^)`il,	 P„'t^3 O*
_ 1:1D +1C ^OinLS fC C1d __rSC OC t:.0 C.Yt,SS
111 :.+ 1	 ticCC _OS?^ bc'tKC^ n Fi^:1Cn :1
	 tag i)t i)dn21S i
ai :^5 ;^nerated.
^,.,
_	 LntCr;^c.^.^: t? ^ _: ride :irr: C3 C ?nt ? :n 1.R!'•, 000r a.l -
_,	 n:iCC-^ JT in7^1C U.RL: CJ C: ?c auC011d ^^_' ..i0 UrJ:
-	 a^'t:ti,7G: ^^C::t:ca ...'1^C
	 d `lfle- U_ :^3^.t?Ld 1S ^Jt'-1C'_
^ener:lta^i.
:'^\, :'^-,	 Tlao ^..';PntiOP.^1lrri?'
	 i(^:1;.""U^1:ln£ U: 'l:ld^ :ri^t^ 1t
:'^.	 C.r(^5S SC.'CLOn P•J1Slt:;.
	 rir: = C 1 rr.^- ]?lcj ._.. 2Qtl^ils
^rU: _ .:4^ClOn .^ll^..7t r ^`: : Oli: , Sr.COni^ i .:ex




Ju_ ut: (:^11 coordinates and components relative to
reference bod y coordinate systcTa.)
NP\SY`i	 Bookkeeping array established onl y if NST4ET = 0
co record nigh* Side panels:
if VPS1?1(I)	 = 0,	 b p d_. panel number I is an
image panel en the right side of the sv_ T:>..,e.tric
bodv.
if \F +S ^ .,I)	 _	 (\ ^ 0) , bodv panel I is ur. the
left side of tale bodv and its right side imagep anel is nunher V.
^.^IV^, arra:•s ut	 cc*rponents of	 the out;card dra;•.•n	 unit
^^V`.', normal vector of eaci? panel. I th value is
aVVZ for I	 th panel.
S :^rra^^ of body: panel surface areas. I th value
is area of I th Hanel.
:;C, YC, ^rra^• s of ccordinates of bodv parei control
ZC	 points. I th value is for I th panel.
I	 Du loon varia^le ;.•inch eeuals ir,de^; riur.Tber of
panel currentl y under censidzration. Used only
for printin, Jeer:Tetr^-. Va:.ue not saved or
pissed to reT-Tainder or program.
STO..1,
	
Same as described i^ iT:r ut. These ari;inal
STC^S'1,	 input corner points are p:intzd on the output
$1011,	 jeo^:.etr_: tab 12. Ti'T^ Va1L^^ are nOt SaV^?d actor
STO`^?,	 printinS cr after subroutine has comp let^d
STO`i'_',	 e^;ecution.
STOZ^
PR:il,	 Te^Tporar^: printing output : •ariables COTTt2_n1I1K
°R`^1,	 COO rdinates of t?:e first corner point of a ri;;ht
P%Zl	 side image panel of a s^,mrTetric cunfi^uration.
Vot saved after orintir.g on geomet-^- table.
Per_',	 Same as abo^:e but second cernar point of
PRY'_,	 pane'_.
FRZ^
PP.`;3,	 S2md 35 ,aOVO ^1t C:?1rC, COrn^r pOlrit OT pa:?el.







Out ut: (All coordinates and components relative to
_	 refereaca body .coordinate system.)
NPNSYM Bookkeeping array established only if NSYMET = 0
to record rig?* side panels:
if NPSYM(I)
	 0, body panel number I is an
image panel on the right side of the symmetric ^	 _
body.
if NFNS '^ .^I) _ (N ^ 0) , body panel I is on the
left side of the body and its right side image _
panel is number N.
ANVX, Arrays of components of the outward drawn unit
ANVY, normal vector of each panel.
	
I th value is
APiVZ for I th panel.
S Array of body panel surface areas.	 I th value
is area of I th panel.
YC, YC, Arrays of coordinates of body panel control
ZC points.	 I th value is for I th panel.
I Do loop variable which equals index number of
panel currently under consideration.	 Used only
for printing geometry.	 Value not saved or
_ passed to remainder or program.
STOX1, Same as described in input.
	 These original
STOY1, input corner points are prim ed on the output
STOZ1, geometry table.	 The values are not saved after
STOX2, printing or after subroutine has completed
STOY2, execution.
STOZ2
PR.Y1,	 Temporary printing output variables containing
PRY1,	 coordinates of the first corner point of a right
PP.Z1	 side image panel of a symmetric configuration.
:Tot saved after p rinting on geometr y
 table.
PRX?,	 Same as above but second corner point of
PRY?,	 panel.
PR22







-.	 _	 .^	 _T-
93
P:Z:{4,	 Sale as aDOVe but the fourth corner point of
Pi:^'=+,	 pang 1.
PR7.-+
^P	 "P^•tal nu:aher of bod y
 ^?ani:ls ;ellerat^d t• ^•
 sur-
routine from u5zr input cross se^tio-1 gaam^tr^•.
P\, P^, Two dimensional arra^:s containing all corner
P^.	 pOlrit3 OL i?:in^_1^.	 ^• a1l:^S in ttic'52 OUCpUC
arr3^•s arc' t}iC' 1'lOGl if i2^ Va111CS Or iri p Ut corner
?O1ntG if iJint^ arc on quadrilateral panels.
(^Jt2 t:10Sc' ValUCS fir2 C10C p rig?nal input corner
points and are not oril;t^d on g^^o^etn • tanlr. j
tiTOPER
	 error signal
= O. IJ if no fatal .^::ntling error:, found.
= 1.0 it nc^ ene or :^.^^re fatal p aneling errors





I.l'rOr SCOa3;	 1i fatal error is detecte3, S'rOP[:t: is ^s:..0 = 1.Q.	 SUC-
ruutine ^l^ntli.11c'S ,^^11Cratir. K ;`any> 1S,	 _1tt2C ail !?an^1
^c0^te.tr'^ :1^?, '^2n =1:1nC12Q, ;3i1i^ if J; 'ilPLt2 = 1.^^, C'1^
St1Dr: IIC^nt' i ^ iRti t:lt:ll ^'rrOr I^^'^^ S2 and .^.11%1J2r ^ t
^3ia 1 ^.	 CllJrllltl :. asJOrtj dnL^._ L';. '"'^1^,.
T!^pes Of fat^l e?rrJr3 dc'C,CC^^I :Lit 011e O^ ti2r2°:
1.	 ^c:. r0 :lr2a PaP.el^ ^18V^' ila_' en ,senor:lted dil •` ' t0 rc:ll'.:3t
JL 7lt jt C:`r^_ti^t Oil^:il,' p,7^_nt5 Un 3dJ3Cc`Ilt (:rC`^.^
SdC C 1 1^n5 .
'	 _	 l^.i t^_ .	 ":o^_nlda^ r.' err^^r in a ^,•.• ^ :• slr.:111 ^^:ul^ i hay
'1c'7;it1V^ ^.2nel ar2,i Or
	 ^^Cat^ 1^!^O:i?1`.?lc. IlllT^rii:^l
val ua.
3.	 ..tt^.
	 Odl..li:?t.^;a OL iOL'r
— CQrn_rQ a^s.'.1 COL"per
'J11 1I1tS, the
	 '^L'ltli.' CJr:!Br : l):i1C g
 .drC Jn 1 1_n^ O:
SO CLO:is?	 S CJ Jr^d;.^_ 3 nua.iril:.lt^r3l .^a^ln^' ^Cr:?
r .LI^.2;;1n3°
	 .1ISr'1C^' ..r^':1.
	 ^	 1	 J^	 ^•	 s: ' ^ I S	 rJUtl:^	
_ c? Cr.. r
:1 i.:^ J .
93
PR.Y4,	 Same as above but the fourth corner point of
PRY4,	 panel.
PRZ4
NP	 Total number of body panels generated by sub-
routine from user input cross section Geometry.
PY, PY, Two dimensional arrays containing all corner
PZ	 points of panels. Values in these output
arrays are the modified values of input corner
points if points are on quadrilateral panels.
(:tote these values are not original input corner
points and are not printed on geometry table.)
STOPER Error signal
= O.0 if no fatal paneling errors found.
= 1.0 if no one or more fatal paneling errors






Error Stops:	 If fatal error is detected, STOFER is ser. = 1.0. Sub-
=	 routine con*_roues generating panels. after all panel
geometry has beer_ handled, and if STOFER = I.O, the
subroutine prints fatal error message and number of
panels. SuSroutire aborts entire program.
Types of fatal errors detected are one of three:
I. Zero area panels have been generated due to repeat
of both corresponding points on adjacent cross
sections.
2. Roundo`r error in a Dery small panel has led to
negati^,^e panel area or outer impossible numerical
value .
3. after modification of four-cornzred panel corner
points, the rsulting corner points era on a line or
so close as to produce a quadrilateral having zero
or ima^inary
 sur'ace area. This is a roundoff error
also.
_	 _	 v^^^^.. .
Suhrout inc S^1LS^'`!
Purpose:	 To ^ulve the half
ev, uatioils for t`.lc`
Svst^rs leas rrlaera
geotletr^ • has begin
^4
;iac ;vstem of simultanr^ou.^ linear
unknc'..n bode panel scurc^ streligtha.
ted u^in;; left ,.ide panels as the hod_v
input as a s^rtaretric body.
Met}tud:	 This subroutine is called oniti •
 if tae s^ • m.^ietric body
input Jptiun t.as used. Tlie method of Gauss-Seidel itera-
tion is use4. T}^^e sv;tem of equations is road from
ausili,ir^ • file 9.
'I'}le unl:no:,n source str^n;,th^ on the left si.'.e panels are
tioivr'd, and $eCs o f Uni^:`.tJl:il:+ fOr z3Ch ho^l\' tJrlZritation
are octainr:d. During ta; s^lutiun process, all input
bod.• orienCations ara being ^^^lved together during ou:
etecutiun of the subroutine.
^o.i:ticn prograss is printed at the end of each iteration.
residual sol,itian error is in.iicaLed an.i a mess;l,^e
in.!i;atts is the soli.:tion sot for a bod y
 ^^ri^^ntation iias
c.^nv^ reed.
Lttratioi^a cunt.inae until convergance is achiwed for
311 scn.lrate tiets of sl^tlrc.' a't rencCil 11n1Cnr^l.*I1S.
	 ShOli ld
^^ne or ^IOtJ SeCS t`f unl:no.cnti tail Ct! C^^I1Vr'r^e '..'1C}lin C}l^'-
all.^tt^`d ;l^:oi:nt of itarations, the Gubr,^utine stops the
program an.l all tiolutions are lint.
:\zter t:la source str^^ng:hs ha^, •e heels >olved fer the left
Sidi, boci^•
 panals, the ^ roper ^alu^ of ^uurca stretlgth is
assignod to each ^lirrur icaaga rar.^l on the right side of
Cllr_-' i`Od^'.	 L}l 13 l.ti d^^na 1131113 a pallzl bo^kke2pinS; <lrr.l^'
tvtilr.11 ^t't")3 Crar:l: Ot lJh.iC^l nanel3 art on C;lc left JRCi
t;}ii^h are on tho sight si,iu of tho body:.
I'itc ,.^Llti^^n arra y
 contains Sets of sourcz stren;th^,
	 _
^^ne 32t iOr c3C}1 bod y J r _i'ilt3tiC, i1.	 E;iC:I Sit h33 Jne
SL'url:c' 3C:'^ •tgCfl iri r t`ai:Il ^anr' 1 Jri CCs •.` body.
.u:	 C:1L?. SOi.S1'`[^LLL.LLL::a:,>1D,^L1:::\LP,`h,a,3lc^,C:\RT :^S,;['•^,
EI:F. I'hL\`;, SIc,`L\, SICS:\C1
CJ^^ittn
	 l^u•^:a
nequi rc.'::	 i`pl:I'S and SY^f;?tE









Purpose: To solve the half size system of simultaneous . linear
equations for the unknown body panel source streagtha.
^_`_ System was generated using left Hide panels- as the body
` geoa^try has been input as a symmetric body. 	 _
..Method: This subroutine is called only if the symmetric body f
input . .opt#on was used.	 Tie method of Gauss-Seidel item-	 -
- tion is used.





The unknown source strengths on the left side panels - are	 -"_
solved, -and sets of unknowns for each body orieatation
are obtained.
	
During the solution process, all input 	 -
body orienCations are-being solved together during ono 	 `-
•'execution o£ the subroutine.	 ^ ^.^
`
-:SQ^^tiQn progress i^ printed at the end ^^ each iteration. 	 _	 =
-'
-	 .-
^ "Residual solution error is indicated and a messag€T--=-^	 __`"
;^' indicates if the solution set for a body orientation teas	 ^'-	 -',
converged.
Iterati- ors continue until convergence is achieved for
all se^r^r;zte sets of source strength unknocros. Should
one or mare-sets of unknowns fail to converge within the
allotted amount of iterations, the subroutine stops the
program and all solutions are lost.
After the source strengths have been solved for the left
side bode panels, the proper==value of source strength is
assigned to each mirror image panel on the right side of
the body. This is done using a panel bookkeeping array
which keeps track of which panels are on the left and
tahich are on the right side of the body,
The solution array contains sets of source strengths,
one set for each body orientation. Each set has-one




Requirzd:	 INPtiTS and SF^ITRE
Q5
Input
I.LL	 Program d itiensiun spcci f iud in tiiain Pr^cra;^
which is m ximum allol;ed numba: of bou^ • r;lnels.
Lsed hera YUr es^cution time d_mensioning of
arr,1.•s.
LLLIi:\F	 Progra;l dimensitnl sL•ecified in :iilin I+rogr<1m
^yual to h:; i i tha ;;;;1\i;^l:ri .11lotand number of
bocv ^^ln^.ls. Cs•^^ here f^)r c?ZeCUt1hI1 time
dinensio:ling of a:ra^•5.
`L-l'L1LF	 Pr^^,rarl di;.lallsion ^p^•cif:e^ in rlaitl t rogrum
e.^u:ll to i::^ltii°lu>Z nu,,;ut'r of nod\' ori^.ntation^
a11Jl:^d. L:szd fur executio tl
 time clim^nsihninit
or arra^•s.
Prc,Qrarl di.men^ion specified in r.;ain rro^;r.1m
l.hic.a i^ ^t:r of LI•L an^i :•I^il1:.l'.
	 I •:.^d for
rxucutinn ti.-le ^i^t^ZSihnin^; of ;,;ray:-.
`r p	 :'^ tal nl::!n^ r oT b pd_, surface • • :ln^ is ;;erhr:lt^d
Jver thc>
 entire conf:guracihn. I^ tl.icz tale
dumber c^ 4quation^ : zin; solv^cl.
I:i:R	 POC:JT O: tJn OT tiles d@^lrhd SOZ::Clhn i`rL'hr.
Ir^t.\:^	 ''3XiI'IUm iCc`r^itih'l^ aiiOhcd in l:il1CI1 t0 Ui,t33;.
^olut tJn chnver^^n^^^ .
^t\L::I:.	 ^1t!,'.ILL?: Ot bOti\' Orlhnt:l^lhnd ^vt'tti Ji UI'::'101^•T1£i^.
;;i • ^'t	 :\^r3^' Of 1^C2I`S:eiil:lCi' SUm.^ used in Si>>ItCSOil
7rOCcSS.
Buffer array:• c^mtaini:lk 1._ft ar.d ri:;iit ^id^?
COhfflClCnt^ O: onJ c'';'.l^tii^n l T.l thJ 1'^Stc'%1.
^.Jilt^nt^ talCin Trt`:^ J:1J li`^iC:II rdCl, rt^ Jt
til^ °.
\•.^. :I.\I;	 ^^hCtJr C^:IL:liill.n^, iat.'.r^.lttl:,lCc? d^`1:r^2. ^C.^IlI?ta
SO1l1C:hi1 V:?i!1: CrJ{: c:1Ci: 3c?C OC LI::ria^^ki^:.,
	 ^ ti^'.Cl
to tee*_ ihr. shlutian coil^•er,:hnc^^.
Ii^tiil i.\^	 .\CC;	 C.^i1t:.iI11[l;	 .,12 1"1^:: S nCt^,D^`,.
	 OI	 C}lc 'ii)i^_'.
`.1Rt'1^ t?Il t^lO ).rtt Sl^II Oi t~1E' Chit; :^ilrlCli)n










LLL	 Program dimension specified ire wain program
which is maximum allowed number of body panels.
Used here for execution time d_mensioning of
arrays.
LLLHAF Program dimension specified in main program
equal to ^+a 1.f the maximum allowed number of
__	 body panels. iJs^^.d here for execution time
-.-dimensioning of arrays.
MAX.^LF Program dirension s -peeif ied in main program
equal to maYi;nura number of body orientations
allowed. .Used for execution time dimensioning
of arrays.	 -
.^___^ ^_^-	 Program dimension. specified in main program
^^_ - which is sun of LLL and ^t^^LF, tTsed for
_	
_	 exeeuti^n time dimensioning of arra^^s,
-^-^^a: _	 -	 NP	 Total- nu,^^^v=^ f body Surface panels ererated
over the entire^conf^guration. Is twice the
number-Qf-equations being solved.
ERR	 Poc,^er of ten of the desired solution error.
IT^irLl	 ?'axir^um iterations allowed in caiiich to obtain
solution convergence.
N^LF-^^k Vur^ber of body orientations (sets of unknowns).
:UM
	 Arrav of into mediate sums used in solution
-=-	 process.
~ ^	 Buffer arrsv containing left ar.d right side
coefficients of one equation in the systea► .




Vector containing intermed:3ta source strength
solution value from each set of unknowns. Lsed
to test for solution cor.ver^enca.
INSOLV	 :gray containing t,-^a index numoer5 of the ^odv
panels on the left side of the configuration
as generated by the panelin ,v, subroutine.
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^PtiSY`i	 Bookkeecin, arra y
 which matches index nu^tber of
a l^:tt side `^odv r;tnel :: ith the inci^x nttTb2r of
its corraspot:ding right side panel:
if :1P^+5T`t(I) = l), the body ranel ^^hrsa index
number is I is a right side panel.
if :;FVS'i^l(I) _ (^ ^ 0), the panel whose index is
I is a left :side panel and its sight si.do. i:n:is;2
panel i^ panel nuclber `'.
^) uCDUt:	 (T`!1S output is 31so printed.)
IT`±a'^
	 Sane as u 113I1C1t^' de fined in input szction above.
i;Ri^	 Specified ma:;int.:-: pernitted solution residual
error.
EFFOF = 10.OFS;
ITEM	 Vurnbcr of iteration being done.
F	 Eodv orientatie:l case nn:rber corres,^on.^ '.-in^ to
.s set of scarce st_cngth solutions being Lound
(TL.is
 variable is not saved after printing.)
:\LPH?,	 array of input he:?v
 angles of att^:c!:, each Val U2
Crrr^3pOndinP CJ an OC_2:1t3C10R ^aSa fOr wtllC^l
1 SeC OL ^O1llCiOn^+ is b_ing IJURd.
BE'::1	 :^rra^• o f innt:t body
 s'_dasl i,: angles, 2<1Ci7
value corrzspondin., to an o:i2ntatic^n case for
WCt1C[1 a Sit Ji SOlUt1Ji18 i^ b2in^ iOU11d.
^^ t^12r OUtU:lt:	 (T111.5 l^UtpUC nOt nrint^d b.: Ch is 3 ubrOUtln2.)
pile \!c'Ltlr containing ttlP Ia:l:il^,.11:a ^rr^^r residual
obtained for earl! set of t.n^:no:.•n- curir.^, or.e
i t•^tat i on.
^I S?.V	 3oei:'.:aenin ^:ectot con,ainir.g onl y
 one s^_•t of
Solutions tot last si.'.e ?anc•1s only. "e^.tacrar^•
stora^2 for the unknJ:.^ns until s.^t.tr.:t str_•n^t'r^a
a_^ asstgn,d to. t`te . _;'.it Side rar..^ls.
SIC:`La :\rr:r: containir.^^ ^1n3^ ti:^%.:'H:\
 ^^t^ of ^ourc^
siren ;tit st^lntinn- for all ?;P i^^^d^ •
 par•alti ir.
the confi:;,:ration.
':SIGVL	 Conver? >^ nce ^:int si;nal:
= ^) It all ^OlUt1On SdtP `3^'^' 1::1[i^:2?'L^_'Q.
= I i.-' and or snore sots o; ;oluti^^n^ :are
i3i12.^ tJ :OnVi^	 ,..._.. 1t^.:,1Ci^`:^. lti^.° .'.rl^'.^1.
Fes:	 ,^^.^-,.^«:.:,^-^ ^-^-^.. _,^	 -^^
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NPNS1^i Bookkeeping array which matches index nu:aber of
a left side body panel with the index number of
its corresponding right side panel:
if NPNS^'M(I) a 0, the body panel whose index
number is I is a right side panel.
if NPNSYAi ( I) _ (N ¢ 0), the parcel whose index is
I is a left side panel and its right side image
panel is panel number N,
Out ut: (This output is also printed.)
IT^fAX	 Same as quantity defined in input section above.
ERF:^^'	 Specified maximum permitted solution residual
error:
ERROR = 10.0ERR
ITER	 Number of iteration being done.
K	 Body orientation case number cerrespondi:ig to
a set o.f source strength solutions being found
(This variable is not saved after printing.)
ALPHA
	
Array of input body angles of attack, each value
corresponding to an orientation case for t^hich
a set of solutions is being found.
BETA
	 Arrav of input body sideslitp angles, each
value corresponding to an orientation case for
which a set of solutions is bein; found.
Other Output: (This output not printed by this subroutine.)
BIG Vector containing the maximum error residual
obtained for each set of unknowns during one
iteration.
SIGSAV	 Book'.^ceeping vector containing only one set of
solutions for left side panels onl y . Tamporar^•
storage for the unknowns until sourca strengths
are assigned to the right side panels.
SIG;^i^,	 Array containir.a final tiALPH:1 sets of source
strength soltition^ for all ;IP body panels in
the configuration.
vSIGVL	 Convergence ^^int si;nal:
= 0 if all solution sets have converged.
= 1 if one or more sets of solutions nave
failed to ^.onverge this iteration (See below)
4	 _. 
__.. -- ..	 .... _-:..^. ^=^. _^.
	
_.. ice`  ,^.`.f: 4.:.., 	 _::,.	 _....•.^	
.^,.^..^...t	 ,._-^ -	 .^.	 -
.+wawa.rr.^..-^+rr.^tic^-.^y.....-..-4.^s^





Ca 11e :^ :	 None
Gr_or :.turns: `:^n^
Error Stops: 7i ont or :*.or^^ s^^lution ;^t^ tail to com • erge aLtcr
1T`L•^\ iterations (i.e. \SIG`:L = 1), print sol^.ction
failure m^:= sage. 5ubrnut.ine stops entire progran.
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one or more solution sets fail to converge after
^Y iterations (i.e. NSIGNL = 1), print solution
Lure message. Subroutine stops entire program.
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^ubroutinc SCL:'E
:^UYP^^^t:	 TO S^^1VC C}1 e
 full S1?^ S^' Ci`m O; lLnc.ir eQ'1at10RS IOr
LI1C unkno(^n hods• p:mel s.^urca strings }18. S':5t?r1 W1S
Ql:n^r:1li'd 1131nQ atl bOd^' :1rinClS bt?l':11132 h0.}
_^ • t^%O ^t2C r^'
ka3 L(1^UC lJ1ChOl1C USlilt^ Cad til:miTlc'CT1' OpClOn.
`lcthO.a:	 'I'ilis 3ubrol:rine is called onl •:' if the hods' has been
iilnut aS a nOns^':l,:,l'C:-ic cuaFi.gur:ltiJn.	 1'`li? i:lttilOd O^
1;311So — Ctli}c?1 1C^r;ltlOn 13 llSeii.	 hlt S^'sCem OI 2gUaC10IiS
is read from auxiliar •: file 9.
Thl^ lllli:I10(:11 30Ur1:^' sL'rin }?tt1S ^Or ai.l r3nCiti Sri SOIVCd,
and ; A CS OI UR^::10(v*1F CO:' i`3C}1 hC^^^' Or1CriC3C1Jt1 1ri
ohtainia. During the solution process, all input body_
orien[atian 3 a r i_` brlilt; SOl1,'Cd ti^^Ctflcr :^llrlil^ OIl^'
^'\i:I:UCIOn OC t}lc 3Ubr011tin^.
SOl IIClOil prn g r^:ss is prir.r^^d 2t t:l^ i'.[ld OI eaC}1 itara-
ti^,n. tiesidual solution error is indicatad and a iressaga
indicata: it tiles Solution set for a bod y
 orientation has
converged.
I tcraClJn3 COn t1RUi' U11C11 conv2r;c'nCe is a^:hieved for all
Si'p:lr^ltc? G:.Cti OI 30U!'Ci SC_'2:1^C}l linriP.Ot.*i1^. 5}lOUld One' Ur
i'lOr^' tieCS OI Uain^.^'(vZ1S' I3 L1 CO CUnVCnc^? (^1C[lln C}l d11000^'d
aC10Ul1C Ot 1C8r8C:JnS, Chi 11IhrOUCllli 3tOPS the program gild
:Ill ^J^ 11C10i1S :1rC 1030.
If :111 ^^^li:Cl.^i13 Cu'nVt'r,P.,a'., C:lc' 3U1UtiUR a r ra y 1.^.' rtCUrP.4d.
It c.i,nCalI13 diCS of sourcz SCrC11^C.1S, JRi 3dC tOr c'"3C}l
bOd': i) r lc'nCdCiOn.	 E3C}1 tie'_t } las Jne 3UUri:C strengt}1 for




'LL	 PrCgran d1.IR^:i1.^.0a V:.rlc!:^}< S^^_'C1Il^'^ iil ;^.1111
pr^^tira al l::ll^:a C.: :11}> :'^;1:Ci :^.^l:l 111i`lotL♦ 1111^l[^ir .`i
















Purpose:	 To solve the full size system a£ linear'equations for
the unknown bod
	
g	 yy panel source siren ths.	 S stem was
z	 generated .using all holy panels because. body geometry
was input without using the symmetry option.
D^thod:	 This subroutinz is railed only if: the body has been
input as a nonsymmetric cunfgura^ion. 	 The method of
._	 .:
-	 Gauss-Seidel iteration " 3s useu.	 The system of equations =
_	 ie read from-auxiiaryfile 9.
,._
The unknown source strengths. for all panels are solved;
.--
and sets of . . unknowns far each body orientation are t
obtained,	 During	 he solution process, all input-body -
orientations are being - solved together-.during one ^








Solution progress is printed at the end ofeach i era-
_	 tion.	 Residual solution-error is ind^eated and a message
-'	 indicates if `the solution set for - a body orientation has T=.
converged.
^.
Iterations continue until convergence is achieved for, all 	 y
separate sets of source strength unknowns. Should one-or I	 =
more sets of unkno^^-ns fail to converge ^aithin the allotted
amount of iterations, the subroutine stops the program and:
all solutions are lest.
3
If all solutions converge, the solution array is returned.
It contains sets of source strengths,. one set for each 	 i
body orientation. Each set has one source strength for








LLL	 Program dimension variable specified in main
program which equals maximum allocoed number of
body panels. Used hero for execution time
dimensioning of arrays.
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`!\':.1I_P	 Frog ran di;^ensioa variable specified in main
progr:^m whic• b equals the matirum number of body:
orientation cases allo^.,zd. '.'-^ed here for
zxecut:on tir;e dimensioning of arra^•s.
:•iD	 Progran di^aension variable specified in mciin
prograr.: which is the Sum of LLL ,nd :•IA;CILP.
La sed here for e: • scution time di:^ensioning of
arra^-s,
SIP	 Total nor„ber et body pGnels in the configura-
tion which `quals the number of eCU3tiOns in
tho s^^stem.




Pcc3er or ten of the desi^:ed solution error
residual.
IT:•L-1:.	 ::aximum iterations allowed in :.ilicn to obtain
solution convergence.
SL^i	 .\crag• of intermediate suns used in solution
process.
:?	 fiuffer arra y +_ontaininE lift and rig'r.t side
coefficients or one ^auation in tE:a system.
Contents reac'. from one logical r'cord of
file 9.
C`.RL^?	 Lector containing intermediate source strength
solution values fron each set of unicno^•ms.
L• sed to ciizck solution convergence.
Outrut:	 (The foll.o^,• ino oat^ut '.:^ a'_so printed out.)
IT:•L•;:^	 Same a^ euantit^• •?efined is ing ot section auove.
Er.Rt)R	 Socci_°iec' ;ra:: .'_;.iuL o^rniCC^^ sJluC? on rzs:duai
error:
cRROR = 10.0Ek:
ITER	 tiunbzr of iter.ztion bain^ done.
i;	 E3odv orientation catia number corraspondin to
a se*_ of source strengt:; solutions being found







^i	 -^P P^^r^^ r^.^ensicn ^a^ia^^s speaiffed in main f'
^^^	 _ ,z -^	 ;€^iet^^^i^ ea^^^ ^1-l^^ted. = ^tae^ hero- for
__ -




- ^'^ag^	 Sinai	 ^^a^i].e-^pe^fied in ns^^n^-	 =-^	 -	 -
_	 _	 _
- pragz^m w^^ch #^" the sum of L1rL ar^d FIAI[ALP^ _
_	 =
_ _
^se^ here fog e =^etutiaa tr,^ee d^ensia^ing of
_	 -	 _ ^ _ ^^ei=€^	 ^► ^s^xels ft^ tea cfigura--
- flan	 #ch equals the-number of e^uat-ions in ,
-	
￿ 	 ￿ 	





^IA1tfA 1`lu^abe^ t^f body orientation cases (sets of .
_	
-	 - =	 = ^=







Ii^ttezm- iterations allowed in which to obtafn
s _ solution convergence. ^
^^	 , SUM Array. of intermediate sums-used in_solutiot^ ^
=^
^ A Buffer array containing legit and right side
.-
coefficients of one ,equation in the system.
Contents read from ome logical record of
_	
^'
- ,:_ file 9.	 ;- ^
• VARIAB Vector containing intermediate source strength
^ solution values from each set of untcnowns.
Used to :check solution convergence.
Out ut: {The following output '.s also printed out.)
ZT'^1X Same as quantit}^ defined in input section .above.
^. ERROR Specified iaaximum permitted solution residual
error:
^.
^_ ERROR s i0.0ERR
^`::k.
ITER Number of iteration being done.
K
	
	 Body orientation case number corresponding to
a set of source strength solutions being faund
(This variab7.e is not saved after printing.)
^.^____.. _ _	 _	 _	
__ _^,y..._^..__.,.^








ALPH:1	 array of int^ut bod •; angles of attae',, elch
value curr^s^onding to an orienta^_ion ca^^ :or
c,hicil a sot ur solutions is being fo^ind.
BETS '^rrz); of inp^:t bode sideslip• angles, each
value corresronding to ern orientation case
Eor c.hch a ser of solutions is being L"ound.
BIG Vector contai:.ing the maai^^um error residual
obtained for each se'' of un::nowns during ono
iteration,
Other Outpu[: (ale following is not printed b^•
 this
subroutine.)
SIG.t^1 :1. ray containin€ f inzl S:ILPELa sets of source
strength solutions for all ^P body panels in
t}le COnL1 t^7,ur3ClOn.
\SIG.^L	 Convergence arint signal:
= 0 if all 5oluton sets have converged
= 1 if one or more sets of solutions have






If one or more solution sets fail to converge after
IT'.1^\ ir_2rations (i.2. VSTG\L = 1), print solution
failure message. Subroutine Mops entire program.









AI.P^iA Army of `input ` body._- angles of at^ec^^ e^^h	 -	 = _	 "
--	 -
^	 ^^^sp^vst^^--^-e _^^^^^^` _._`
_	
_	
- - which a set csf gr^lut^o^ is bung found.
E^ A^ ^t^ :,^np^^ ^ h^^	 ^#^^^p	 8^g^^a^
-
vet_ a c4rrespo^di.^^ t^	 ^ri^n€atn ^_
for which a sefi ^f s^lut^sns 	 .s be^^g	 und^.	 _ - i
-
BIB Vector co^^aij=^- ^	 ^r^ s^-^^ _	 _
^T
?^




_p	 fir	 /^}^'{{	 _









A;ray conta^.ng fi^tnl. NPNA;sets =of so^rte ,.f
streag4h soiu^t°ions for ail NP-_body-panels in '^
•	 the... conftgurat^a^f	 - ,
NSIGhZ Convergence print ^igaal. ^ -
= 0' if all solution- sets have cortvnrged
= l if one .or more sets csf solutions h$^re ^









Error Stapsr If one or morn solution sets fail to converge after f
I3,X iterations :. . {i.e. NSIGNL = 1), Print solution ^•






i ur^^o5^: To	 czicu].atE^
	 sets of cor:pon^ncs of free stream velocity
relative	 to	 the reference body coordinate s •_:stem.
	 Each
sit of cortponenes correspon3^ 	 tc :i separate body
ori^ntati.on.
Method: ,lakas a converGion
	 from Cie wind a:tis sti • ste:,^	 (aligned	 '
with tae free stream velocity direction)
	 to tine reference
5ody cart^sian coordinate s. 3 stem,
	
t:^e euier angle	 fc+r
the	 transfor*^:^t_on	 is	 obtained	 using su'^routirie	 E;JI.Er.
Roiercnce t contains the tr r.sfur:nation fornulas.




`;^1L1'H^	 vucwer of 5od^ •
 oriFntatons
	 nor which	 sets o,`
velocit y
 comp^^^ents are to be round.
:^^;DA
	 Euler angle required in aeis tr:^nsformation
(obtained from subroutine Et'LER).
^^LFFL^	 nr.rav of body angles o` attack, each value
corresponding to a bo;?v orientation rase.
B=T:1	 array of side^i^^	 ar.gle^, each value
corre.^ponding to a bod y
 orientation case.
Out n^ ut :
C^, 4T, arra}-s of frCe strea^^ velocity comper.ents in
^'^	 tI12 re rerence body CUO rdi:13t2 srsta;.i. arrays
contain :,ets of components, each associated
:Pita. one boc?v orientat ion.
Su::routine
^:a ped :	 EtZER





-	 ^^	 ^^3 '-^-^^^^^3^.^..^r^-	
^ ^7s _tea•: ^'a_
.
_
^!`^^^" ^r^sian ^^^^^ ^^8^^	 ^^_^^^ic ^t^^ r.
i.
t•^^^^^^
	 -	 ^^^g	 ^^^• a#7ii ^^^^^ ^s^ ^ _
Refere:tca ^ c^+t$is^s tale ^ rann€or^atioA fflr^l.as. ^=_-
Ilse :	 CAIN. YCflMP
;_
^o•^il $ZoC^C ^
iequired	 INPUTS	 _ =_
^Imp ^t :	 _ --
_	 ^13IIA	 ^ut^^r flf bfldy orientations for whicT^ sets ai ^ `^




ARIADA	 Eider angle required... in axis xr^^^mati^n-
	 , '- ^_
-	 {obtained from subroutine.•.:EIII.ER^.
ALPHA
	 Array of body eagles; cif a^^I=^c^ eat 	 isre
corresponding to a body orientation case.
^BETA	 Array of sideslip	 angles, eeclx value
corresponding to a body orientation -case.. -
Out .ut :
-_
VX, 'SiY,	 Arrays of free stream velocity components in ^_
VZ	 the reference bo^3y coordinate system. Arraye
E
}
contain sets of components, each assdciate:i ;_









Furpose:	 To calculate and print out the body surface velocities
and pressure coefficients.
}fetr,od:	 This suhroutire is called for each bod y
 orientation
case. One bod y
 ori^nta[ion is being evaluated at a time.
The flow velocity on the sur.facz of each bodti • panel i^
calculated. "Ihe control point is tae rearesentative
lo:ation of the panel.
.1t panel point I under consideration, the velocit}•
co,:,00nents induceu b_v panel I are first abtained. To
these components are added all the velocities induced
at panel point I b_y the sources at all other bod y panels
J. Then if a wing is present, Lile induced velocity
components induced at panel I b^ • the wing are added.
Finally, the components of the free stream velocity are
added. Tale resulting suTa contain the :;, ^•, and z
components of v•alocit^ •
 on the surface of panel I ar its
control point.
Usin6 the velocit y
 components above, the pressure
coefficient at panel point I is obtained.
Tile velocity and pr^ssura results at aanel I are printed
oi, the output table along ^^ith the panel index nu,:,ber
and control point coordinate:. Also era printed the
body panel source strength sclution^.
Th y
 above process is repeated until results at every
F+odv panel ha^:e been obtained.
The velocity components and pressure coefficients are
not saved after tilev have been printed.
See reference 1 For a descrirtion of the formulas for




Ra?uir^d:	 I`iPL'TS, I:dLET, and wI`:G1
Input:
LLL Prnaram dimension size variable speciiieS in
main pro3ram which eeuals the maximum al'_ot.od
number o_` 5od;: panels ^ahic'.1 r,^^, Sa ganarate4.






^aiu^	 ^eioclty	 e:nt$ abode, the grura	 ^	 -
d
.^.oeffiCent 3t ganef ^loint I= i8 obtained.
Tie veracity ,aad pressure r^^^i^s at issi I: ara prin^e^i
gu tt	 ^ tie ag w3.^h	 paned inter nor
oo^^Qi mint 't^rdfnate^ .	 A1so are grimed	 a	 --




__	 a grass - a raa^ed t^^^ ra^s^2ta at er^ry
-	 ^	 ^^ Vii#@ b8en	 in±Bds
-_	 pia ^^^° 	^ ^^ pressure coefficients are	 _
-	 not Saved after ^` eve been gritted.
_,
See re ferenze l for a descri^tiaa of the formulas for
velocity induced by sources and vortices..
.^





xaqu.irad: INPUTS, I+TLET, and WINGi
Input
LLL Pregram dimension size variable ^gecified in
main progra^a which eQuals the maximum aiiowed
number of body pznels which may be generated.
;'sed 'Here far execution time diaensioning of
arrays.
.---^r—	 - • -	 -^,^ - -
'^^,
_ - _^	 - -= __ __. _	 .:
1^3
`L^ti=^ L?	 Program di:aEnsinn si^2 variable sozcified in
rosin program waich 2c l uals tti12 ma:timer.! allc*.a2d
number of body cri2ntations. Ese3 here nor
2t:i:CUt1'JI1 ti32 di,:,ensioning of arr 3^s.
`fl Prograr.: di*aension size variable sp2cifi2d in
mair. program .^nich is sum of LLI. and :•La:L^LP.
L's2d here ror e::2cution time di:aensioninr of
arra^• s .
ICaSE	 3oe_ ^ri2^t^tion ease heir° considered during
this call o,` the sub°JUtin2. `;alu2 is also
printed out.
?.LPu.a
	 :^rra•: of body an_al^s of attac^. Tae IC^SE th
values in ^i^2 arra!•
 is used i:^•
 ^u`.;routine. This
value is 3150 arinted out.
BETS	 ^rra^• of belly sidtsl'.? :n ? les. The IC ;SE to
va1u^-^ fir. the arras' is used ^b^- subroutine. T`[is
value is also pri^tC.i oII^.
w'	 !fad^.itLi,^ic JF i='c2 SC' - 2:^ `:c'lOC1C_':
	 ^.3Iu2 1S
3150 arir.ted O:tt.
Z,'1^ ^n^^	 :_:r3!'3 C.r Chi :it On2nCS O. ira.°. st.eatl ^•=10C1C!_'
S.L	 rE13t^J^: tv t^'IC rcf
_r°nC2 cod!• CJOT^'i ::;C2
s yst-^-. r,e IC_,Si t:: cslu2 or 2ac;: arra•. ;
used and ^rint2d cut.
.•D	 TO C?1^. um^e r O^ DOd •_: :)ailelS Cn t[!lS C:r^I$llra-
tior.. finis _^ ai^^ nrint^^d out.
:'.C^ ^C^	 arr3!'3 OI C,': rt;iln3L^3 nL JOO`7 7ai?21 C^I::r__
ZC	 points. :::es^ •:aloes a?rear or. c::e ^rizt gut
also. ';aloes relative to ra.`er^r.cz oodv
ce p s ;irate ^ •st2-^.
^rra. cf god^ aaa2_ surts::e arc:3s.
-G.'r=^ ?.rrs-. o= boll.-
	 pare l s.:urt _	 s tren'^t'.is .
	 :'a _
Il^:iSL to	 :ct	 : ^	 tae'	 _ ^r^^.=:t.:5	 ^^ 7^1n^'
	 '132.0
?•`Iese sre	 tan snlutir>ns ^:•;
	 ^'^e
	 3t• ^t2:II o	 ecua-
tions an^_'	 t;.^-v	 ar^	 ^rir.: _,.	 out	 on	 t:^[a cutpuc
.table.
.^+:; ^'- :, .yrra.:s _	 c:	 ^^^r,^nts	 of	 cut:•.;^^ `	 -	 rd	 d r^can	 nor.^:.a1
..^^1^
	 ^ ^1I: ^t	 V2C tCr:
	 ..C.r ^.:^	 at	 ....	 pai.	 :=OL^'C1
.:t Z ^Oi•.tC^ .	 .Ji?1;}Ori^_'1CS	 are	 "2I3t i :e	 ^„	 : c' fete:.. ,.
_	 _	 4	 _
^-	 -^	 -,-
I03
^^4XALP Program dimension si'e variable specified in
main program which equals the maximum allowed
number of body orientations. Used here for
execution time dimensioning of arrays.
^ID Program dimension size variable specified in
main program which is stun of LLL and :iA.^ALP.
Used here for execution time dimensioning of
arrays.
ICASE	 Bod orientation case being considered during
this call of the subroutine. Value i5 also
printed out.
aL,Pii<1	 array of body angles of attacti. The ICASE th
value in ~_he array is used b^ •
 subroutine. This
value is also printed out. .
BETA	 array of body sideslip angles. The IC:^SE th
value in the arraz^ is used by subroutine. This
value is also printed out.
L'	 ?fagritude of frze strear. velocity. Value is
also printed out.
VS, VY, Arrars of components of free stream velocity
^'Z	 relative to the reference bod y
 coordinate
systez. The ICASE th value of each array_ is
used and printed out.
ti'P	 Total nus^er o` bod •: panels on this cor_figura-
tior.. This is also printed out.
YC, I'C, grays of c^^crdinatcs of body panel cor.trei
ZC	 points. These values a?pear on the print out
also. ^7alues relative to referencz body
ccordinate s^^stem.
S	 :^,rra}- of bod y
 pane'_ surface areas.
S G`.r=^ :^.rrav of bod y- panel source strcn^tns. TZe
ICASE th set , f t:^e strer.gt;is is being L'SeC.
These are taa solutions o^ the s ystem of e q ua-
tions ant t7Ey arm orir.tea out on the ou_?at
3bl f? .
.rra.:; of cr:^.^onents o cut^aard drawn normal
grit vectors 3Cti .b at tiZe par.	 coi:trol
oiTlts . :.om.^onents are relative tc refer^r.ce
OC1V CJOr^].n^Ce S': SCc?n.
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NIdI^C	 iding signal •variable
= 0 it .^.o wing is modeled on this configuration.
= 1 if wing is modeled.
Output: (in addition to t:^e input ^•aluea abova which
were printed, all the follcwin^ are printed but not
saved alter ^r^.nting.)
4^.t,
	 ^Ori^31i?2d surfaces valocit y co^^ooner.ts at a
VRl,	 panel control point. Values have been Wade
^'RZ	 ^ondimensior.al b^- dividin•g b.•
 free stream
V2lOCiC`: ^1aQnitild2, ^T. The CQP.!pOn2nt5 art
relativz to cha r^fererc2 Lcdv ceordizata
s^-s ter.,.
^'F
	 To cal magnitude of t1r nondiraansional ^•elocit•:
at the pan^I control point.
CP	 Pressure ccei"ficient at par.al control point.
5C1bIOl:`.ine'









idtoTI?BG	 Wing signal variable
= 0 if no wing is modeled on this configuration.
= 1 if wing is modeled.
Output: (In addition to the input ralues above which
were printed, all the following are printed but not
saved after Yr^_nting. )
VR.Y,	 \Tormalized surface velocity components at a
VRY,	 panel control point. Values have been made
VRZ	 nondimensional by dividing by free stream
velocity magnitude, V. The components are
relative to thz reference bcdv coordinate
system.
VR	 Total mao itude of the nondimensional velocity
at the panel control point.
CP	 Pressure ecefficient at panel control point.
Subroutine
Called;	 t^ISGG' (Called only if ;wing is modeled on configuration.)
Error Returns: ;lone
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Purpose:	 To calculate the x, y, and z components of velocity at
point (x,y,z) induced by a finite length vortex filament
of constant strength.
Method:	 Given the starting and endi^._ points of the filament,
in the vector sense, the Biot-Savart law for a straight
vortex filament is used to compute the three velocity
components at the desired location.
If the point lies on the filament, the velocity components
returned are set to zero to prevent numerical difficulties
inherent in the Biot-Savart law.
A maximum limit an the induced velocity magnitude is
used which eivals 20 percent of the free stream velocity.
If the velocity induced at tre point, using the Biot-
Savart law, is more than the maximum limit, the induced
magnitude is set equal to 20 pt=went of the free stream






Note: All coordinates and velocity components below




Xl,Yl,	 Coordinates of the starting end of the vortex
Z1	 filament.
X2,Y2,	 Coordinates of the other endpoint of the vortex
Z2	 filament. (Sense of the circulation is from
the starting end to this end point.)
X, Y, Z Coordinates of [he point at which induced
velocity is to be calculated.
GAM*1A
	 Strength of the vortex filament.
V	 Magnitude of the free stream velocity.
kPurpose:
	 To calculate the x, y, and z components of velocity at
point (x,y,z) induced by a finite length vortex filament
of constant strength.
Method:	 Given the starting and endi^.._
 points of the filament,
in the vector sense, the Biot -Savart law for a straight
vortex fi].Aaent is used to compute the three velocity
components at the desired location.
If the point lies on the filament, the velocity components
returned are set to zero to prevent numerical difficulties
inherent in the Biot-Savart law.
A maximum limit on the induced velocity magnitude is
used which equals 20 percent of the free stream velocity.
If the velocity induced at tre point, using the Biot-
Savart law, is more than the ^aaimum limit, the induced
magnitude is set equal to 20 pt^ent of the free stream
velocity. The velocity components returned are adjusted
accordingly.
Use:	 CALL VORTEX(%,Y,Z,%1,Y1 , Z1,X2,Y2 , Z2,GAMMA,VVR ,^Y,VVZ)
Common Alock
Required:	 INPUTS
Note: All coordinates and velocity components below
are relative to the reference body coordinate
system.
In ut:
X1,Y1, Coordinates of the starting end of the vortex
Z1	 filament.
X2,Y2, Coordinates of the other endpoint of the vortex
Z2	 filament. (Sense of the circulation is from
the starting end to this end point.)
X, Y, Z Coordinates of the point at which induced
velocity is to be calculated.
GAMMA
	 Strength of the vortex filament.




L'^'1,	 Three vortat induced velc












E' L1I'JI, SC:	 To calc:ilate the i1Jl,• field, velocit y
 co!nno:l•'nts ^'r.d
flol^ inglzti, at a'1 point y
 in the propeller p1^n2.
^^2C:10d:
	 SLiiirOl1t1I1C re tu rns cC7[1CrJ1 Li*+P,teC^13t21': tJ t^aiil prO^rst:l
it nJ pro:-e11er p13n^ has h2en input, SPOI\T = 0.
C^C}12I:^1S2, dl:r1:1 ,P, l_^:lt.: C;:i11 O: ti]i'^ SIIbrJUtiri2, til:
I^rC`(^c'Lltr 1 1JW ii2lli 1C 011^? iilDlit i;Od': or'^ntaCLUn 1,
t O :ill ^ .
!^^	 ^t:3tIOnS ll? C:^2 :'rOPCllir plans 3r2 d2^iI12i^ in
. `"^ii2l' ^ l:li?L i:`.' Lla^rlt:al COUrial:3t2 S`.'Stt?^
•	 ._. t^ tai
 t[it_` 37_ZZLSth:.l ?i1 d r =^i1 31
 s:)dCL:7i;S 3pCC? Iled
ti t• ^[]P .R )lit t;;lt3.
FO r 23^_^1 point, In turn, t:]J f^`i ll^::iRt; iS ^ ertt^Cr:2d.
the pO1P.t'S iOSltlOn in CJr:.I^ OL CilP. r2IvC2:IC2 bl,d^'
CarC2513i1 i00rC j i[ldtc'	 S\'SC2t;1 1.`, iOC:p Uti' 1.	 T^:e Jint'3
:3Gi31 :'JS1C^On i3 P.l^n<i1^:.E•:'31t^1?31i::c^ ;..I^cld:r^ ;^\•
tl.l: reICC2IIC^ prJl-_llcr :`1.1at r<2^^1L!^ \'31Lic' Ot,t.a?le(i.
:r.`:^ co.:^;o:t blocs Pt^i'.
^ic=:iC, ^;;^? CC10C1:
	 COC:i,^`nC^.C:^ 3_°2
	 `L:	 ?C CCrI'i^ C?:•	 LC2
ref2r^nce bcc:^- t:rorcin; t^ s •: ^•.!.	 ,-_	 t--^	 I(1^ ^^el^^it^ cc^::^c'nr:1 r.
COntri ;1CIOn7 1:1t1LLCc'C 2t^ C:]2 ^o1:lt :.": C1^ bc+d^ ^3nc?
C.'l:ri:2S arty SiiI^:::2'^.	 i:len, 1C a ltiin; lj p ''2tiC.^.t
	 thr^
1	 '^'c' C`Ci C: Inllict^d 3t C!'e ?J1II t 4\'	 '- ^	 -+ 't..  .JLak il.^rs2sau^^
vorte:t is added.
	 ^'inall^• , .he Ir2.^ ^tr2a^: `.'•^IJClt.•
CQSi,)OnP_Rt5 are adtieti.	 1"n t?. CJC:il ^ii^K 'o210Lit'.' CC:^.D n^nCs
alld :1a^nitlldd t:C C`le pOlnt ::rt' nJr7:?311 2d b^: al'JL^:'_:1,^
be t'.lo frr•^ at-ea:^ velt,citt•
 ^-.;if;rit;^d^.
..	 pJ!... 1:J.1C_:Il iIl 'J:i t^l C i^ t:^,.in3td at'nCJ^..a aFl.j
..^_:;]a ^.. ^c'^'. l't.'^J^:L
	 ^: l?:'::7 ^^^ L. n
 t^ iR tai :'^
.:JJr.1:13tc' S`I^t2^! :irt_ ^ tinted Ji'C In ^ri :`a'1lCr Ol2t1Ut
L1Jl^ Iii LQ t3Dlc:
	 ;1rC ^ iOr _..Cti i,gdt' :
 i^r1CI1t3t1Jn.
t:.d rt;c:^-'n.:^ %3_^2SL::i1 :e1J.,.
	 C•l^"`C'i]^'Rtb :i._
:i17: ]r:12t: tJ^.O!',^,3ii::c'.i 3:i 1.11, r3.^13i, ...^sa C3:!.^-':^,'_1:11-a
':^Ji?^nC- 1I1 Cile arJ^2llar
	 1an^ - • L'ac:--ical H::1a
^^:Sl.	 L. ^P.,^ tae Jr.^ACI_
	 ^.^'11^q:]^•RCa _..
	 ,"'J C[1 CvJru'. 13Ct'
CSC%ii1S, C^lc Llpl:ciil .?:1^^ ^Itr^^ '.: :.:? d'.ikl.'-.,dC Cili' :^OLCC
a:	 IJUR^.	 a.tti^^ t:`.2 rJt:1Ct)n31 ` I^.?: 3nci Jl1CI_:^".,
	 ::I1SILt.^ ^
dti ^; t?: ^ae:i LI? reL2r.°.^.+.'c' 1 .1x11 L- _ ,Llrc' ^.1 C: C^?_S ..,:inil3i
:1 r;. cal^ui;lte;^1.
..	 c'ciat's ::^t^snsical.• ..
	 arc:	 :i'.,lti.;l1	 .::nt...._ -
• •^Zt_.', a:: ti	 ram°..it	 l^^i
	 • -•r^
.	 .1^	 :11 tlo], ..i] ,	 an'	 :.•r._,.:t^:1
	 ^t^	 i)t]•.
	 r^ ,,_,,• ^^.
i'1	 ...	 a_.'^n ?







	 To calculate the flue field, velocity components and
floc, angles, at a:l points in the propeller plans.
Method:	 Subroutine returns control iI?Imediatel^; to main program
if clo propeller plane has peen input, NPOINT = 0.
Otherwise, during one call of this subroutine, the
p ropeller flow field at one input code orientation is
found.
Po`	 ''4cations in the propeller plane are defined in
:^^^ler plane c^r lindrical coordinate s^^sten
... _ _..; .g to the azimuthal <:r,d radial saacings specified
?,r the input data.
For eac^-1 point, in turn, the fe'ioc.*ing is perfor,:,ed.
Tt?e. point's posltien in terns of file r^_`erence bpd..
Cartesian coordinate sL"Stem is co^puta,:. T'^e :oir.t`s
radial vOSltiOn i3 nOnd1P.1@Iljli?I1all;:c'd _ L^tiidin^^ i?L'
ti C r^Tt'rei1C0 prop-Mier 71,?i12 raCi1C?^ value O'•Jtalncd
from co-:,r.,on bloci: PRO°.
^^L':^t, Cile C'c'IOCiC^' COI::i^OnZ^.t S' 3^2 f0(;P.0 1P. tE1T.i^ Or t[lt'
re*erg=nce J^^C.4 cOOrdln:?tc S':^t^IR. 1^n0 C'c1QClt_^ CQ?^^i)netlt
contributions induced at the point bL •
 the bode canal
30llri:eS arc' SI2I^.^.:a?d.
	 iilt'n, li a T:i:l ^ 1S JreSt=^.t, Chr
C'c'lOClt': I^.<^CICC?d 2t tLtO y0.71:1t tJC' Chic? 'Ji:1Q i1JrSt'SOe'_
VOrCe:{ 1S 3,ided.	 Fina11L', the fr:'.e. strea^l velocity
co-^ao:lents <^re added.
	 Tha tot:^l floc.- velocity: cer•:pon•ents
g ild C;13oniCC1^1P. et C`1 c: pOlnt :ire norriallzed b y 3.`ildlil`
bC' t.?c' IrC^L SC,"c3:?1 VL10i:iCC' i?:3Ylllt;l(ac?.
	 .
Tile ^J?_... 1JC.^.Ci.^n In bOtil Cc^i^r.:iilatc' ^\'j ti?^..S iln:j
nOrP.131.:.'c'C t:'.1(7C.iCL- ::e^.:UOn^nC^ ill Cil?_ r^^2rcP.;.c'_ body'
i:00rCC:1^C-^ 5`:sC^ln :?rc? t riRCrd OI:C LIl ^rO?c Ll^r l?t1C^U^
rl,,c; Tit l:. taJl2 p art 1 CO r t:: 'i`J' bOClt.
 Orlc'RC3tIOn.
^.ct:^C, t::e r'^iCr'^'nC^ C.''_^t^'ti:^^:il VC1J,:IC I" C:?^,:^OI1^'nC^ 3r-
tr3n^^7r:.12c1 t0 i?01-;a i1::2d
 :axial, radial, ._ ^d C:1:?yen'131.
C:i^"1p Oil^?nC5 lil file ?r0!Jdll2r ^l1lle_ C"li:1C:1C:11. a::iS
S t 'Stc'IIl.
	 L_^iP.^ CII^ Vt 1.00LtL' .^^^tn('t1dnC3 ^^ DO C:1 COJru:P.3Cc
Cj Ci. itlS, Cife Il^. ('ci5i1 : ild ^1,^^2 '.^^: j'1 ^?[i^?1_^
	 dC C:i i.' )O1Ct
dri? COUnd.	 a.1SJ C ,`?^? rotatii^nai ^l.,c, and UU%Ci^7".,' 	 n^les,
<18 C:e ^i:1 c^Q In ?"E'ia'ri_'n ^'C^	 t 1 L'i r	 ^ '^c . t1 :1^.^.	 ;:Ire. ^.	 ,. _	 -.?is In:Inllal. ,
^lre i_alculat^d.
..::^ rV` '.RC'S d?^t'n`:10I1J.'tiS :":iC:L<'?1 :?rG :i.'_....a;C:.;11 ^1;_.,._!?n:	 ^
?^;1;I ^	 t:iil.,mllt._:?	 3:.	 r C _..1	 :^' 1(Y C , t^'
	 '.?D
	
3-	 CCi	 OP.^..::;	 ..
'.::'Lt .^.^	 1. E10::	 ii}"'..	 ?^c'. ;^r1^:c':1 ^Q 11 r. t? r^' • J_- C^, ,,:
:`l_..YL L^.	 r' ^ 1 :.	 1 1,x .	 _^ 1






t_'.1".,	 ..._.,	 :I.'Y-li^I• _...
	 ^'...:t',.C,.^ ?I
,.
. i-x-^e.^:s ___mss..-.._.^?►.-±^-	 _	 _.	 ^_e... ^	 ...	 %. .:. _^ .err A,f	 ..-.	 _	 _	 ^:..aad	 _ _.>: -	 _e..;.,.^, a.=^._
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:111 of the above process is repeated until all points
in the propeller plane have been considered.
af[er all points have been considered, the contents of
file ^U is printed in the propeller plane flow field
output table part '_.
Lastl y , this subroutine produces card , p unched output if
the punch option, VPLn1CH - 1, was specified. This
punched output consists of a card for each propeller
point givine point location and the calculated a:cial
and tangential velocit y- components at the point. See
the output description section of this manual for r:ore
detail; on ti?e punched output.
The formulas for transformation of coordinate s^•stems,
formulas for induced velocit y b^• sources and vortices,
and formulas for the flo:, angles are all given in_
reference 1.
Note t'.-tat all ne:al^• ca lculatzd outoLt cuantiti^s from
this su^^rou=ine are printed out or p unched on cards b^.it
are not saved after pri.ntin;, or punchin,;.
Use :	 C.1L L ^'P JPS (LLI,,`In,?L•1.ti:1LP, IC^SC,VP, ^V^'Y, ^^^^ i , ^\VZ, 5,
S IG`i<l, SC,FC, ZC)
CoTmon Blocs
Required:	 TITL-c, I\PUTS, P^)P, OPTIO\, M\G1, snd I`;I.ET
Input:
LLL Program dimension size variable s pecified in
main program which ecuals the :aa:ci^;.um number
of pang Is :;`.iicii ma y po^^i^iv b^ g2ri^ratc'd on
env confiQ;zration. Psed here for e:cecutien
time dimensioning of arra^•s.
`I:LL???	 Progra;.i dit:ension sire tiariabla sr^ci=ied in
:gain progrs:^ :a;.ich etivals thz :^3::i-:un nur:b^r
of body on cntatior.s :.hic^, ma.: ba input. L'sed
here for execution tuna iii-:ansionin or arrays.
`ID	 Prosran dimension. size variable specified in
main ^rogrsm c:^hich ecuals the sure of LLL and
^L•1^:.aL°. Used hoCe for e::ecuticn fire dime n-
	 1
si pp ing of array:;:.
tiPOI\T	 'roeeller plane :iiKn3i variable:
= 0 if no ,p ropeller ^lane is specified.
= 1 i' •^roaeller p lan._ is soeci*ied.
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All of the above process is repeated until all points
in the propeller plane have been considered.
After all points have been considered, the contents of
file SO is printed in the propeller plane flow field
output table part 2.
Lastly, :his subroutine produces card , p unched output if
the punch option, DiPUt3CH ^ 1, was specified. This
punched output consists of a card for each propeller
point giving point location and the calculated axial
and tangential velocity components at the point. See
the output description section of this manual for more
details on the punched output.
The formulas for transformation of coordinate systems,
formulas for induced velocity by sources and vortices,
and formulas for the flow angles are all given in
reference 1.
tiTote that all newly calculated output quantities from
this subroutine are printed o^it or punched on cards but




Required:	 TITLE, INPUTS, PROP, OPTION, t,^INGI, and I^'LET
Input:
LLL Program dimension size variable s pecified in
main program which equals the maximum numbar
of panels which ma y possibly be generated on
any configuration. L'sed here for e:^ecution
time dimensioning of arrays.
?L^.`^.aLP	 Program ^?i:^ynsion size variabl y specified ;n
main program which equals th y :^a:ci^:um number
of body orientations which ma y by input. Csed
here for etecution time dimensioning of arrays.
'ID Program dimension size variable specified in
main program which equals the sum of LLL and
?L^YALP. Used here for etecution time dimen-
sioning of arrays.
tiPOIVT	 Propeller plane signal variable:
= 0 if no propeller plena is specified.
1 if p ropeller p lena is specified.
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^^
ICAO}.:	 3odv orientation--lift case nur^i^er of the
orientation for ^.:hich the su p routine is now
^ettin^, pr^^.eller pl<ne flr^ti field ou.put.
:\I_Pt?:1	 liod\' 3[14;1 OI' attack corre^, Jnding to
orientation case ICA^E.




tJing input s i;nal vari able
= 0 if wing is not r:odeied on t`lis CJ!'?il^llraCi ^n.
= 1 if \•rinY is r..odel^d.
CL	 _1rr.a\• of li*t CO^:ftlCic'.P.tS Of :^lnp (1: present)
^'atue use:^i is the one corr^^pc,ndin^' to orienta-
^1	 ^'I E'e Str: iii Vc'1l^C 1. t:' II'.3 vTI1Cl1C^i'_
:^, t1. :, •^ ra\• s o[ c^^r^^ene::ts of ti:e area streu7
^'^	 velr^it\'. I'h^ valt:es u: •^d are t'le ^^nz3 corre-
snon^ii::^; to orientat;on iaS'a !.C'SF. C:cm^JnentS
are'_ rCl C iVc. CJ t!lc. re^ Erc'1?CC :?OG\' CCO r^ln:?tG'
S:3tc'*1.
\I^Fi.t^	 Vum`^er. of bod.: ^an^?s s pec.:tied as ha\•ing
nfl^'.1 lr liltil^l: ttl^'QUol2 tht'_ ir :i:liici.:i'.
Yi?t^,	 Position coo:c:..ate of cent_r Jt tni: pre^elli:r
1^1.b,	 pldna ral^t^Va tv r^Lerc'1CZ bCd:: COJ:G1n3Ci:
Zc?L'3	 s ^ s tee.
;:1.^IliS	 K^i^^rence nrcn,^ile~ Plana (^la:ji:; rsd;;is .
:1iPf?^r 	?'itch an^.e ut ^ro??eller glare t:lruc:t c1 \I3
:?i:•?t1VC CO I'e:^runCc :?J.a,'." .. ^:Cie'.
3:.''_'AF'
	
:a:.• :?: ' lp •`f '^L'':ncclldr	 11n:'. ..:irll3= ^:i1S
re^ at1C2 tJ r%:2=?amt'. JLG^ . 'C•'_: ^^ .
v?SI .^L1::^Utt1 r^n:;la	 5:`3^1i1^?	 t:r	 [)o_T1C^	 a_'C^C.Rti	 t^r07Jlicr
^^lan^^.
^iP^'::CH ?uncnt-d car,3	 o^..t^^it o:^ti011	 vcariabt^ :
= Q it no	 outa^:t	 is to be	 ^c:nc:l^c ^^n card,
= 1	 i i desire	 ^l:r.c:,ed card ^iar^t.




S.'?^OI^ alphanumeric =array containing 'the heading







	 Rsdial s acinv of Dints i n tiiep	 p	 propeller plane
in fraction of r=ferance propeller alane radius.
}
^R^D	 Vunber of points located radiall y
 along each
	 •
azimut^i resi.tion in the propeller plane,
VP	 Total nunber of bodv surface panels in t`ia
configuration.
3
.:C, 1C, :lrrav of bod} •
 panel control point coordinates
^C	 in terms of reference bodv ceorcinate system.
S	 Array of bodv panel surface areas.
SIG`L1	 array of body panel source strenths associated
Nita the bodv orientation case, ICASE.
A^V^,
	 ^; rays of components of the L^uttrard c.ra^;n
A.^^^',	 unit rormsl ^^actnr at each bod: panel in terms
^l.\^'Z
	 of tine raferenc^^ bodv coo rdia^te s.-stm.
Output:	 (:\11 output printed and!or aunc'.^ed. Ali re^a
output belo^•: is lost afar printing sn^ aster tn4
subroutine h::s cc^-:pleted.)
Old 1n^Llt C^lli:titie;i '.}li^:h arc a^SO psi^t a d `!:1G^ Sc1^iC'd:
I(;:1SE	 Sa:^e as input de f ini lion .
:?LP^:1	 Sa:^.e as input definition.
SETA	 Sarre as input definition.
CL	 Sa,..e as ir.^ut definition .
^'	 c^.:^e as in:^ut :'e.Pinitiun .
^'1, V^,	 Sane as in^;t: d•^fir.iti;^n.
^^




	 Sane a5 in p ut 3eitnition .
:L?H?	 Same as inp ut definition.
SE:'.^'	 tiane as input de_`in_tion .
-	 --
x	 `	 =°_
^^ ^ ^-` _^ T ^^ ^^m^ as irigut dafinz^ion .
-	
_	








x - -	 -
VX" VY, - Same as in^iut definition . ' -
_	
VZ " _





























F1.R.aTO	 I^lrough flow v^^locit^: assigned tv first inlet
Of outlet panel (i * :in k:) sp^cifiad in [he
progr:l^: inp^_tt.	 lluantit^• is fraction of free
s[reat7 velvc.ity
 Taagnitu.ia.
^.Nw O.1C i^l1C nOt E^Vt G^:
RP.:\TIU	 Ji:^ensionless racial 1`OSLtIJIl of point in
i^ropeller placle ir. the prJr^,llar plane c^ • lir.-
dricat a^i_ s.•::te,.l.	 Is ratio of radius t^^
reference, propeller plan` radius.
?S?	 ^zit^uth angular position o_*" a hint in propellar
aline. In file pro peller rlane c.li: ► dri^l axis
,v ten.
POI\'C`;,	 Position. of ,:. puint i n t`:e pr^^neller plcln^^
POI^11', relative tv referenca ^odr coordinate s^•steTn.
PQ1iiTZ
\TOT\,
	 `OYTII31123d LC'lCC1nt,11iS OL CJ^lplct% f10!c V210C1t:'
\'TOTY,
	 at a point in the propeller plant rtlativo to
\^TOT7.	 tale reference hods•
 coordinate s^•stzm.
V'fOT	 :,,:rr.:alized resultant na;;nitude of the induced
veloci t^: at a point in ti:z nron^ll^• r p1:ln^.
Curtner oi:tput ^rinted us in^ file ^0:
V^:^IaL, `;ornalizzd ^:xial, r:ldial :and t:ingential veloci[^:
\T.:\P.\L, :.orlpnn^^nts at a pc^in^ in the propeller Mane
\'T:\:\l,	 rt'13C1Ve t0 t:'c? ^ronell^r ^lallc c^'lin^r:^CSl
3:015 S`: St^?*R.




 angle t a point in ;r^, p^l.ler rlar.^•.
.^:\'•	 . r. . ^• ^	 la ; .,.as: .at 3 r J _'lt i : : ro.
alOtdJn	 r1I1,Slt	 r 3i:.^2•.:^1-..	 at a p^^ii:^ 1"1 ^rJUclltlr ^1.^.Z.
I'uncaa,^ c_1-d_ JUtc^ ut:	 (rt r^:c;u.^.:t•^,•'.)
SY?tBO1.	 ^.a,:e a7 i:^nut .^'.e f ini . ic.n.
^i^Z\7
	 S3^.lC aS .:l^ltt d^ f 1^ :CLOT:.
;^.^:C)IL'J




1LPH:1	 Same as in?ut definition.
BcT.1	 Same as input defi;^7.tion.
PSI	 Same as defined earlier in out;^ut section,
RR.^TIO	 ialDe as defined earlier in outi^ut section.
^'Ll"I:1L, Same as defined earlier in out?t±t section.
VT:\^ ^ G
.PSIS	 Total nu^oer or azi-tuti^ location; at *..•hick
points ar-^ situated on the propeller alane•
.aTOT	 Propeller D13P.z ankle of attaci: bet:Veen nro^el]er
plane thrust a:;is and froe Strt'.a:1 v^locit^•
direction.
3'I'JT	 Propeller olana angle of sideslir between




Called :	 rUi.EF , ?dIVGV (i f `^ dIP:G = ].) , and _1'1GLI'S
k'ar^ing
`iessages:
	 It 300 is not an inte ,cer rultiple of DPSI, DPSI is
orinte^i with a warning stating uneven a^inuthal spacing
of propeller plana points exists. Subroutin•^ continues
co execute normsll^•.
=rror Becurna: :lone
Error Stops :	 .;on^^
a































	 To set up the wing horseshoe vorte•:: gcometr^ • and strengths
currespondin^ to each inp ut hedv orientation—lift case.
^tet.hod:	 'I'`lis subreutir.e is callzd only if awing ilas been
1-1udo..led. For each input `^odv orientation, a ho^sesho.-
vortex is generated. 'Cho horseshoe vortex has ^ span
equal to (0.25 '< •r ^^ phcsic^l wing span). The trailing
vortices are shad oar:al.l^l to the frame stream velocity
and are estand^d aft a distance of one i>>.:ndred caing
^'.:orcl len^t;ls .
Tha end poin*_ coordinates of the four finite tarts of
each :^oraeshoe are calculated re.lar.ivo to file ruierence
body- coordinate s.:steln. 'Chew four parts are the straight
line vurt:e:^ filaments ccnsisting of fire left : ido
trailin, vortas, the right side trailing vorte y , tl:e
12tC seaispan uo^_md vorte^c (on the auarter C:l^^r^ li:1C:),
and the right s^^^ispan bound vo-.a^ (also on the quarter
chord lire) .
For each bod y orier^aticn, a diff^rezt ^;crtex str^.ngth
is calculated as a function of the input lift coefficients.
The output horseshoe vortex geometry anu st_^ngt!: is
printed out on a table, an^i file values sre saved in
cor'"<:on bloc':s ?:IVGl and ?dl:dG".
L'se:	 C.^?_i. I;GEO:•I (Onl y
 if wing; has be gin :'lodeled).
?acuir^_d:	 I^+PGTS, ?JI:vGI., and :dT_`::.'
T.nru t:
V	 ^.ri^nitud^ of =re•:, strea:a .eloeit•,•.
CHQP,^	 ^'^--'3R ; - root _::ord of wing.
^nP. C,^crdirat-s	 c^ •^ ^ag rocs	 cu_ rt:.^ chord	 l^^catiun.
_^?%, lso tale	 inbaar^	 u:id	 pOin .`F	 of each `:curd	 ^^• rai-
^lt.°. ^ 3 a :l V g rr^• :ti	 fila':^•Rt.	 :e.latl'J^ t0	 t:l^	 Yct2rCnC^
bod •: coo r^' inate	 ^ : s c z^l.
'L:?=^ :dir.b and	 au • Ir.a	 v^^:• t•^x	 ^':.:^edral _.'^.

11 '^
EIdL t^ F	 }Ding quarter ch^^rd and 'wound ^ •ortex steep angle.
`:'.i.PN•1	 ^umi^ar c.f :np^^t bod y orientations.
CL	 :^rr3v of :.ing lift coe.°f^:cients. 	 E;^ch va^^le
corresponds to a different bod!: .^rionration.
yLFH:'^	 :lrrav of uodv c;c:^les of attack. i:ac}^ value
c^^rrasF^^nds [o a different bod y oriantati^^n.
BETA	 array of bade sidesli p angles. :.ach value
corresponds to a cifferent b^?d^• orientation.
^)utnut: (:111 of the above input values as ::tll as output,
are arint^ci out. .a11 coordinates belt:. -e r^lativ^ t.,
t}12 r^'Fc:rC.nCc: }^^d \' COC rdinate systein.)
SY:1V	 }}ors^ahc^e vorto:: span.	 (Outnat value .^plac^s
the original inrut valut^ of p::v-•:cal :ring snug:.)
.l•BTTPL,	 Coordinates ^^f the cur_: oar:+. Inc. of t'r!a lef t
FE:iTPL, side bound :ortax f:la:-_:;t. :^1so t?le up:.ird
ZBTI ^,	 ^^nu or" Chr le`t trail,'n;, vcrtc:i fi}a:^.ent.
.l'B'I'IFR,	 Coo rdir.atc• of t'.^e oi:ttioar^l end of thc^ rl^,ht 5id^
Y3TiPR, bound vortt:i fi?.ar.:e:;t. r! is„ tha up:•: inci and or
'LRTI°R	 the rigi:t trailing vc^rte:: Fil::trar.t.
C,:L^t:L^
	 arr^^' of ^Orac:5ll0^ ^'Ortt'.i sCrangtils.	 L17 ^'3113E
COrr^ti;^^^i:C:^ tC1 S. dl::C-milt JOd': c^ricnt:^tion.
.
{r^^}_j	 :+rr3!' _ U 2 C p C7r^"^ i na: •^^, ., f C.: F. dG'.rnl: ins 2n.. C.
t• T°.:1 L}„ 	ti:t' le I t C r3 i 1 l nb V^^rt^?:i tl.ia":t'nC . 	 ^ ,1C1: :•v't




.1Yra!'3 O^ 000:11 q 1tC.^ OI Cal' CiC^:rn:rlRQ 	 .^.d
 ^^^
_ .'-;aLR,	 t:12 Ti?^t tra:l_:lg ^:l?r^i':. ^ l _a:^r'nC.	 tea(.::	 r_t
i.l:^.^i.i^	 Of C.UOr:ln:it^'	 ,:^Cr'_- 9^unc:^
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Purpose: To calculate t;Ie velocit y
 components induced at a
specifies: point b y
 tha c:in^ horseshoe vortex of constant
s:rangta.
`lethal: The rorseshoe vortex is broken inta f.s,ur finite l.^n^th
straight v^,rtzx filaments all of the sarl^ st^enQ[`l.
	 The




	 filament,	 right semis?aI: bounsi Cilar:i=nt,
and ri.Ktlt side	 traili.-.g filament.	 Tho and aoints of
t`le	 four
	 filaments arc
	 obtained	 :rpm c •^rl:-ron bi^c:;s 'JI^1GI
and WI.;G2.
	 .at
	 t:la desirad point,	 the induced velocity
components dl:a	 to 4ach o.f the four
	
fila %l^^nt-; ar^^ computed,
in turn, by tha Biot -Savart law.
	
'film the component
c^ntributi^ns due to all
	 filame.11ts are sum:^ed to live
the r^sultin ; rrlocit.: corlp^mants .!ue
	 to the hor^rsho^
vortex as a whole.
li;^.: C.\LL :dISGV(IG:1^c,3,Y,Z,^'ELS,CELY,CEI_^j
t.I^:ICf,J:'. 	 .^'i 1 ^^ C k S
F.rquired : :vI^Gl
	 and ::•I`.C''
`+eta: :111 cOOrdinat^3 and veleci t^' COm^on^:lto below are
relac`ve to the r.efere.r•rc- cods •
 coordir.at^ s•JStc:r.
Inrut:
S, Y,	 Coo rdi.natas of the ?Dial at tah:cii t'r,E •
 vort^^:•:L	 induc^•^t vel^^cities art to a•. found.
^• oc ant tip
	 life cr.ESL'	 30	 i^ a ,n--	 ls^ (anhla of .:ttac^:,
5I^2S) i?,	 8I7^1 lift _: c'LflCiet;t^ ^i'lnz
ron5 .i^ r^ ^.
:^^Li,	 ..^ra.. • s o^ coorl.ir.a:^•c .,f tam
	 _'-,,1>_r:^... st...._.. ,
' 1:..1I.1.,	 nd of t..2 1.^'it 51(lt C r1ii !^.^ 'i^rCc:< ill(.:^:":t
^_TR:1LL	 :o. ch. ^^^u-, or_^^ntat^^n ^:^^a T^..^,..
: •:3T T_PL,	 Coor :inat^s ^) _ _.':d ?c :n; L?' .•^.	 l^ ^ t ' l :c'
1STIn T ,	 Ci3.^i'1'^ V^.`YCc::. ]Jill
	 t:lU i2_t ^^^;^;,'^3P,_ ••
	 '^	 ^l ,ai4
^..B'"IP!.	 vorc^:: _ilar:z t.
(s L^.r.^^1	 C^•?n :tant ^CrCni!L it i^r t; •t ^l 1, r$i'J.iJE Vei l" Ce' ^: ,1;1.{
iLS ri^Ur Strli^ :t 1 1^._	 l la^,.2n C I'3rta.
	 :aii:t'
corr^s^ords tU ti;^ CrL^nta'.iOn C35^ i'_i,:^^.
116
r
`a^R,	 Coordinates of t Fie inboard or rout end:: of the
1'^?R,	 lift and rig'.it semis pan bound vortex filament.
ZQ R
:wT1PR, Cooilinat^s of the print at whici^ tha right
YB T IFR, side trailing vortex .`i1.^mr^nt joins the right
c". fiTli'R	 seraispan bound vortex filament.
r'tR.^LR, .^.rrav of coordinates of th y C,^^.,nstream end













Lrror Stops :	 `•Jnc'
Conponents of velocit y induced a` the input
point b y tha ccr:^pleta ^;in^ t^orses'^o^^ vrrtr^:.
^ ^E: !z s
so er e ^r^i@n ^ ^:^ 7
F	 T is v r !oe o£ Eee @ mglae is a±n 2sioee§ usi=^ Ehe £oll^ iGR
^	 ^^lu s o£ tee aI^ n io, s!z@ varies lea seec:£iea i= t§e ^ In P£oR:a .
^	 (Qea ;ivies ^^e e^ lai,e3 in sec:ions 2.2 ^ 3 2.3 0£ Ellis n =ua1.)
^SECG = a0
VI?sue =	 a5
R^ ^ 2 =	 6
a^ IMF =	 500
L t = 2596
^ = Ja0!
L 1 ^ 2 = 1293
^ a:
SeSI!!, =	 1.0
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^t	 -t Y -IC W
Y	 at i ^( ^
x	 x is ^
-Y	 -!C aC -!C '^
x	 -X -K ^ ;^
-X	 Y Y n -i
at	 :n	 =c t ^c ^-.
Y	 Z	 •X +C at
iC	 -X +C ^f H
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is	 ^-•^	 x is is
Y	 -^. '^	 ^C ^C #
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,c is -x -.:_'
x	 `s.: is -X
:X	 _	 =t -X ?c
-	 _	 -^c t ^c
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-X ,.,
-X ^ ^	 Y * i
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To illustrate the input and output for the computer program, an
example has been _run.
A simple configuration made up of 16 triangular body panels is
used as shown in the three-view drawing of Figure C.1. The unit length
scale is shown on the y axis in the top view of the configuration. The
body consists of two octahedrons in tandem but not connected. This two-
part body is used to illustrate the paneling of bodies having several
body panel networks. The origin of the coordinate system is at the
nose of the body, on the plane of symaetry. Panel numbers, as will be
generated by the program, are shown on Figure C.1 where panels are
visible .
Body Characteristics: (length unit shown oa top view of Figure C.1^
length overall 4.25 units
length front part 2.00 units
length eft part 2 . 00 units
wi3th 2.00 units
height 2.00 units
Foczr panels will be designated as inlet or outlet panels. Panels 1
sad 4, on the top from of the body, are inlet panels with an inlet
velocity ratio of 0 . 1. Panels 14 and 15, on the lower rear of the body,
are outlet panels with an outlet velocity ratio of 0.1.
a propeller plane is positioned as shown in Figure C.1. It is
oriented perpendicular to the body longitudinal axis. Points on the
propeller place are shown on the front view in Figure C.1.
Propeller Plane Characteristics: ( length unit shown on top view of
Figure C.l)
hub coordinates
	 ( U.25, 0.0, 0.0)
reference radius
	 1.5 units
azimuth position of points
	 0, 120, and 240 degrees
radial nuaber of points
	 11
radial spacing of points
	 10 percent of reference radius
a
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Figure C.1 4-View .drawing of _sample configuration (sheet 1 of Z)
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Figure C.1 Sample configuration (sheet 2 of 2)






A rectangular upswept wing having no dihedral or sweep is attached
to the front part of the body as shown in Figure C.1.
Wing Characteristics: (length unit shown on top view of Figure C.1)
span
chord





0.1096 at 0 degrees body angle
of attack
1.0960 at 10 degrees body angle
of attack
The configuration will be run at two orientations. First is 0.0
degrees body angle of attack and sideslip, second is 10.0 degrees body
angle of attack and 0 degrees sideslip.
C.2 Input Data Card Organization
Oa the following two pages is a listing of the input card data
for this sample case. The first and last lines of each page are not
data but indicate card column numbers.
•	 The body geometry is described using six cross sections. Since the
symmetric i:^put option can be used for this configuration, only the
left side of the sections is given. Thus, only three points are
specified on the cross section peripheries. rote, had the symmetric
option not been used, then five points per cross section would have
been needed.
This will be a normal flow prediction run since the geometry is
simple and the panels may be identified without making a geometry test
run. Also, the listing of body panel geometry is requested.
Of the four inlet/outlet panels, only the two panels on the left
side, numbers 1 and 14, are specified. This is in accordance with
symmetric input rules.
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